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indebted to the sturdy pork
England for the settlement
of western New York, who every Saturday dined on pork and beaus, and who
came into the wilderness and made a tattle of a maple stump, on which they slicoil their cola, boiled pork, winch, with
the wiieaten bread and vegetables, was
almost their entire diet. It is lamentable
to admit that many fastidious young men
(if this generation, who eschew pork, are
fast dissipating the savings of their sturdy
sires in sumptuous living, and the farms
cleared and improved with so much toil
and privation, arc, in a multitude of cases. passing into the hands of pork-eating
Hermans and Irish.
It is not among the
pork-eaters, as a rule, that we find the
victims of Bright's disease, liver complaint and palsy. We must seek for
other causes than pork to account for indigestion and other ailments now so common.
Prominent among these are stimulating the appetite by pickles and highly spiced condiments which lead to over-
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Defence

of

Pork.

\\ confess that iie have no sympathy
with the fashioiialiie outcry against pork
There is poor pork
as an article of diet.
m tiie market, to be sure, and pork that
Hut this is also
it is dangerous to eat.
tnu' of beef.
Still we insist that there is
no meat more healthful or delicious than
Whether it he the
corn f d pig-pork.
fresh, succulent “chops,” the appetizing
soused feet, the savory sausage, the
tempting roast spareribs or chine, the
well-cured ham, the relishing bacon, or
even the
plain “middlings” fried or boiled, we ran name the flesh of no animal
in the whole economy of the farm which
begins to answer the utile el clulce like
Pork is about the only meat
tin' pigwhich will cook itself; and it is called into requisition to give richness, and flavor,
and relish to almost every other kind of
meat in the larder. A strip of well-salted pork is as reliable in the dearth of
provisions as the oil cruse of the widow
of Cherith.
Indeed, if the Jews had not
been theologically opposed to pork, we
should suspect that this cruse was only a
synonym for a firkin of salt pork. No

Gather every one,
Rosy-golden rogues they are,
Ripening in the sun !
Tommy holds liis apron white,
Sing all together!)
Fire bright will roast ’em right,
in the autumn weather.

hut.

shake, shake the branches!
Down, down they fail:

are

We 're to have a bun apiece
If we gather all.
Now we 're marching home again
Sing all together!)
Let tlie rain fall amain—
We 'll not mind the weather!
Aunt Fanny." in St. Nicholas for Sept.
A

Mining

|

took precautions to have the exchange
legally drawn up and signed.
“He played t^s a mean trick," concluded Flynn, “but 1 got the best of him, and
now 1 propose to transfer his share to the
orphans and widow of our old friend.”
No dissenting voice was raised against
the proposition ; furthermore, they all declared that Maggie should henceforth be
called the Ward of the Eureka Mining
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She waited until her funds we e nearly
exhausted ; then made her way to Sacramento.
While supporting her children
as best she could, she learned that the
party .had broken camp; her husband
had been brought to Sacramento and
placed in a hospital, where he remained
a long time seriously ill with brain fever.
Sim traced him to the hospital only to
lind that he had gone away again; no
one could tell whither.
Recet tly she
learned that a man answering his descriotiou, and beating the saw 3 name.
was wonting in tne tviwauua mi les, and
she was on her wav there.
He had
always been a fond husband and father,
and she believed he had searched for her
also, but they had missed each o her.
The two men were deeply iroved as
they listened to the story of her sufferings, and, after much persuasion, induced her to return to camp wit 1 them;
promising that one of the minerw would
about
go the following day tolviwaum
ten miles distant, and make inquiries
concerning the person she supposed was
her husband. Without further ct remony
Flynn wrapped the hoy in the blanket
he had brought for the purpose, and
Bagly trudged along with Maggie in his

Story.

-Eureka gold mining company.’ Don't
it look important on paper?
1 tell you.
boys, we've got a good thing, but we
must work !" said Tim Flynn, glancing
at the piece of paper in his hand.
Yes." replied ,loe Bagly with a
sleepy yawn, --hut let's go to roost now.
We can't do any more to-night.”
The men, eight in number, had been
sitting around a camp lire discussing
their prospects.
The Eureka mine originally belonged to a party of Eastern
capitalists, who, having worked it for a
short time and finding it did not “pan
out" according to expectations, sold their
eating."
interest to the men who had just taken
Some people affect beans w ithout pork. possession of the property, which they
As well try to enjoy air without oxygen, firmly believed would
prove an El Dorthe story ot Damon without Pythias, the ado. They were poor in purse, for they
play of Hamlet with the title role left had invested their all in the new venture,
out.
No civilized nation can advance to hut were rich in hope and courage.
the front rank without pork. The only
-■It is a well-known fact," Flynn would
nat on now under the ban of the politest
assert twenty times a day," “that the
sc ir-ty is that which rclig ously abstains
Eureka is on a range with the famous
from the use of pork.
Lowell Courier.
Empire, which yields as high as thirty
thousand per ton, and we are sure to
Fires and Fire Places.
strike the same vein.
.Some day we will arms.
When the party reached cam]) it was
wake
to
find
ourselves
millionaires.
up
have
in
the
princiEvery house should
the time set for Skinner's return,
It
is
of
a
time."
past
only question
pal, ot living room, at least, a fin-place,
A lied o brushThe next morning seven of the men, hut he had not arrived.
if only for use in summer, or in warm
wood covered with a blanket was armonths. There 's rarely a month in who were the actual owners, began work,
si Reed, whom they termed si- ranged for the guests, and aftw they
which then* is not
long and cold storm, leaving
lent partner, to do the chores about the 1 hail lain down the men lighte 1 thenor :f;> not c-!d. there is an alj-penadand gathered around t ie tire,
ing dampness, which requires a lire to re- camp. Reed was pale and thin and had pipes
in low whispers and listen;in anxious, expectant look upon his face.
conversing
it.
In
the
Northern
the
move
States,
for the sound of the horse’s
He
seldom
to
ing
which
fact
eagerly
anyone,
spoke
present month and the next are among
the ini s: enjoyable, as to weather, of all had gained him the soubriquet of Silent footsteps.
“He oughter bin here long al'oi e this."
He was devotedly attached
Vet cold storms of several or Si Reed.
the twelve.
said Bagly. rousing himself from a brown
to
who
had
befriended
him
while
Flynn,
days duration are frequent, and if there
in Sacramento, and exhibited such sin- study.
“Boys, he’s scooted."
are not such storms, warm, genial days
The suggestion fell like a bon bshell:
cere grid when he heard of his intended
are followed by chilly nights, bringing a
no one
for a moment, the 1 Bagly
change so great, that only the most ro- departure for the mines, that Flynn in- resumedspoke
:
vited
him
to
the
join
party.
bust can endure it, and the foundation of
“He's got your watch, Fly in my
The miners worked likt beavers, delvserious illness is often laid at ibis lime.
ing down into the earth that each felt pistol and Fleetloot. He's gone sure as
At this season a fire, especially at night,
shoutin'.
1 saw the cussed ness a shinin'
is often needed for both comfort and certain held in her virgin bosom the gold
in Ins eyes when Lie drew the slip."
health, and no house should be without which would enrich them. They began
The others were loth to aece )t their
their labors at the first streak of dawn,
W bile a tire in a stove
a pro\ Ision for it.
comrade's suggestion, but a!! crept to
is vastly better than none at all. by all toiling unceasingly through the entire
day, each dreaming his own dream of their resting-places with heavy hearts.
means, where possible, have it in an open
“We kin live on beans," muttered Bagfuture greatness.
Weeks sped by: pan
from
Aside
its
social
effect,
fireplace.
“but what will become of the woman
the air of cheerfulness which a fire on alter pan was washed, the contents ex- ly.
an' her kids ?"
then
thrown
amined,
aside.
But
the hearth brings with it, such a tire also
they
In the morning there was consi lerable
were not disheartened.
The gold was
brings ventilation, a change of air, a reThe next blow if the pick might excitement in Eureka camp. Tw aofthe
moval ot dampness and stagnation, such there.
men, Bagly and
Heed, were 1 lissing.
as a close stove does not atlord.
Incur reveal it.
After a protracted search the latier was
one evening, after supper, Joe Bagly
climate we rarely have a mouth, even in
found near a clump of bushes smie dissaid:
summer, in which a tin* is not at times
••How's the fodder, Si? Last another tance away in an unconscious state,
needed.
Were the provisions for making
having apparently fallen in a tit. They
it more general, we should hear much week, eh
••No, hardly enough for another week.” carried him back to camp, laid t le limp
less of "malaria." Mul-aria means bad
“You must put us on low rations then. form on a bramble bed and gazed at each
air: good air comes with an open tire, as
other in blank dismay.
What
d'ye say, boys ?”
well as brightness and cheerfulness.—
“Call the woman; p'raps she' 1 know
“Agreed," they answered in chorus.
[American Agriculturist for September.
The next day, when Si gave each man what to do," advised Tom Kuowks.
The Use of Milk.
The woman did not wait to be called.
his portion, they laughingly declared
that Flynn had received the iion’s share Seeing that something was amiss she apThe Medical Record say s: ‘‘No one who,
—which was true; for Reed had robbed proached the group. The next i loment
fatigued hv over-exertion of body and himself in order that his friend should a heartrending cry burst from her
lips.
mind, has ever experienced the reviving
have his usual supply, albeit no one sus- Falling upon her knees she tin ew her
influence of a tumbler of this beverage,
the iiit of self-sacrifice. The week arms around the sick man and kissed
heated as hot as it can be sipped, will pected
i,is sun, wmte iaee in a
was stealing away and they had not
wild, distracted
it
a
resort
to
because
of
willingly forego
“struck it.”
The hearts of the miners way. A slight tremor passed ovei Reed’s
its being rendered somewhat less acceptlie opened his eyes, looktd wistwere growing heavy with dread.
Yet frame,
able to t he palate. The promptness with
dared not give vent to their fears. fully at flic woman bending ovsr him.
which, its cordial influence is felt is indeed they
Then a gleam of intelligence illuminated
Each felt that success depended upon his
surprising. Some portion of it seems to individual
ami no one was will- his countenance ; he recognized ths faithcourage,
he digested and appropriated almost imto dampen the ardor of the others by ful wife from whom he had been so long
mediately, and many who now fancy thev ing
doubt of their ultimate tri- separated by a singular freak of fate.
need alcoholic stimulants when exhausted expressing
For one brief moment soul met so if He
umph.
by fatigue will find in this ample draught
One ilay, while seated on the ground raised his hand heavenward, mu mured
an equivalent that will he
abundantly
their midday meal, a little girl ap- faintly.
I'p there, .Maggie," then earnsatisfying and far more enduring in its eating before
ed his soubriquet of Silent Reed.
them.
effects.’’ As a rule, farmers make too lit- peared
A solemn stillness prevailed around
“Hello'” cried Flynn, springing to his
tle use of milk.
Sweet skimmed milk is
Eureka camp when Flynn and h s com
feet, “where did you come from ?
the very best beverage for them and their
“Flease, sir, I've been walking ever so rades returned from their unsiucessful
children, and if warmed and sipped
far.
Ma saw
camp-fire las' night, search for Bagly. The remainder of the
gradually is, as stated by the Record, and told me yer
how to get here. She party were sitting around in despondent
both nutritious and agreeable. This we
couldn’t come herself, ’cause Freddie’s attitudes, while Mrs. Reed, with the sick
know from long daily habit, and skimmed
sick.
May I sit down ? I’m awful tired.” child on her knees and one hand fondly
milk \\e know to be better than whole
She glanced timidly at the men, then resting on the dead man’s face, looked
milk in this respect. To avoid any possiat the empty pot in which the dinner of the very embodiment of inconsolable
ble ill effects from overloading the stombeans and bacon had been cooked.
grief. Flynn—tender-hearted Ton Flynn
ach w ith it. and permitting it to curdle in
“Where does your ma live ?•" inquired —how this burly frame shook wi .h sobs
a mass, it is well to sip it slowly, and also
as the touching death scene was described
Bagly.
to eat a lew morsels of dry bread or a
“She doesn’t live nowhere.
We’re a- to him.
soda biscuit with a glass of it. Taken in
for pa.”
“Hoys,” he said huskily, “we must
this way instead of any other supper, it huuting
face our hard luck like heroes.
“Did you expect to find 'im here ?”
I have
will very effectively remove an attack of
“No, sir; but we’re hungry, and ma insisted all along that the Furelaheld
biliousness.
Dairy.
[The
thought you’d give us somethin’ to eat.” a fortune for each of us, because l beHilt—’’it cost him a struggle
The men roared with laughter.
Some- lieved it.
Brighton Cattle Market.
thing to eat, when they had just devour- to utter the next words, which were the
Tuesday, Sept. fi.
ed their last cut of bacon.
Amount of Block nt market: Cattle, S3S; sheep
extinguishment of the hope that had
ami lambs. Ti.io; fat swine, 10,3(7.
“Not another mouthful, boys.
We enabled them to endure privation and
I’rlcos ot beef cattle k lot) lb live weight, extra
must give the chick what’s left,” said
hunger without a murmur. “Hi t," he
0030 371;, second,
quality, jo .">030 7.3, first,
$3 50 33 -7a; third, A t 5ua.3 -70,. poorest grade*
the remains of each din- went oil, “I was mistaken. After that
Bagly,
scraping
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc.,
00nt XT1;.
creature has grown accustomed to
Brighton Hides,7 37-2c k lb; Brighton Tailow.fi ner into his own tin plate. “Here, little poor
her sorrow we will bury poor Si ai d pull
;2c k lb. Country Hides, light ones, finTc k lb;
eat this, and when you’ve satisfied
'un,
heavy, 7‘s 3Sc if lb ; Country Tallow, 4nf'a-k< 18: the
cravin’s, ye can tell us where ye up stakes. We won’t abandon them,
Calf skins, I03IIC ktb; Lamb skins, ounsOe each;
come from.”
boys. For his sake we must protect
sheep skins, £>430c each.
landed
sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep cost,
“Flease, I'd rather take it to Freddie, those he loved.”
at the yards this week, from .V2 fifiv and Lamb*
The others heartily agreed to the last
fi’j 3 712 k lb, live weight. Nearly all were owned
pleaded the child, “cause he’s little an’
by t,. W. Hollis A Co., none being otlered on the sick.'
clause.
While arranging their plans for
market for stile*. There were a few Canada sheep
“Ye ain't bigger'u a pint of cider ver- the future, little Maggie bounded down
ami Lainl) also sent into the same parties.
swine—Western Fat lings cost, buttled at the
se If,” laughed Bagly.
“Eat it, an we’ll the hillside, singing blithely, unconscious
slaughter houses, this week from .Vjgiic k lb, live
of the bereavement that had befallen
give ye some more for the others.”
weight. They were all owned by Messrs, squire &
( o., ami Niles Brothers, ami taken direct to the
The promise satisfied the child, who her.
slaughter houses front the cars.
“Look 1” she shouted gleefully, ‘what
quickly devoured the contents of the
nice stones 1 have found. Full of night
dish.
Hay Fever.
“Keen on low rations, too, I reckon,
specks jes like eyes.”
for twenty-live years I have been severely
afflicted with Hay Fever.
While 1 was suffering
chuckled one of the men.
Flynn took the stone she held t iward
intensely 1 was induced, through Mr. Tichenor’s
“Now tell us about your mother. him. His face, rough and weather-b ;aten,
testimonial, to try Ely’s Cream Halm. The effect
it enabled me to perform my pas- Where is she, and whose trail is she on ?” grew pallid with sudden joy.
was marvelous,
toral duties without the slightest inconvenience,
said Flynn.
“Hoys.” he whispered, in a tone of
and 1 have escaped a return attack. J pronounce j
“She’s ’way down there in an old log- suppressed excitement, “she has ‘struck
Ely’s (ream Halm a cure for Hay Fever. Win. T.
Carr, Presbyterian Pastor, Elizabeth, N. J.
! house where nobody lives. We was go- it.’ Where did you find this, Magpie f
1 can recommend Ely’s Cream Balm to all Hay 1
ing to Kiwanna camp, ’cause we heard pa
“Way -up there, past the big hole,”
Fever sufferers, it being, in my opinion, founded
was there, but Freddie took sick, and
she replied, vaguely wondering it his
upon experience; a sure cure. I was afflicted with
Hay Fever for twenty-live years and never before ma's afraid he’ll die; so if
ye’ll please white face.
found permanent relief. WV.hster IE Haskins, |
In a moment the men fell into line,
l give, me some wittles I’ll go back, ’cause
Marshfield, Vt.
“The silent man”—the man who was talked to she’s alone.”
Maggie leading the way to the spot tvhere
death.
“What’ll we do, boys
asked Bagly. she found the precious stone. At they
“We can't leave the critters there: some passed the mouth of the pit, the seine of
Gentlemen—Your Hop Hitters have been of
great value to me. 1 was laid up with typhoid
of us must go with the chick and bring their fruitless labors, Flynn stop] ed to
fever for two months and could get no relief until
them here.”
get a shovel. The others followed his
1 tried your Hop Hitters. To those suffering with
“Reed can be spared,” suggested one example, carrying with them the i npledebility or any one in feeble health, 1 cordially recommend them.
iuents they had east down in a ho icless
of the men.
.J. C. SIOETZEE, <183 Fulton st., Chicago, 111.
“Bah!” interrupted Ben Skinner, a way the night previous. They set to
The Czar says the Jews must go and the Jews
czar going.
surly, ill-natured fellow—“Keed, with work silently, beiug too much exei ed to
If disappointment awaited them
his white lace, that grows whiter every speak.
Why Should I
not have confidence in that which has done me a
If the woman saw him she’d think now ! No, two or three blows, such »rs had
day!
world of good. If you ha«l suffered years with
death had come for the y oungster, sure.” never been dealt before, told them that
liver complaint and got cured by using
Sulphur
The men glanced toward si, who was they had struck it at last. They paused,
Bitters, would not you too have confidence in them.
J. It. Nash, Hotel YVinthrop, Boston.
against a tree, apparently obliv- looked at each other for a moment then
leaning
The school children are returning from their vaious of what was going on around him, the hills echoed and re-echoed with the
cation tanned to be rattauned.
and evidently did not hear the unfeeling shout of triumph that burst simultaneousA General Stampede.
remark.
ly from their lips.
Never was such a rush made for anv Drug Store
as is now at It. H.
“Look here, boys,” remarked Flynn,
Moody’s for a Trial*Bottle of Dr.
They returned to camp, Flynn carryKing’s New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
gravely, “our larder is about empty, and ing Maggie on hi? shoulder, just as iugly
and Colds. All persons afflicted with Asthma. Bronwe must replenish it.
Let’s draw lots to appeared in sight with a bajt of
chitis, Hoarseness, Severe Coughs, or anv affection
piovisof the Throat and Lungs, can get a Trial* Bottle of
decide who will ride into town for pro- ions on his back. In a few words lie exttiis great remedy free, by calling at the above Drug
vender.
We
are
out
of
Store.
funds, but this,” plained how, before daylight, hi had
Dignity and light trousers have a bard show at a taking a valuable watch from his pocket, started for Kiwanna to beg food for the
picnic.
“can he left as security.”
woman and her children.
After a hasty
Miss Mattie Benson, South Paiwonfield, Me.,
“And this can keep it company,” said dinner some of the men went to se eet a
savs: “After using Brown’s Iron Bitters for weakBagly, producing a handsome pistol.
ness, lack of appetite and energy, I felt like another
pleasant spot in which to lay the remains
Skinner drew the slip of paper upon of their comrade, and Flynn set out for
person.”
which the word “go” was written.
town to make arrangements about In ving
Even the quiet woman can make a bustle when
she has a notion to.
“The little gal can sit before ye, and the
camp supplied with provisions.
can stop at the cabin and
Several hours later he returned in high
Are you Bilious?
give this,
Try tin* remedy that cured ye
N.
the last of our hard tack, to the
H.—Hood’s SarsaMrs. Clement, of Franklin,
woman,” spirits and related how lie had encountparilla, made in Lowell, Mass.
said Bagly.
ered Skinner in a tavern, and dema tiled
The wheat grower’s motto —Of two weevils
their only horse, was quick- the return of the horse, watch and istol
Fleetwood,
i
choose the less.
ly saddled, and Skinner started on his ; that had been entrusted to him. He
bv
fibrous
constitissue,
Fibres, bound together
errand.
blustered and swore for a while, at d fitute a nerve. These delicate tendons often become
“Tell yer ma to fight her luck a few
deranged and diseased. Science has never discovnally
agreed to sell his claim for the artiered but one specific for all these nervous disord- hours louger, and when supplies come cles he had
already appropriated to his
ers, as well as diseases of the heart. It is the old
we’ll give ye a rousing supper,” shouted own use.
and popular compound called Dr. Graves’ Heart
Flynn did uot apprise him of
Regulator.
Bagly, as they rode away.
the lucky turn of Fortune’s wheel, but
••

1

The
"Two

(Jock’s

Since 1st;l the sum of $l!Ki.450 lias been paid
persons to the LYiited States Treasury Conscience fund.

by unknown

Dilemma.

teaspooufuls

of cream of tartar ami
ouc of soda to a quart of flour" was
formerly
the standing direction in every kitchen Un-

The decrease of the
gust was $0,071,051.11.
ury is $301,503 9s0.i2.

making light biscuit, cake, etc. It has been
found of late that the old rule won't work,
double this quantity of cream of tartar being

It is reported that there is to be an investigation into the manner in which the recent .-tar
route verdict was found.

frequently required to produce the former
result, and even then, owing to the great variation in strength of the best cream of tartar that
can be
purchased at the stores, uniform results can no longer be depended upon in its
use.
I in-

cause of tin- inferiority ut modern cream
of tartar is explained by the Massachusetts
State Hoard of Health, aiid also bv the New
York State Hoard of Health, which.'in a recent
examination of 27 samples of cream of tartar,
claimed by dealers to be of tbe best quality,
found them adulterated with alum, terra alba,
phosphate of calcium, etc. from ;! to 1*3 per
cent.
Five samples were adulterated with
terra alba with a little cream of tartar added,
in the soda examined, from 17 percent, of carbonate of lime to 25 percent, of ground gypsum
were found,
of course it is impossible to
produce light or wholesome bread with such
stuff as this fora leavening material, and the
best cooks, if relying upon its use. must frequently fail in their work. The old formula,
therefore, no longer to tie relied upon, must
give way to new methods.
Science, fortunately, conies to the aid of the
cook in this dilemma with the everv-readv
baking powder; but here again the greatest
care is necessary in selecting a baking powder,
to avoid one that may not only spoil the work
of the cook but will make the cookery produced
an instrument of danger to tlie. health.
Most
of the baking powders and bread preparations
of tin market are made either from the very
cream of tartar above described, from alum,
which is poison, or from phosphates derived
by disgusting processes from the solution of
old bum
in sulphuric acid, and lienee their
use is
attended with the same inconvenience
ami dangerous results that follow the use of
adulterat-d ereatn of tartar. The onh way to
overcome these difficulties would seem to be in
tile selection of a baking powder of a thoroughly established reputation, who.-e absolute purity. wbolesomeness, and effective power a- a
leavening agent have been confirmed beyond
contravention.
The Koval linking Powder
meets this want more
nearly than auv other,
and has been recommended by the Government
chemist a-tin- most acceptable and perfect «ubstitute for the old fashioned cream of tartar
and soda,
li is undoubtedly pure, and its
merits have given it a sale probably equaling
that of all otlu-r baking powders Yombiucd
Its manufacturers have an advantage over all
others in possessing facilities for obtaining
pure materials. They refine their cream of
tartar direct from the imported crude
grape
acid to means of patented proees-es, exclusively their own. by whieli the cream of tartar
is rendered absolutely pure and uniform in
strength. Ill addition to this, tbev employ a
number --f expert chemists who'thoroughly
test every pound of ingredient used, and admit
no material into the Koval
Halving Powder
compound until they have demonstrated it
chemically pure. A,~ a consequence, the action
of this powder Is always uniform, as well as of
tbe highest degree of power, and never fails to
produce light. sweet, wholesome and palatable
bread, biscuit or calve. With ils universal
market, and the great magnitude of its sales,
this company finds it to it- interests to adopt
these extraordinary methods, which tu> baking
powder maker whose market is limited to a
single state or locality can afford.

The

Photograph

Test.

An innocent little item in the Searsport correspondence of the Journal seems to have attracted a good deal of attention from the

light

and

heavy wits
funnyman

the solemn
to write

a>

follows

of the press.
It moved
of the Boston Advertiser

:

I ukiud and depreciatory remarks have
greeted the paragraph announcing that a dweller in Dakota had applied lo a Maine tailor for
clothes, and had. by request, sent the tailor his
photograph. Maine and Dakota have been
joint sufferers in the visitation of wit. audit
lias hern an arduous task to decide whether
tile tailor or the tailored, if such a word mav
be fitted to the emenn ney. is in the more painful situation.
The criticism, however, lias
been hasty and superficial. The cutting and
mail
was
wise. The measurements,
trimming
of course, had been enclosed in due time to the
dealer, blit what are mere figures to a man
who wishes to have his patron not only
physically but mentally satisfied? Dimensions are
indispensable, but a higher plane of workmanship is possible. The Maine maker lias hit
upon a tiue test for satisfactorily supply ing his
adherents. Doubtless the Dakota suitor left it
to the tailor whether the cloth should bo of guv
or sober lints, plain, or
plentifully diversified
with stripes, plaids, and other adoruiiigs. The
face of the patron would be a safe guide.
Does intellectual force show itself in the features? Then a cautious policy must be pursued. The cloth must correspond to the evident warp and woof of tin mind. Is dulncss,
insipidity, or an emotional and festiv •character
indicated by the photogriq h? Then the loudest
colors, the most brilliant patterns, may he prescribed. So. too, about tiie style. If a line,
Homan air hovers about the countenance, no
extreme fashion will do. A happy medium
must be kept in view.
If the luenkil endowment is light, tin u the tailor can do liis worst,
till the victim is encased in garments which
cooperate with the doctor and prevent violent
exercise. The photograph billy supports the

shears.

The picture test
ly. Agents for the

The

debt during AuThe cash in the treas-

Prince of Wales has

accepted

Ernest

Long’ellow’s painting of the poet Longfellow's
residence at Cambridge. Mass.
Senator Sherman lias stated to personal
friends that under no circumstances will he be
candidate for the Presidency.

a

Kiehards, Power & Co., shipowners and merchants of Swansea and London, have failed.
Their liabilities are £350,000.
P- 1>. Armour, the Chicago speculator, is lifty
four years old. and worth teu millions of dollars. lie is a New York farmer's son.
Postmaster General Gresham is making a
careful study of the postal telegraph question
preparatory to his report to Congress.

The wife (d Capt.

'Tyson

has

Metcalf,

Expedition.

The grand jury at Baltimore. Thursday, returned three true hills of indictment against the
members of the late board of fire commissioners.

The coffee and sugar crops in .Java suffered

severely from the volcanic eruption- ami tidal
wave.

and :overs!

missing.

Europeans

are

among the

li is proposed to celebrate the fourth centennial of the discovery of America, lMt-J, by a
world's exposition and Congress of nations at
Washington. !>. C.
Returns that have been received front Minneand Dakota indicate that the wheat crop
ill that section of our country will this year exceed that of any previous season.

ol aout.
Tlic law on Messina Quail, it will Lie remembered, was continuous for three years, it
A. e. Carr. Esq.. tue apple dealer of V mwas in
1 ssii that the quail were liberated in
in
Maine
he
thinks
the
wiil
tbrop.
apple crop
Ibis State and none were to bt shot befon
about two-thirds that of Iasi year. The apples
Sept. l's;',. it isn't likely that a single genwill he large: they are gaining fast now
uine sportsman in the State would shoot the
quail to any extent this fall even if they could
(ii'ii. liadeau. United State- Consul a: Havbe found in plenty.
It is not thought unlikely
ana. who has obtained leave of absence, had a
slight attack of yellow fever, caught by nursing that the birds may do better in this Stale than
was
at
first
thought. Only about eight hundred
hi- secretary, lien. Badeau is now com aleswere liberated.
Partridges haven't been so
cent.
plenty for y .r>. Hush shooting of all kinds
The American consul at lluim reports that in I will be good.
I lie woodcock has been in some
a serie> of contests between ttie combined reapmeasure, it i- sai I. driven to the low land by
er and binding machines manufactured in st \- 1 the drouth.
Birds are reported as scar e in
eral countries, those of the United States were j some of the best shooting grounds in Sagadahoc
successful.
county.
There will be a great show of horseflesh under the auspices of the National Show Assoeiatiuu at Madison Square Harden. New York,
l’herc will he over *11.000
October 22 to 20.
ottered in premiums.

supposed
somewhat proficient in music, is requested to entertain the company at the piano or in a song, and her reply is,
‘really,
you must excuse me, 1 carn’t playor,
‘I carn’t sing,’ as the case may be—but
she is all the time edging toward the
piano, and finally lands at tlie instrument.

Samuel Jones Tilden is

kind of

girls.

one

of that

ini:

Pish

1

and

M’ukiinii

Fisiuni;.

The

Union says

one

i day recently about 120 hogshead of tish. mostlv
herring, were brought into .loncsport. by the
boats. Several days To to tUO hogsheads have
Strange a-it may appear, the city of Savan- been taken per day. Some of tLit tisli are
nah i- a principal centre of the ice business.
some pressed for oil ami some cured by
Targe shipments are made from there to the in- packed,
smoking.The Columbia palls packing comterior of t lie SI ate and to Florida and Alabama.
The ice is received from Maine.
pany will close soon, hating pu: up a um: 2.000
east s against *,(100 one year ago.Tin
PastEdward Joslyn -hot Miss Etta Buckingham
in her room Thursday afternoon, at Elgin. Ills.,
port factories hav- bad mort tisli than they
and then killed himself. They had been lovers. could handle.White
perch fishermen have
Joslyn was a nephew of Judge M. I.. Joslyn.as- been
doing a big business at Cake Auburn.
sistant secretary of the interior.
The L’ost (>tfice officials estimate that the tvvocent postage will cut down the revenues of the
As a
Post Orticc Depart incut about Ss.oop.oun.
surplus of S.'i.iioti.ono was anticipated, it will
deficit
of
about
leave a net
$J,000,000.

Recruiting' otlieers report that the difficulties
in maintaining our army at the number prescribed by law are increasing, officers think
this is due to the small pay of enlisted men as
compared w ith the wages paid by civilian employers.

Connecticut furnishes the first clerk to secure
appointment in the Treasury Department under

the operation of the new civil-service reform
rules. The appointee i- Mi.-s Minnie 1. Hoyt,
a Vassal’ graduate, w ho led all competitors in
the recent examination.

l'he bass will bite but

Cobbosscecoutec.

short tint- longer in

a

perch fishing

White

then come in order.

will

The latter tish bite better

ill tile fall than at any other season of the year
.Mackerel in large schools art reported 200
miles old the North Carolina coast.

receipts

Gloucester this

at

hav- been

against

12s,non barrels, in
round numbers, for the same period last year.

about

is.onu barrels,

and S1.U00 barrels the year before.The Px cutivo Committee of the International Fisheries
Exhibition lias sent a circular to British sea-

recommending that the United .States
method of catching mackerel and herring be
shown in a practical manner to the coast popuThe unexpectedly early frosts have been very I lation.Menhaden are reported plenty in Casdisastrous to the farmers in Worcester. Norfolk co
bay. Steamer Fannie Sprague took 1000
and Middlesex counties, 'lass., as some of them

lost hundreds of dollars’ worth of new crops.
The frost was especially damaging to the late
cucumber and squash crops.
The records of the United States Signal Office show the rainfall for the month .iu-t closed
to he the smallest recorded for any month since
the Signal Station was established twelve years
ago. old inhabitants say that such a dry time
has not been known for seventeen year.-.
The South has now nearly 200, or, more
101 cotton factories m operation and in
of erection there, which is more than
half the number in the New England States,
though the former, of course, are on a much
smaller scale, and they manufacture only the
coarser yarns and fabrics.
ex-

actly.

course

'There are said to be about 17.000 dentists in
this country w ho put $1,000,000 of metal into
teeth each year, and about one ton of pure gold
I In- iiiatviiii; \ji ui'i’itit uil It lit
is used annually.
is a large industry also, about 4,000,000 being
made annually, tiiily one Aiuericau in eighty
lias teeth perfectly free from decay.
>

Vicksburg l’ost warmly approves of the
suggestion of the Third Maine Regiment Association, asking Congress to provide homes for
needy and disabled ex-Confederate soldier-,
and remarks that the millennium of good feel-

ports

bbis. week before last and Olid bids, the tirst

three

days

good

for

flic tisli

Advertiser.

By taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla many a poor sufferer who submit?* to the surgeon’s knife because of
sores and scrofulous swellings, might be
saved, sound and whole. This will purge out the
corruptions which pollute the olood, and by which
malignant
such

complaints

are

originated

and fed.

Many a mail who sets out to be a society lion only
succeeds in making an ass of himself.

yielding

said to be fat.

are

four

gallons

of oil to

a barrel of tisli.
This i- the tirst time
in four years that menhaden have been seen off
the Maine coast, and they have not been in

abundance

before

for

seven

Seven

factories in Maine,

ning,

the others

Labrador

good,

only

years. Out of
one is now run-

been idle for years.
Newfoundland report the

having

l.ate advices from

fishery

likely

as

to

turn

l he success of the shore

sured beyond doubt.

The eateli

out

fairly
is

fishery
is likely

as-

be

to

better than at any time during the past 2o years,
and dOpcr cent, over last year. Prices are like-

ly to run high, owing to the inferior class of
herring which are being shipped from Newfoundland to Canada.

The

ton

of last week, and the prosper; is
catch during the next few weeks,

a

contributed

hugely

American,

lit

s

Bia

t1

t

iti.y

of deaf mutes, with excellent facilities for iman

education, and situated in

a

healthy,

beautiful spot mi the line of the Pastern Bailroad, much nearer home than any other yet
established,
I'hat is the New England Industrial School for Deaf Mutes located in

opened

Mass.,

about four

years

Beverly
since

ago,

nearly thirty pupils enjoy
specialty of this school is as

which time it lias had
The

its benefits.

thorough instruction in
that the pupil may be able to provide

it- name indicates
trades
ft

so

a

bis living after

leaving school. Carpentry
shoe-making, printing, anil farming upon an
excellent farm of fifty acres, willin' taught as
soon as the shops are built.
Its method of ilist

r

ruction is that known

tout, that is,

advantages
methods.

a

the Combined St

as

.-

system which combines the

sign

of both the
Instruction in

and articulation

articulation and

lip

will be given to such pupils as can
desirous of improving in speaking.

reading
talk and

are

The parents of deaf mute children who have
dreaded the necessity of sending them to an
extreme distance from home will
come

this school which

by them
expense by the
visited

trustees
det

!>.

are

in

call

gladly

wel-

he reached and he

very few hours at small
Eastern Railroad.
Among its
a

such men as Rev. Thomas (tallau-

I>. of New

Volk, the son of the first

founder of American Institution for the deaf
and dumb, Rev. Julius II. Ward of lioslon.
Rev. Geo. I. Sanger of Danvers, lion. John E

Hevcrly

linker of
the

and others well known to

public.

Wi are sometimes amused to note the atixlecy of people to see their neighbors set up in the
columns of the local paper. The editor frequently receives much advice and an infinite
number of suggestions as to what course he
ought to pursue. The editor lias always made
it tt practice to listen respectfully to all that
may lie said, but when it comes to ’the printing
of his paper, he does as lie pleases; and it
pleases him to do as neatly right as he can.
[Eastern State.
Maine editors seem to lie

“experience meeting.'’ And why
may be both pleasure and profit in

holding
not';
it.
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t'amnia U entering ii|-«>n a
career of uupn eedented prosperii> a' thsuit of her protective poli.-y, and will liard.v
under
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Mass. It may not be generally known to our
readers that there is a school for the instruction
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abroad.

His father, the late IV.c.m M.

his old home.

doubt it-*

right.

sota

A

J. Metcalf, recently died, and now his mother
lies critically ill. Mr. Metcalf's
if >r:s have

N. W. Fitzgerald, a Washington pension
agent, lias been disbarred at the pension office.
The trouble was a too ingenious device for ihe
collection of illegal fees.
After getting ail lit
legally could out of his < limits, he would send
them formidable looking packages with a "C.
ii. D." charge of ten dollars ami express fees.
The pensioner would suppose that the package
contained his mom y, and pay the amount demanded. and find nothing inside except a dunning letter. Fitzgerald seems to have done
this on -i considerable scale, fur numerous complaints have conic in. He had. quite a number
of clients in Maine, and some have been swindled in the way described above. This is the
man who attempted to
knock oui" Gen.
Boynton. Washington correspondent of the
Cincinnati Commercial Gazette. The General
adds another to his laurels a lighting foi the

for a dithe sailing

living

North American Bev lew. i.i

Matters.

PENSION DEI'RACDEU.

A

K. Simmons,

young American artist now

[Correspondence Washington Capi-

tal.

applied

vorce from her husband, who was
master of the Polaris of the Arctic

be made useful generalsale of useful articles. \\ liieli
ing between tile sections would indeed have ar
that vague being "every family" desires, would rived if such a
tiling should be done.
save much vaiuabh time—of their
potential
customers, if the study of the town faces were
Although gold lias been found in Alaska, it
made a preliminary process, in a group of a is not a good country for a poor miner or prohundred faces the acute vender would instantly spector, says a Portland, Ore., correspondent.
dismiss a given number as hopeless eases. He The climate is disagreeable and t he season short.
In the immediate vicinity of Juneau the country
would say to himself: "My combined mosquito
is thoroughly prospected and the claims located.
bar and flute would l ave’no attractions fora
Unskilled labor is abundant and cheap, the InI will omit
person with that stern expression.
the owner of such a visage in my rounds." dian- working for £1 and *l.fiO a day.
Thus, a certain percentage ill a community, if
It is estimated that the cost of the telegraphthe picture plan be adopted, will never receive,
calls from dealers in maps, ink, glasses, pencils ers' strike vva- $100,000 to the strikers in lo-s
which shut up and pencils which arc not shut- of wages and *’HKI.IIIIIi to the Western Union
As several suits
ters, feather dusters, lives of prominent pirates, company in loss of business.
for failure to send messages have been brought
and a thousand articles which would make life
the
sustain
additional
worth living. This is the negative side.
The against
eompany.it may
positive virtue of the scheme is obvious. The losses. One siii'h suit in New York has already
newly rieli. if ignorant, who wish to lie fitted to resulted in a judgment for $100 against the
a library, a picture gallery, or a
family eoat-of- company.
nrnis, can send their photograph, and the purAccording to the forthcoming report of (he
veyor will liit their ease accurately. The pre! Post-master General, during the Iasi fiscal year
cise grade of old masters, the
properly formed I three
thousand Post Ulliees were cslalilislied.
lion eouehant. and the suitable biographies and
novels will be lauded, after til ing
greatest increase is In the youth and West,
kept dry and The
hut owing to tit" discontinuance of other offices
this side up, in the home which lias not
grown
through generations, but suddenly appears, the net increase is about two thousand. This
coat-of-arms and all, in the finest and most ro- gives about one Post Office to every one thoubust condition. If Hie customer's face could lie sand people in the i nitial States. There are
studied more leisurely, those who wish to sell six thousand money order offices.
would make fewer mistakes. The Maine-DaThe people of Ibis country have determined
kotu plan is, therefore, admirable. The
photograph lias done much for society, tint as a com- that the standard silver dollar is not good
mercial agent its usefulness is but beginning. enough for them and Ibis unpopular coin is pil"Look here on this picture and on this," now
ing up in the Treasury vault so rapidly that a
has a meaning of which .Shakespeare did not new vault for its special accommodation will he
built. There arc 2.1)00,000 standard silver doldream.
lars in the old vault. The new vault will furnish storage room for between 22,000,000 and
A Cat’s Remarkable Sagacity.
24,000,000 dollars, bu: if that coin continues to
accumulate for any period of years as at presOne night last week a kitten was chased by
the new vault will not he found lobe any
dogs and took refuge in a tree on Hark street. ent,
too large.
There she clung in tlie crotch of two of the topmost limbs. She did not dare to move and remained all night in her uncomfortable position,
The Supreme Court of Maine has decided
crying and wet through bv the heavy showers. that I lie wages of a schoolmaster employed for
Ill tiie morning the kitten's mother, a sage old a definite time, until the
expiration of which lie
eat, saw her offspring's situation and tried to is not by the contract entitled to receive
any
call Ikt down, but the kitten wouldn’t move.
part of his pay, cannot he holdeii by trustee
Finally the old cut mounted a post in full view process until lie has completed his term, or so
of the kitten, and, calling its attention, backed
long as there is a contingency as to his right to
down the post several times to show the kitten
if the path of any educators in
receive pay.
how the tiling was done. Finally the kitten Maine is strewed with thorns in the form of
plucked up courage, and following the mother’s over eager creditors, this ruling will give them
example, descended the tree backward. [Fort- comfort. The feeling of regret, however, will
land Press.
arise that a teacher should he even the innocent
cause of legal proceedings where debts are concerned. One who is instructing boys and girls
“It sometimes happens at social par- in honest
Euglish and honest arithmetic feels
ties,” says the Stitt Francisco Post, “that the need of setting an example in other forms
of honesty, in debt-paying, for example. [Bosa young lady, known or
to bo
can

eapaeitv.

Mr. Parnell says the bulk of the English
members of the House of Commons have conceded that home rule is necessary for Ireland.
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Wave on the Breton

Had Longfellow known of this particular spot
earth he would not have gone to Grand Pre
for Arcadia. With the many harbors ou this
Hies Mont Desert, as Champlain called it. Seal
Harbor is the ideal restful summer resort. Due
hotel, half a dozen cottages and a small country
store make the place. The post office is combined with a cottage hoarding-house.
The
mildest form of gayety is found in boating and
trout fishing and picnics to the smaller islands.
There is nothing to do but rest and save your
money, for there are no incidental dissipations.
The evening stiliuess is broken only by the
sound of the waves ou the shore and the tinkling bells of the Kino in the pasture. The days
pass in a dreamy idleness, forgetful of the wear
and tear of the busy world in the never ceasing
drive of work and business.
Twice a week the steamboat touches here,
though there are passing boats every day. Last
year the steamer touched this wharf for the
"first time, and its arrival was a great e\ ent. i )ne
of the "oldest inhabitants." "Fucle Jimmy," as
the summer boarders affectionately call him.
I'ncle
perpetrated poetry on the occasion.
Jimmy" is past si, and was a sailor in hi-youth
He still retains the deck in his walk. When the
steamer came in. bright with tings. "Ltele
Jimmy" stood on the wharf with the tears running down the furrows of his weather-beaten
face. A baskcL of wild flowers was presented
to the captain and “Tnele Jimmy’s" poetry was
read, and it was a celebration marking a new
era in native life.
“I'ncle Jimmy's" sons keep the Seaside
House, the one hotel, that is a picturesque makeup of several houses, built f om time to time to
meet the demands of guests.
The largest part
was built last year, and the whole is attractive
and comfortable by modern improvtmen's. A
fine lawn stretches from the piazzas down to
the shore for tennis. The vuw takes in Cranberry, Sutton and Ilaker Islands, and beyoud
the open sea. while at tile back of the house the
pines climb tin* rocky sides < f the mountain,
called llang-otl' Ledge. The Seaside i- a wellkept house without the pretensions of a hotel,
hut having the charm of simplicity and frn Ion
for guests, which at this tine number m arly
one hundred, so the house is tilled to it- utmost

ted the year round.

>t

r

W. Howard's new novel will

her other works.

on

The inventor of the stylographic pen derives
from his patent $100,000 a year.

a

published tt|is autumn by Messrs. James K.
Osgood A Co. It is considerably larger than

SEAL HARBOR. ML. DESERT.

C'etewayo

taking

is

day.

be

rupt law lias been commenced.
New Orleans proposes to cremate all persons
who die from contagious diseases.

of the

"History

States." the most aura.-t-

Ij'uited

ive historical work of the
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NEWS AND GOSSIP FROM ALL OVER THE STATE.

The foot and mouth disease is increasing
Company.
The next day Si was buried, and a alarmingly among the cattle in England.
They found the woman seated on the
rough tioor with the boy on her lap, and week later, when the success of the mine
In Iowa the democrats and greenbaekers arc
Maggie, their late visitor, at her side had become an established fact. Mrs. uniting on their legislative nominations.
sound asleep.
With tearless sobs she Heed and her children were taken hack
John U'Gnuly, a Philadelphia lawyer, is unrelated her sad story. About tve years to Sacramento. The sudden change of der arrest
for collecting illegal pension fees.
or
when
Freddie
was
a
few
the
death of her
before,
fortune, coupled with
only
six thousand carloads of watermelons have
weeks old, her husband left her to join a husband, proved too much for the poor been
shipped North from Georgia this season.
party of prospectors who were going to woman, and the two orphans became the
The
signal station on Pike’s Peak. 14,150 feet
the Sierra Nevada region, and she had actual wards of the Eureka Mining Comhigh, is the highest buildingin the world inhabinever heard from or seen him since.

*•

Tln-te are oilier greencrops that should
be i seil to be fed with corn; and we
kn w i u .Tie better than peas ami oats.
a t. get her— one-third oats and twoI> pc.is
three bushels of the mixed
s' ci
oi-r acre, w ith a drill.
On land in
i -onditiou a large crop may he rais
g
having a value second to none other.
I '••as and oats are equal to clover, and
.ay >e raised on a great variety of soils
st important consideration.
We
we i used twelve tons of this
green food
:
th acre, ami this would feed twenty! n cows ten days, without any other
fond
The peats rich in easeine
just
wl a i> requireii to make milk—and the
■at I" also l icit in the elements of milk.
These two crops grow well together, for
In oats hold tin peas up and prevent
them from lying too ilat on the ground,
fla y mature so near together that they
are both ready to cut at the same time.
But the crop should always be cut when
the pea pod is full and the grain in the
miik.
It is then very succulent and palatable. and will produce tts much milk as
any ... we know of, aside from a large
variety of pasture grasses in their most
If the dairyman has
succulent state.
green bidder■-corn also, let him feed the
lie need
corn, pens and oats together,
in-x •
h at gi\ ing too much variety at once
In an old pasture cows find from twenty to
fifty van ties of grass, to lie eaten at the
same time.
'1 his is what gives such line
tlauc to milkers bit old pastures; it gather.- and concentrates the aroma of all
these plants, and it must have a more delicious flavor than that made from one
kind ol 'nod, such as corn or rye, or even
red clover, alone.
"ui nailers will pardon the frequent
men on made of the
importance of vatic food of cows, for it is too
gen•T.i .y m-glcct-d.
Study the tastes of
you; cows and they will richly reward
lor the pains.
y<
[National Live Stock

A

Shake, shake the branches!

—

■

■

When some distance from the hut
Skinner put the girl down ; gav : her the
biscuit and resumed his journey
In the evening Flynn and Bagly went
over to the hut. intending to bring the
woman and her children up to eirup.
“Skinner will get back about eight
1 guess the sick boy or ly w ants
o'clock.
a little feeding up to make him til
right,',
remarked Flynn as they approached the

Make the beauties drop!
-t is the reddest ones
Are always at the top !
oh. what a merry chime!
iSing all together!)
Trip in time and ring a rhyme,
in the autumn weather.

raw

NUMBER

of the

Mr. L. S.

Apple-tree.

1'ity

edible compounds.

“We

the

Shake, shake the branches!
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material to be turned into the
It lends a hand
in all dishes, and is even preferred to the
aristocratic cream in the composition of
the most high-toned pastry.
It is the
poor man's never-failing friend. It is the
siue qua non of the frontiersman, of the
sailor, of the camper-out, of the sportsman and of the soldier.
Here is the compliment paid to it by a Rochester, X. Y
most

--

I**-*.:*'.!,g

J
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housewife is without material for a uice
dinner who has a nice piece of sweet salt
pork at her disposal. It is the universal
solvent of the cuisine, which enables all

Sl'IIsL RIRER.s remittli c money or desiring to
tin
Idn
ol papers tmuged, must state the
* iffice t*> which
t i •. paper has been sent, as well
as the office to which it i.- to go.
have
P -r

People

^

Jour-

Authors.

and

Books

Mr. MeMastcr. author of the

a

mistake.

abandon a polier which lias more than
expectations of the most san^uim- of

m*

1

th«

it' pi.

motors.
The Boston Post says that the M tw, hiisctts
a good many of them. <\\
ar

Oemoerat*. or
the

Plymouth

!• rce Press, “and esteem it m\t

to the Bible and the Boston Post.**
estv of the Po? t in

placing

the

The n»"d

Bible first i'

eonfunendable.

had set forth the merits and demerits of the
‘‘modern

paper,”

and of the paper that is not

modern; the wttys and wherefores of the disappearance of the Greenback press; suggestions

concerning the foreign advertisers who manage
to get their advertising gratis from the guileless
editor; and now the Eastern State brings up an
oft-mooted subject and disposes of it in good
journalistic fashion. We heartily endorse its
sentiments.

I lie recent experiment of transporting log
rafts from St. John to New York was me a
success, financially.
Tin* tugboats were each
a day. : ml they were J4 days in doing
paid
It cost $400 to make the cribs and
the work.
$1000 to load tin spiles into them, not to speak
of chains and incidental expenses. Mr. Murray,
the proprietor, seems to have become satisfied
that vessels can do the work cheaper, for he
lias chartered several vessels live trips ahead to
carry spiling at a quarter of a cent per foot.

Maine
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Kriday evening, an Italian, named Charles
Pasqu it work on the Shore Line Railroad at
Brew. r. w a< murdered in a piece of woods two
n.
from Bangor. Saturday two Italians
w
re arrested, Carmera Santone and Raffeal <1.
‘p "tie. and proved to lie the guilly ones.
1
met l’a-qui ami walked through the
together. Capone with his arm in Pasqui’s
ami '.intone in the lear. While nearing the
':
r
edge of the grove santone. who was
wa king hebiud. tired the revolver into
Pasqui’s
b
k. Pasqui ran about ninety feet when he

PUBLISHED
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Dorsey’s Defenders.
The

Another shot

"•
pi 'ii.
ami then

was tired into his head
rail was used, smashing bis
flattening his n -.so and terrihlv mangling
:t:
They then examined his pockets and
t ...k p.Pi iii money.
Thev then returned to the
ii
ag. and threw the revolver in the river and
atrlvci at tb shanty, wliere he lived, at about
i ck in the evening. The tragedy took
nine
-lit seven miles from tile village.
Ca■' >■ '•’he' were covered with blood, and at
poin
i
k tie- next morning he put on bis
1
-■
'the- and washed his others. The eviw:istrong against them that their
1 bt easily proved. Sunday they saw
"
w i' no
hop. for escape and they both

fen

a

-,

■

bis utterances and declared him to be unworthy
of belief under oath. Now the) cannot do him
too much honor. They print with gusto his

slanders upon the dead Garfield, republish in
exteuso the ffitusy lies which bear untruth upon
their face, and are torn to shreds

by current
testimony: and it would seem as if they could
stop at nothing short of giving Dorsey the first
or second place upon their national ticket. This
i- a matter of taste, perhaps, and of course the
fact that it is “now ascertained that the acquittal
of Stephen \V. Dorsey was secured by direct
bribery and wholesale corruption of the jury."
will only have the effect to place Dorsey higher

"ii of the money was found on Sanl thi- remainder was recovered from a
v* *:
where C apone had hid it. They ac*
« edged they had
conspired to put several
tv
r. w mi: of the
way with the sole view
: g- "m_
:r money and tiiat
Pasqui was unlv
tir-t f f'Uir ."I- tiv• they intended to kill,
: thi Italians are
i i
rest
very much excited
t
[intents and when Marshal Reed
•
■; "lie in the vicinity of the tragedy to
w ;
a
r.- ti
money wa» hid. they exhibited
iwartls
ap me arc! t \ idt ntly
'■
p
lyiched him if they could have got
ofli "i
it i' understood
e
iv
i H v. ar. u a prison in

\

i1

n

■

■

in the Democratic counsels, and in the estimation of bis Democratic admirers, foremost of

••

whom appears to be our contemporary of the

Prog. Age.
The public found Dorsey guilty on the evidence presented at the recent trial. It was
hard to believe that an honest jury could have
hone-ilv rendered a verdict of acquittal, but
such was thought to have been the case. Now
it is proved that Dorsey's acquittal was bought,
and he ha- an additional claim for lodgings in the
penitentiary for u long term of years. A Washington despatch says that “the amounts paid
v s* h juror are known." and that "in some cases
the bribe exceeded in amount the fees paid the
government officer.-, which have been so freely

■

lt;Py.
■: vIn

;mki:i.'| in ihe n<irthehx pa.tfic
RAILROAD.

:

1* ti"

f the Northern Paeitii railevent in which the pi. pie of Maine
::o
nter"':.
Josiah IVrham. who
1.
origina; " barter froth Congress.
M
Rial;.
Ih liad previously obtained
f
tin Maine Legislature for the
1
.ii
railroad company. After hi*
R; thi
rpri'v. .fudge Rice of
am* vj.-e ] r. sideut of the company
e..n.-, rne*l in tin- management
w hen tiovernor Smith was
r: d
< ••■■he vva- tinancia!
agent of
a
not
imuiisiderahle share of
my.
I.' rai'i •; by .lay
.ck. was coutri/■ ii- "f Maine.
Tie- failure of tlit
k* Ju ige Rici ’< heart. He
wune— the reorganization and
:
.. :*■ii of the road.
have shown their lnter'•
:i- by investing their nionev
i ight. The Pacific raili.
i in Ism aud iii lssl ware great
-:."a;.s. of vast importance to our
.* *'.s line, from Lake
Superior
-iiiid. i‘ our route to the Pacific.
is
iu
nt
11.
arlv tin same latitude
Maine. Already the new ine
ttf the frt-sii gra afield- in
V> ■-!!•. tii- lead of lake
navigation.
-■
*' r .a.-' of rail are extending
tut it : i. short of I.ake Sunjr t
lk d> r nr :.round Lake Michigan will
in t
near future by direct lines
t SainteMarie.
I rade follows,
the lines of latitude.
1 ra-’tii
(■ii ii- "f thi- le w eiiantltl
througli
n t'a-r "t Mates and Territories canmi::;t.• to tilt- prosperity of Maine
1

::

1

■

\

criticised

extravagant." Yet this man, who
lia» committed an additional crime in order to
postpone the day when be will have to wear a
couvict's garb, has found a mouthpiece in every

■

slander.
i >ur

by

total

1

1

M

1

t

i.KANi.FMhN 1> Fill,
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fmioi:.

Morrill of tin* (iardint-r Home i
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om ids sunimt r home
I 1 io W I
How 1 wish sonic of
-'■at'ii.
I n-t-disf. tlort I tlu.-ilers
II-

o

in
the
in
and

mid -it under my own vine
and h i/.- out at t'F ; iadd waters
tig this quit i. grassy knoll, this lovely
morning. No preacher you will hear

h

■

-■f

eloquently of’tbe goodness
w. r. or draw -udi
glimpses
hereafter. It is just warm

preach

so

.i-l

and no sound i- heard exbirds and tin* chirpings of
it'slto] ... r-. The pond looks like
and faithfully paints every tree

:.g-:
s

week. Tin* first half
our o|«en fire a blessing and
tie n lias not been too warm,
.vi- tii.*
quiet and beautiful in
t spot ran be found on earth

and

•>•*•*

h

tx ■.I:x
k.

i.

j:at

aught about iFllllv

t.

—

-*11-01).

mg made to bring the Nathan
the approaching term of s.

i-

rads on tie Shore Lille raiiI ii niil. s of the road
*guu-'pt.4.
A g|
| .1.
k*
Blaiii** 1*1 r N- w A *rk with tlie
i’• :!:railroad -xnirdon
party, lit*
> Maim* iiirtn in ill** party.
*•
'i*'i th:.i tii* Main.* ( ,‘ntral K. U.
,li:' n p!; 11 i o n tht* huihliiii: of a
half
’l
k :ti Lak** Maranoeook, next
t*

h

u
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I’in

i> reported dangerously
result of the tragic death
1’f;: I’ii* i;•» of Andover, who aceiiiinw-lf in the Maine woods.
•*’> !*:■ on ( If Island. Freneh;; Jioum*, barn and
y1 !■' '* i:!* k
I !'■ Maiel is the
property
ushnian of Newport. K. I.
Ii'‘il**‘ ■*
tii** (irec*ii Mountain
i ! 's
l*ai l i rb<»r. Tu* s.uay night
Sept 4th.
r *i:
**'
burning \\ o >*ls on tie* inoun1
'*i■ i<• i:i!s
nnnt*'ii;it»*iy repaired the
are again running
reg^

''•

H

!*
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■

*r

.i*
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I "!'!

M-iranocouk '"[it.

i

lie r

■
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1

Wull

Whig

till* ]»I0f< >>*iO!)al

by ight lengths,

>*nii and Ko>- third. Conley's
>"i'oud'. 1’riz.i-s s.'iOo. g-jub
the

shipment of potatoes over
Brunswick and Maine Central railli .already commenced The crop this
11
a
prodigious on*: and far surpasses the
ef previous
years. One dollar a barrel
'!'-r* I by shippers tojioulton.
-a\-

■

o-good ha-dosed a contract with
.'.tie r can l.leetrie Eight
Company, of Bo—
-i:;t Tie I’ark ami Exhibition
Building
I air tirouuds. I.ewiston. from the
tie -1st of '"ptember by Electric
lights.
[ ! it n has recently been laid before the
'‘'111’* r

■

ami * oiuieil. asking them to
rccognci i troni/" tlie New England Industrial
a
tor tie
Education and Instruction of
1
Mute-at Beverly, Mass. This institution
organized in 1'7'e. The petition has been
;
"i.
lie table for further action bv the
< iiineii.
I a" gift of '*'ii'.I,h"i to Bates
College by the
ie e -i111111 i.. Bates lias been declared void.
I'c is wn- a very large exhibition of live
-*
I: mi Maine at the New
England fair at
M :.i h—ter, N. II.
lie 'rotting entries at the 'late Fair closed
l
e ~dn>.
i lie race, lmve all tilled, and a finei of horses never trotted in Maine. The
■■
1 race for the purse of £1<KJ0 will he
filled, on account of tbe free-for-all race
'lt Bangor. :In- week
following State Fair, for
: purof iJlgOh.
I Ie *
H'uJidated Electric l.iglit Co. of Maine
I in in a :W0 light station at Portland and a
•1 “i i11 station al Saco and Biddcford.
Cen*
-ta‘ ion- are also to be .oustrueted for Lewi-'on. Bath. Augusta and Bangor, beside in
inauy of the smaller towns. The 100-light sta"ii at old orchard will be transferred to the
le w
company. The directory is as follows:
*
>Mie A. Tlioinu-. < diaries A.
Millikcn, I). W.
1
'oiidge. (Ion. F. .1. Itollins. Dr. W. It. Wood.
Hole
larenee Hale. Elias Thomas, all of J’ort"iid: Henry W. Staples of Old Orchard, Silas
Gurney mid Edward H. (toff of Boston.
Hon. W. W. Thomas. Jr., arrived in istukliolin I lie tilth of Aug. At Gotteuburg lie was
*

t i-

■!

■

■

■

1

—

give

ii a

reception.

ltobic wa- tendered a reception by
tbe Frontier Guards of Eastport last Thursday
1
vening. The affair was very successful.
<".%■ rnor

li »ston liotel- are overcrowded and hundreds
are turned
away daily.
Professor Fi-ke is endeavoring to annul the
will of hi- wife- Jennie MeGruu -wbobequeatla d a million and a half to Cornell
University.
.Manufacturers of woolens lit Leeds, England.
vpre-s surprise and regret at tbe high rates on
woolens demanded in the new tariff,which will
virtually amount to prohibition of exportation.

1

Southern farmers will have more cash in bank
tlii- year (ban ever before, even if the cotton
crop he -hurt, since they owe less to tbe traders,
and have raised more food than in anv previous
year.
'I in increased cultivation and drainage of the
land at the West has diminished the prevalence
of disease to such an extent that no more than
a li ft Ii as much
quinine is sold as was disposed
of u few years
ago._
Skill

Ignorance.
A- a perfect pharmaceutical preparation, we are
told that Hood's .Sarsaparilla surpasses any proprietary article upon the market. Even to our Inexperienced eye we see positive Indications of the trutli
"f the foregoing. A glance at the article shows the
scrupulous neatness and rare with which the detail
of it- manufacture and putting up must he conducted. These points are of importance in anyhuslness. but in the manipulations of remedies for the
relict of human suffering they become of supreme
Importance, and only such medicines are worthy
public confidence.
vs.

Maine

Central.

Letters

Warning.

tion to the

danger of a devastating fire in the
dry goods district, and to flic fact
that the water supply in that part of the city is
far from adequate. In this connection it lias
published interviews with the chief engineers
of fire dei artments all over the country, who
fully endorse the Herald's estimate of tlie danget'- < hief Engineer Littlefield, of Portland,
New York

wrote

as

follows

:

1 here should he no time lo-t in providing a
lull supple of water.no matter what the cost.
I would suggest as the first and most
important
tiling to do, as the present supply is not adequate. to obtain a new supply where there will
lr piessurc enough in the"
pipes. The best
tiling to do i* either to apply the Holley system
of pumping, or if they can not gel fresh water
enough build a reservoir ou some high elevation, arrange a pumping system and keep it fi!ied with salt water. The principal thing they
"'ant in New York is
proper pressure in the
pipes? which they have not now.

Belfast i-

not

as

big

a

place

as

New York,

but the da tiger here is greater, the losses
likely
to lie more ruinous, and the means at hand for
stopping a fire, with till due allowances, much
le-s adequate. A few months ago only a

lucky
''bain of incidents prevented the fire which
originated in the McCIiatock building from laying
the greater portion of the business part of the
city in ashes. With the recent lire in the Angler stable the elements favored us. Had a
-troug north wind prevailed nothing could have
saved the

buildings on this side of Main and
High streets, and it is more than probable that
the conflagration would have
these
overspread

limits.

We cannot expect the conditions to be
always favorable. A file may break out at
night when the watchman is in another part of
the city: there may not be water at baud: and
the wind may blow in such manner as to
defy
the efforts of the firemen to control the fire
when once underway. Our defenceless condition is admitted

by every
are difl'erences of
opinion
taken, these may easily

one, and while there
us to the steps to be
be reconciled.
But

whatever i- to be done should be done at the
earliest possible moment.
Mayor Johnson’s

suggestion of holding a public meeting is
one.
Let us have the meeting.

a

good

Tlie

Hong Kong Telegraph is ventilating some
grievances of which ship owners have
to complain, it appears that it ha- been the
cus'om in the Harbor Department at
Hong
Kong to issue permits to masters of vessels of
other than British nationality, authorizing such
masters to ship tiieir seamen at their respective
consulates, and to charge for such permit a fee
of one dollar per man. The Telegraph finds on
reference to the Ordinance dealing with the
shipping and discharge of seamen that it applies
only to British and Colonial ships, and that the
powers possessed by the Harbor Master with
regard to these vessels are vested in the various
Consuls or Vice Consuls where foreign vessels
are concerned.
With regard to the disposition
of the fees thus illegally collected American
ship owners are not interested, although the
Telegraph intimates that they have not “been
accounted for by the Harbor Master to the
Treasury." as required by law. Col. Moseby,
of the

Will you walk into my parlor says the Demospider to the Greenback fly. That w the

tunc the Prog. Age is singing to the deluded
voters who followed its lead out of the Republican party, and wbom it now seeks to deliver
the Bourbon

Democracy. Denunciations of
the two "old parties” as equally corrupt—or to
use a homely hut expressive phrase, “tarred
with the same brush”—have had their day. The
underlying purpose of the whole scheme of the
so-called greenback agitation is now exposed;
and it is simply to gain voters for the
party
against which many of tl»e Republican Greenboekers bore arms during the rebellion, and
which they had as persistently fought for
years
at the polls. Now the Prog. Age tells them
they may as well throw down their Greenback
to

banner and march into the Democratic camp
and surrender. To many this would be not
only
a surrender of convictions but
of manhood.
And to wind end?

Merely to advance the interests of a few trading politicians, who having
made a football of the Greenback party as
long
as it could serve their
purpose, now propose to
sell it out to the Bourbons.

the Maine Central

bels

the

at

hands.

It is

as a

-tale

thought of
admittedly

institution that

re-

its transfer to other
one

of the best

equip-

ped and best managed railroad- in the country
to-day. and is doing a large and steadily increasing business. This makes it. of course, a
tempting prize to outside operators, lion.

of the National Temperance
Alliaucc at Old Orchard last week were largely

meetings

attended and very successful generally. Many
prominent temperance workers were present,

including the

veteran Neal Dow.

The Prog. Age has ceased to be
organ for the

time;

fiddle with but

week,

Democratic

a

Democratic

string, on which,
Dorsey! Dorsey!

one

it sounds

Jay Gould began
which accounts
stock.

but is instead

a

bis career

as

a

for his success in

week after

boy,
watering

cow

EXHIBITION AND THE MANUFACTURERS AND MECHANICS’ FAIR.

Correspondence

the illness of President Little. Gov. Butler

to

of the Jouru: 1.

Boston, Seim

News

presided, llis address of welcome was cordial
aud befitting to the occasion. Ho was followed
by Hon. \\. E. Chandler, Secretary of the
Navy: Gov. Jarvis of North Carolina, representing the South: Judge Lymes of Denver,
Colorado, for the West; Mrs. Julia Ward
Howe, on behalf of the Womens’ Department,
which forms perhaps, the most attractive feature of the exhibition; Gen'l Francis A. Walker as orator of the day and
Mayor Palmer for
the City of Boston. They all s|>oke with feeling and significance. 1 wish that all of my

FOREIGN

3, 1883.

It is a significant fact that to-day marks just
century since the "American Union was formally recognized by Great Britain as free, sova

which the alchemists had

ever

dreamed."

fitting then, that this centennial aun versary
should be observed by the opening of an exhibition here in Boston, representative of the
American

people, ol the products, a -ts and
manufactures, of foreign nations. We have
won a place for ourselves
among the nations of
the earth that commands their respect, their
admiration and their friendship. Ourommer-

speech before a committee of the Legislature of
Xew Hampshire tt rscly said. "The Maine Central road is really what the Boston and Maine is

cial relations reach around the globe, and in
this connection it is of great fitness th: t a foreign exhibition should be held here. But. it is

after.

especially appropriate that at this tim there
should be this display of the achievements in
the / <■■(/..! arts on this the hundredth anniversary of our Peace Treaty with the Motherland. The idea of holding an exhibition here
of the industries of foreign countries exclusively is due to Mr. E. I{. Stimson of Toronto, who

The Maine Central road is now control-

Eastern road, and through it the
by
business of the whole of the great State of
Maine and the Provinces beyond." And the
Boston Economist, in a lengthy editorial upon
led

the

this

subject from a Boston and Maine point of
view, has said: "The lease, as proposed, is a
good thing for the Bostou A Maine. It will effectually kill off a disagreeable and dangerous
rival and put the management of the Maine
business entirely in its hands." But that is ju-t
what the

chant-.

of Maine do not want and

they will prevent if possible.
some rights in the matter and are
assert them.
what

They
disposed

have
to

advertisement

When in l*7o the Democrats took control of
the House of Representatives the late Genera!
Garfield, then a member of the House, remarked that he was glad of that change, as a
Republican, because the Democrats could cut off
abu-es, prune extravagance and institute reforms which the Republicans, with the best
will, found it too painful and difficult to do.
[Xew York Herald.
Jleraltl lias done an unkind thing to the
Democrats in calling attention to their performI tic

when in control of the House of

ances

Repre-

sentatives.

W la ther or no Gen. Garfield made
the remark attributed to him is not material.

The antics of the "reformers" arc matters of
record. The men they placed in the positions
held by faithful and honest Republicans were

Europe, the
behalf, until finally
fected that

A

capital

five thousand dollars was subscribed.
They
leased tlie building of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, which, bv :u act

erected

by

when their

and Hel Newton street, aud covers nore
than ninety-six thousand square feet of
.ace.
the cost of the land and
building was three
hundred and twenty thousand dollars.

borne,

like character.

Doorkeeper Eitzhugh. the man
who was "bigerdhan old Grant." was
perhaps
the silliest but by no menus the worst of the
House employees under Democratic rule, offices were

of

created to make places for the horde
the

office-seeking Democrats who invaded
Capitol, and the expenses were otherwise

in-

Hundreds of thousands of dollars
spent in investigations which were fruitless in results. No sooner were
they well under way than Democrats would be found in the
and then the

net.

investigations were qiiietlv
subject cannot be done justice to

dropped. The
a
paragraph: but there can be
publican campaign material than
in

in the records of tin

no

better Re-

is to be found

Democratic Douse of

167.V7.
Mr.

John Roach, the

shipbuilder, testified

before the Senate sub-Committee in New York,
last week. He began with a
description of the
times when lie was a workman, forty-five
years
ago. Then lie proceeded to till "tin experience
of a man who probably employs more labor and

Varieties of labor than any other man in
"I am set down as a
monopolist

more

the country."

shipbuilder."
don

he said, "but I want to sat that I
believe the profits on any of mv trans-

t

actions have

averaged more than five per cent,
1 am glad, to make that much.” The
quesof free ships being brought up by Senator

and
tion

Diair, the witness
and for

nearly

policy.
of the

As

a

at

once

became enthusiastic

hour argued against the
of national defence it was

an

means

highest importance,
shipbuilding should

lie

argued, that
encouraged.

Am-

as a

is situated

permanent exhibition building.
the corner

on

of

Huntington

nue

Exhibition

Pile
last

Saturday evening

ope led
to the friends of ;he

managers, affording tin m a good opportunity
inspect tin- progress made in the

to

preparation*,
before throwing it open to the public on M mday. Tic formal opening however, took pli ce
promptly at 12 o'clock to-day. in Washington
Hall, which is the main room of the
building.

characterizing the American navy as lit for the
scrap heap, lie said, that the man who imagined
that the navy of the future was built
during the
war. knew nothing of the
subject. People
fond of asking. "What has become of
What has become of our merchant
marine7" He would reply:—"Your merchant
were

our

navyl-

marine was destroyed to save the nations's life;
the navy you built to put down the rebellion
was similar in character to the
pontoon
that were

bridges

built

during the war." "Our merMr. Roach continued, “should
be tile militia of the sea. Upon it the
safely of
America rests. There is but one vessel in the
marine,"

chant

navy that has the speed of fourteen knots an
hour. Twenty-five fast American cruisers laid
up, tied to the docks, would be a bond of peace
between England and the United States.

Eng-

land had

61.100,(XX),000 in

her merchant marine:
point, and she supported 4fi0
ships of war to watch and guard it. She knew
that her home industries depended
upon her
commercial fleet, and that if it was destroyed
it was her weak

she was

helpless."

The New York Herald has discovered that
the Ohio Democrats are

suffering

gravated political malaria."

from "agMr. Hoadly has

gone to Philadelphia to be treated, but the
other leaders arc perhaps too ill to leave home,
for we do not hear anything about them except

reports that they are “unable to be out" at
ratification meetings.
Mr. Pendleton, Mr.
Thurman, Mr. Payne, Mi. McMahon, Mr.
Hurd, Mr. Warner and others all are “seriously

indisposed.” The
of the ex-Senator,

younger Thurman, the sou
has the disease in a severe
form—so severe that he has frequently expressed the hope that Hoadly will be “ snowed
under
looks

by fid,000 Republican majority."
as though Mr. Thurman will

now

It
be

gratified.
The

recent volcanic

time to come the

navigation
highly precarious, especially near the island
coasts, and navigators on approaching laud will
need to verify their charts bv the frequent use
of the lead, or else possibly to wreck their
ships on new rocks and shoals upheaved from
the depths by the late subterranean storm.
of these seas will

be

At

of the Democratic State
Central Committee of Ohio the chairman said
that Judge Iloadly would be ready to speak
a

recent

meeting

by
resting Iloadly

Sept. 10, and that “while he was
would secure sub/stautial dill that icoald enable
them to do effective "orb the last ten ■ireebx, I f it Wits
any party but the virtuous Democratic party,

genius,
are the crowned heads of the 10th
century,v (if
our distinguished
foreign visitors wiio spok,
were M. Jobbe Duval, vice
president of th
municipal council of Paris: Hon. Emil Haas,
representing Germany; M. Cape!, of London,
prelate of the Roman Catholic Church; lion
■

Carter one of the representatives frou
Hawaii; besides otiiers from China, Japan
Russia, France. Spain and Austria. The Exhibition was opened to the public at ;S o'clock
i here are fortv-livc foreign countries
represent
ed. hut with a very few
exceptions the exhibits
were not ready.
There are quantities of goods
iu the basement of the
building, at the Custom

House, and on the way, which iu the course of a
week or two will be put in
pluce, and when
completed will present the most unique and
elegant exposition ever held in this country.
The Exhibition will continue till the last of
February, opening daily at 10 a. m. and closing
10 f. M., so that all will have
aud enjoy it. F<fr strangers

at

see

the
be

ample time to
visiting Boston

following means of access to the Fair may
worth preserving. The Metropolitan Rail-

road Company will run ears between tlie Tiemont House and the Exhibition grounds,
every
three minutes, also every six minutes between
Rowdoin square and tlie Fair.
in a future letter I shall devote some
space
to the exhibits of

special interest.

The fair of

the New

England Manufacturers and Mechanics
Institute whose buildings adjoin those of tlie
Foreign Exhibition, and which opens on Wednesday the oth iust.. will be of great interest to
not only New England, but to the I'nited
States as well. It will have exhibits from all
parts of the country. Rut of this ulso more
will be said at

a

future time.

Ashmoxt.

I1IE EXHIBITION OF THE NEW ENGLAND MANI'FACI'l'UKHS AND MECHANICS’ INSTITl'TE.

The annual

Boston, Sept. 8.
Exhibition of the New England

Manufacturers and Mechanics’ Institute

was

opened this week. It is called the American
Exposition in distinction from the Foreign Exhibition. The building is just beyond the latter
on Huntington Avenue.
As some may not
know why there should he two similar organizations here, the other being the Massachusetts
Charitable Association, it should be stated, that
this one primarily grew out of dissatisfaction
on

the part of
The

some

plan

with the others

a

few years

and

underlying purpose of the
Institute was to establish an organization of the
manufacturers and mechanics of New England,
for the object of “securing the general improve-

ago.

ment of their industrial interests.”

should say that this means.Hoadlv is tilling a “bar’l” with a view to “retaining” their
voters.

lias extended to the South and West as well, so
that we have in the present Exposition excel-

by

the immaculate

we

It is

ting

stated

that the committee investigaF. Shaw A Bros.’ affairs have found that

the assets arc

$2,'700,000 more than has been reported, but the general tenor of the statements
regarding the firm are alike unfavorable to it
and the creditors.

The outcome of the matter

is rather

The present outlook

discouraging.

ly

defend the count-out in Maine in 1879-80. It
forgets, perhaps, that since I he Age became a
Demoeratic organ, ami an admirer of Dorsey,
It is necessarily the defender of rascality and

fraud.

in

view,

the

liberality

of the management

lent exhibits from these sections of our
country.
The Institute was organized in Sept. 1878, and
incorporated in April of the following year.
Its building was erected in 1881, when tin* results of its first exhibition showed tlie encouraging success of sixteen thousand dollars net
profit. To the industrial features of its exhibi-

tions have been added those of American art,
that if the success of the

enterprise continannual exhibitions will illustrate the
The
progress of ail our national interests.

so

The Lewiston Journal appears to bo surprised that the I’rog. Age should at this late day

ues, Its

building

covers

nearly

five acres of land.

acres.

The president of the organization Is James L.
Eittle; treasurer, Joint F. Wood; and the secretary, Frederick W. (irittin. The present Exposition opened under auspicious circumstances.

bid its readers adieu

guished speakers made their addresses.

the 5th.

Its

available floor room for exhibition uses exceeds

eight

One by one the roses fade. Ditto the watering place journals. The Old Orchard Summer
Rambler, published daily during the season,
on

its etl'oet

for or

in its

highest

sense,

aided in ours,

shall then, and

we

to the

move on

and which lias

grandest achieve-

j

I
)

A

good

many disgusted Democrats
Columbus despatch to the New

The town of St. Albans is in trouble.

terest-hearing debt
£•’>.100, hut recently
there are interest

against

An audience of several thousand assembled in ore of the upper hulls where the distin-

Owing

supposed

was

to

Its inhe

only

it lias been discovered that
orders outstanding

hearing

the town to the amount of

a

full

mounted

j

by

polished

a

Roberts, of Mocktou has been making
Aroostook county. The Aro. -.took Republican says: "Mr. Robert.- came with Ids team,
visiting Houlton, Presque Isle, Port Fairfield and
Caribou.
Mr. It says that while he expected to
find Aroostook a good agricultural
region, it far
exceeds his expectations.
Mr. \\ M. Rust met with a mishap
North port avenue one day last week The horse
took fright at a man in uniform on horseback and
1 he team of

overturned the carriage, throwing out the occupants. the two children of Mr. Kugene Rust, and
the girl of the house, who was
driving. Fortunately all escaped without serious injurv.
An

adjourned temperance meeting

was

held at

Universalist church vestry last Mmday. The
came up as to whether or not the
meetings
should be continued, and there was a unanimous
vote In the affirmative.
Some spirited remarks
were made by Re\. Mr.
Gregory and others. It was
suggested that each one of the clergymen be Invited
in turn to address the meeting.
A meeting will be
held at the same place next Sunday afternoon at
3.43 o’clock.
A

Mini atpue

I. a

Mention

nch.

made

was

since In the Journal of the miniature
schooner built by Chester Cottrell, of this city.
The little craft lias since been rigged and furnished
with a suit of sails. The hull is seven feet long,
and from the end of the jibboom to end of the main
boom is nearly ten feet, she is furnished with
everything to be found in a real vessel, running
rigging and all complete. Mr. Cottrell will have
his little vessel on exhibition at the Belfast
Opera
House on Saturday, Sept. 22d. The schooner will
time

some

miniature wharf with launching ways
a tank twenty feet in
length and filled
with water. She will be wedged up and launched
just as tlit larger ones which leave our ship yards.
Further particulars will be given In our adverting
columns next week.
sit

upon

a

running into

unauthorized and that the town never received
the benefit of the same. Who lias been

illustrate a recent happening—he is always
considerate for others, and the bell does not have
to ring twice to call him to his meals
At Maranocook last week he advised a party of his friends to
supply themselves with sandwiches, so that when
on the way home and there was a rush at Waterville for refreshments thev could «ir quietly in the
car and eat their lunch. They followed his advice
and were happy; but George forgot to follow his

of

taking

the money is not made public. The
are several wealthy widows wtio
supposed they had made safe investments In
loaning to the town.

heaviest losers

In the South the business year ends Aug. Jlst
and begins Sept. 1st. On the latter date the

newspapers publish

commercial review of the

a

year. The Savannah News closes
on the business situation as follows

an
:

editorial

"The out-

look tortile future of Savannah is

citizens have

reason

to

bright.
rejoice and not to

Her
com-

plain." Certainly, no small part of Savannah’s
prosperity is due to the fact that in the Morning
News it has an able, enterprising and publicspirited newspaper.
Justice Stephen J. Field, of the l S. Court,
bobs up serenely in the Democratic hullabaloo
with a letter to a friend in which he detines his

position

on

the

questions

of the

day.

He omits

mention, however, of the great Democratic “issue”

—

that the

avoid a
in order

Dorsey's lies.
Judge would

It is

evident, however,

not leave the country to
Presidential nomination. Bets are now
on

the Field against the favorite.

The Boston Journal well says : The DorscyDaua charges about the offer of a Cabinet
position to Dorsey, the dickering with Jay
Gould over the Matthews appointment, etc.,

unsupported by a shred of evidence;
and the impression gains ground that the unimportant letters recently published were intended to divert the public attention from the
failure to corroborate the main charges.

remain

The Maine

Farmer is to be enlarged at the
of its next volume. Is to add some
new features and retain the old ones, and w ith
Howard Gwen at the helm, and a tine corps of

beginning

contributors, promises
more

interesting

be more useful and

to

than ever before.

yearly volumes of the Maine Register
indispensable to every business and pro-

The
are

fessional

The volume for 1883-84 is more
than any of its predecessors and is

man.

complete
nearly twice

the bulk of the earlier volumes. It

hundred pages and is sold
price of $1.50 with map
or $1.25 without map. Hoyt, Fogg & Donhaiu,
Portland, are the publishers.

contains
at

over

seven

the very reasonable

Near the Roxbury steam ear station there Is
building which has a bar-room in one end and
collin warehouse in the other.
[Boston Herild.
All that is needed now is

poor-house

a

jail

next door and

around the corner.

nude of
In
.-uni

appointments,

Unity (Me.,)
selling.

uow

to

advice and

the hungry crowd
which stormed the lunch counter. He got his eye
on a lone sandwich, and
every time a waiter came
within hail he would point to the stomach stayer,
ami say, "Hand me that sandwich, please.”
It
own

was

one

of

The fifteen minutes for refreshments
expired, the sandwich still rested on the plate, and
is probably there now, and “Our George” beat a
retreat to the ears unrefreshed.
was notise.

Clam Bake.

about fifty of
Friday
our citizens indulged in an old fashioned clambake
on the shore of the bay at the Poor cottage between
Belfast and Scarsport. A foundation of rocks was
On

afternoon

built upon which for two hours a smart wood lire
burned. The embers were then cleared away, the
clams spread out on the hot rocks, and a liberal
quantity of green corn and eggs placed on top,
which wore covered over by a cloth. Sliced potatoes were placed on the cloth and in turn were
covered by another cloth. The whole was then
covered with sea weed to keep in the steam. To
make a bake entirely successful it should be covered so closely that no steam can escape. This makes
the clams tender and juicy. The hake was allowed
to remain one hour.
During this interval the company indulged in pitching quoits and other games.
The Poor cottage is located at the little cove at the
mouth of the Houston stream. It Is one of the tin
on the bay.
Spread out before you in
its loveliness Is the beautiful Penobscot Bay. On
the shore near by and covered by salt water at high
tide is a spring of pure water. A fter the tide ebbs
away from it the pure fresh water hubbies out
through the sand, anil is never failing. This camp
is a favorite resort for clam bakes. At the end of
one hour the sea weed was raked otV the steaming
clams, and all assembled around the bake and
partook of the nicely prepared bivalves. All voted
the bake the best they ever saw. Mr. Geo. It. sleeper and A. J. F. Ingraham had charge of the bake,
and proved to be masters of the art.

est locations
all

Dkatii of

a

Prominent Citizen of Winter-

Monday last, without previous intimation of ills Illness, we were grieved to learn of the
death of Reuben A. Rich, Esq., of Winterport, for
He
many years a correspondent of the Journal.
was sick but a few days, and died at the age of 0(5
years. Mr. Rich had held many olttccs of public
tout.

On

trust. At the time of ills decease he was President
of the Northport Campineetiug Association, a Justice of the Peace and Quorum and also Trial Justice. He was a leading ami lnlluential member of
the Methodist church society in Winterport, and
for some years held the position of superintendent
of the Sunday School and choirister of the choir.

Mr. Rich paid his usual visit to Northport this

sea-

occupying his cottage through campmeeting
week, and as heretofore manifested much zeal in
promoting the growth and improvement of the
place. He will be missed by the Association, aud
greatly missed by the community In which he liv
son,

Rand, Avery A Co., printers, No. 117 Frankill street. Boston, have issued a Handy Buslless Calendar, which will be found very use’ul. It is so arranged that a record may be
notes

there is

coming due, etc.

strength—in lighting

Frank Work's double team trotted a mile at
lie Charter Oak Park Thursday in 2.18.

just

wa« n

Allan

visit

two

All who knew him will mourn his loss. He
remarkably upright and conscientious man,
methodical in his habits, exact and reliable In all

ed.

was a

ills

dealings, and

a

most

Journal loses in him

respondents.
daughter who

one
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of its most

leaves a widow,
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one
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iketiold.
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last week of the death in ihi-

Prospect

is

friends of the widow, Mrs. Km
ma H., at once set about to show their
sympathy in
a very substantial manner.
A large sum of money
was raised by a Belfast man, ami a school mate,—

seendent-

living

of the Bieknell Bros., of Lawrence, Mass.,—
left his check for $50. Mrs. Mescrvey has asked
the Journal to extend her heartfelt thanks to her
many friends for their acts of kindness.

Carl Ko-adurn company
in l.or.-Ion
\\ c
is cemflned i>» t ic h
Marshall, F-.
d a
-Hr. Clarence l‘avls is visiting id- parent-L:
lid- city....Mrs. Hcorge K. B. Jackson, of p
laud is
friends in this city_chnrle- H
Fit Id and Miss Addi Cl
ed a party at Bangor fora trip t<* M o.|

eity

Mescrvey, who

of Mr. A. W.

two

j

had

more.

mowings.
made

ing.

*i

Baltijmore,

vicinity with po-ter.-,
full Information regarding his great

was

evci

IMllsbury

j

three masted scuoonor built : r
him at
w here the captain resideId.
senoonor is a very large one and first das- j.,
h< r appointinent*.
Her blocks were ma :> : ; •ity at tin* Belfn-t blocs -hop ami wore pronounced
at'.iu* a set of block* a- wen ever seen at Bid*,

the towns In this

Mention

/Thursday

Bci

Capt.

children.

left

a

widow and

The

Many enquiries

visiting

made as to w hat is to be done
stamps when the two cent letter
postage comes into effect Oct 1st. Congress made
no provision for their
redemption, and postmasters
ere not authorized to
exchange them, or any oilier
stamps, f<>r those of lesser denominations. If they
do so it is at their individual risk and loss, as they
have to make returns to the Post Office Department
of the stamps supplied to them. The three cent
arc

■

Lake.... l>r. J.

week

may say that

we

must

decline to receive three cent stamps in payment of
subscriptions from this date. We have a.- many
now on hand as we shall use.
\ young girl named Lucinda Yom\ living at the
house of Hiram Peirce in this city, was found upon

early Monday morning

streets

our

insane.

peddled

It from his pocket. ^ ork pleaded not guilty
Ho was found guiitv.
put in no ;e-timotiy.
lined $.*<> and c< sts, which amounted t $4.1, ;r .n.

j

but

j

which

of

them lie

The young

one*.

to he the

swam

ashore
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Knight, Scarsmont, to George H. Wilkins,
Lewis A. Knowlton, Belfast, to David
llodgdon, Belfast. Win. It. Morse, Scarsmont, to
Abide A. Morse, same town.
Abby Mathews, ltd
fast, to Augustus Clark, same town. Charles II.
Pendleton Jt als., lslesboro, to Ambrose F. Hatch,
same town. Bcnj.
Ryder, lslesboro, to T. M Chap
man, Old town.
Ephraim Small, Swanvllle, to
Alonzo Holmes, same town. Jerry Sullivan, Belfast, to James Pattee, same town. Cornelius 1.
Whitcomb, Belfast, to Percy A. Bridghain, Somerville, Mass. Robert and Darius Williams, l.-desboro, to Joseph N. and Elizabeth Coombs, Bangor.
Death

C. Wiooin. Mr. Albert C. Wig
gin, a native of Belfast, and a promising young jour
nnlist,died suddenly in Boston last Saturday night.
At the time of his death he was night editor
of the Boston Post and had lately returned from a
two weeks vacation trip to the West. Mr. Wiggin
began bis journalistic work in Hartford as the mu
steal and dramatic critic of the Times of that city,
and for a year or more (1877-78) was associated
of

A.

late W. II. Simpson In conducting the Republican Journal, anil did some excellent work on
the paper. Subsequently he was the city editor of
tile Prog. Age, and left that paper to take a similar
position on the Bangor Dally Commercial. His engagement on the Boston Post began last spring,
with the

aim ms auvaneemcui in ms cnosen

prmessmu

to him ami gratifying to his friends,
lie
found his position on the Post very congenial ami
apparently Imd a bright future before him when

brought
Wiggin,

to an untimely close. Miss
city, and Mrs. John K. Coiuens, of Brookline, Mass., are sisters of the deceased,
and he has two brothers living, N. 1-;. Wiggin, of
Presque Isle. Me., and George Wiggin of Hartford,
t:t. The remains were brought to Belfast for Interment in the family lot in Grove
Cemetery. The
funeral took place Wednesday, Bev. Mr.
Gregory,
of this city, officiating. The floral display was
very
tine, including a beautiful wreath from tin* Bangor
Commercial office, which was placed on the coffin
death

J. A.

lil.s

career

of this

and borne to the grave.
The Boston Post pays the following tribute to
the deceased as a journalist and as a gentleman:
Mr. Wiggin was a ready and versatile writer,
Ho was industrious and conoftlmes brilliant.
scientious, painstaking to a fault. Whatever fell
to bis lot to do he took pride In doing well.
While
not a magnetic person, nor familiar with his felhe was yet a cheerful and genial companion,
and at all times a gentleman. Wherever he went
he left a good Impression, both as to his kindly
nature ami his worth as a journalist. A host of
friends aud acquaintances, scattered throughout
the union, will learn of his untimely death with

lows,

sincere

sorrow.

v c

.mug

l<u:g and

ry

much attention

IP

Otherwise* he l-

a

man.
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After the fremembi'i:-dn.l *ing wide : :• I ewi-t
boys n*eeiv od in this eity, they wov ietermiuo. t
retaliate* n po-.-ib!
The nine seiccte'd were not
the same that play d here, but wa re a picked nine,
not

ov er

4

or

Fort land
i>11>11

•*» of ih

was

forme

m m

J

participating. Phe Bel
a good player from
The umpire was a I.ew

leeisions

ot tin1 home nine.

noisy and

r

snort, out

substituted.

and bis

man

1'he

were

alwav>in fa\,,r

d assembled

crow

was

\ery

nanly. Notwithstnn ling all this
the Belfast nine oufl played the l.ew istons, hut !>-i
the game through a piece of foolish trickery
»>n
the ninth inning the score .>to<»d a lie
!
T, w it
ui

gt ntle

1

Belfasters at tin- hat

the

Inning.

on

the last h.a f

A Belfast-trlkcr made

im-e

a two

f
o.

n
m

hast*. I'he crowd wile, ml *T u!
the l.ewi-ton second na^n m al>o
formed the striker ihai it wa> a fou;
hue lh 'fast
man thought It was
decision from tin* umpire and

ran

to second

hall,"

and

deliberately

left his ew to walk hack to hat, when
put out. Of icourse the Belfast man was at
fault for leaving his |!>ase w ithout knowing sure, hut
he w as not looking t'or trickery. The next strike!
made a two base hit. which would have given the
Belfast club the vie ory but for the above error
The follow ing is tin* score—
lie

was
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a sharp contei-t of ole*ve ii iio iu_boys lost the game! even disii.p re -tc ; man pr
acknowledged thejr -upcrioi ity t.» die la n

Keai.

s.

his hair

w ear-

attraetcl

root

the part

on

afte-r

the transfers in real estate in

Wm.

He

tow'll.

r.-isi nun* w as oih

Knox.

peculiar locking

The Belfa-t club w ent t
Lew i-t
Friday of la-t weak .and playcl a picked nim
from that city.
The* Belfa-tcr- wen dcfcate**!

McCrystle was
anything about it for

Rockland. Wm. 11. Frohock, Belfast, to Ralph B.
Richards, Corinth. Beni. s. Grant, executor, ami
Henrietta B. Grant, Prospect, to Marrietla I.U*!n*y.
Minneapolis, Minn. II. II Grant, I'nity, to Samuel
Kelley, same town. Ambrose 1 Hatch, lslesboro,
to Charles N. and Sol. 1). Pendleton, same town.

is

f ridieule

Basp B.vi.i

but

Estate. The following
Waldo county f lithe week ending Sept. 11th—T. M. c hapman, Old
town, to George F. Dcllinglmm, saint town. >nm’
B. Coleman, Lincolnvllle, to J. I’. Cillt > A als..
in

-tom

on

here frequently since.

Tuansekks

are

tan
<

banged nearly to the eyebrows.
very intelligent appearing yamug

drowned. They did not say
the boat was stolen and they feared arrest. Their
story is not believed by all and it is thought it maybe a case of foul play. McCrystle was well known
in Belfast, having worked a few years ago for
Frank Perkins, as a carriage painter, and he ha.bcen

1

liair is worn in th late -i approved female fa-i ; n.
The long hair is made* up :i.
tw’.-| hei md
fastened with a lairpin, while the front hair is

boat. The two latter men returned but said nothing
their companion until arrested by the city
marshal. They now say that McCrystle was intox
ieated and caused the boat to be overturned, which

They

subject

at tlu* Court

North

about

sunk.

got abrea-t

an

to York
anv oilier party.
The pi.-oneracquitted. There w as no pie-lion in tl e mind
of anyone but fiat York w a- ns-nu'.t-d
v
-oun

August

at

When York

as-aulted with mud

wn-

vv ere

the body of a man was found in
Bueksport. At the time the body
was not recognized, but since it has been found to
have been that of John McCrystle, of Bangor. It
seems that McCrystle in
company with John Me
Hugh and Timothy' Looney, left Bangor In a sail
in

-.nine

ank 1

stones

men

liver

and b

witnesse s
ieided tl e .-barge
prl-oner- a
sai<! that they neverb ft the road and did mu tlir- w

seeing the blood she fainted upon the walk
was picked up, placed upon a team and
to the American House. Subsequently Mr.

Karly

l'ln*

lay *»e-.>rg<- A
Mckcy all of NormJudge Bc>ardman, on
n.|

ik-

Hie

Peirce drove her to her home In Montvillo. Mi.-^ ose lias been in the
city for some time and hamany friends here.

the

appealed...

he

Black, llarrv Ba

themselves in tlu bin-lie.-

The girl
carried

K

\V

...

ness met several men who were smoking.
>he
asked them to stop smoking and grabbed their
pipes from their mouths. Seeing others inside the
shop with pipes she made a rush for them, putting
her hands through the window and breaking out
three panes of glass. Her hand was cut slightly
on

and Mr- J.J

port, were dejoijr
0! Truest York! for an assault and battery.
Mr
York testified, ajid was corroborated by witne--.
that on Wednesday night of last week while going
home fic*in a'Ian e at Saturday Cove*, 'he* pn-.uit rand other- pas.-.*d him on the read ami -carted

She

up Main street by the way of the depot, and
when abreast <>f Hopkins A staples place of busi-

came

and

A!t

Poi i< f No ns.
llnu st \ ork, of \«>r11ip« »:. was
before* Ju-tiee know Item, Belfa.-t, on Tuesday, -n
complaint of (» orge A. Black for a -ingle sale f
liquor. Black c-tifled that at the* Campground,
Aug. .’.M, he hoi lit a pint "f whiskey of York who

used on printed matter, and w ith a
stamps
one cent stamp for double
po.-tage under the new
we

improving...

i-

or more,

...

Brooks, who ha- been sick f.<r

(i.

Cousens, of lire kline. Mass., and \. I
Pia -quc* NK*. nfc in this city.

may be

In this connection

a

*•

ith the three cent

rate.

years of age and litof tin* fifth generation
>m .-.a-

irly

:. gn at
age ."da gran ! ;.'.tighter aged
f
4. and a great granddaughter ,*f l:
g rami-on
vear-.... 1). a a Wiley
has a hand- -nic otTer t
•>.»

one

w

ne

daughter

the

question

There is a good deal to he said of "Our George"
but two characteristics only need be mentioned

guilty

ed to this

Hon. B. M.

tour of

a

£li>,000; of
£15,000 was

this sum it is believed that at least

«

A.

were

urn.

Prof. L. C. Bateman oilers for sale his residence
in North Searsmont, on the stage line from Belfast
to Augusta. Tills Is one of the finest
places in
Waldo county and is offered at a great bargain, as
the owner intends to remove from the State. For
further particulars see the advertisement In another
column.

ami

was

a

mem >ers

Calais, will occupy the pulpit of hi v rib (. him
next Sunda» morning and evening,
r
Paris
meeting hen on Tuesday oven ing. stands rtc

Ha>
Notts. The best quality of hay brings
about $11 to $1J per ton in our markets. There is
plenty of old hay on the market which with the
large new crop will tend to keep the prices down.
The chances are that prices will rule low for some
time to come. Farmers will keep more stock as
the only way to dispose of their hay_Win. 11.
Coffin of Thorndike, has cut four tons of hay, the
present season, from one acre of land. There

of the

on

the world has ever witnessed.

York Tillies says:
The remarks of Si nator Thurman as he
greeted Gen. Ward, directly after the nomination of Mr. iioadly, seem to have been conveyed to every Democrat in the State, and the
indications are that the effect .-till remains.
Judge Thurman said: "Gen. Ward, 1 have
done all that I could to secure your nomination,
hut have failed. The Democratic party as reure-entod iii tlii- State convention has no further
use for siieli old fellows as
you and I. Your
defeat, however, was secured by damnable
and
the
convention
is a disgrace to
trickery,
the Democratic party ami the State."
The
words then uttered by Judge Thurman still
stand. The better class of Democrats who
bolted then still remain out. and although Gen.
Ward lias been induced to make a few speeches,
he was allowed to select the
places: and in
those speeches already made he has never referred to Mr. Iioadly or advised Democrats to
support the ticket. Allen W. Thurman is today working against the election of Mr. Iloadly. and in an open manner expresses his earnest
desire to see the founder of the "New Democracy" snowed under bv a Republican majority
of W.tHH).

While the

Dorsey,

reinforced

country every

our

P.

interests of the New England States were main-

lately

have

in Ohio.

Rice, the Hon. W. A. Russell, the Hon. G.
the lion. G. A. Harden. Got d
music was furnished by the Victoria Rill s

well and among his utterances was this : "In a
far truer sense than it lias sometimes bee 1
said, it may be declared that the crowned heads
of Europe are presi nt at these
dedicatory ceremonies. Labor, industry, skill,
thes

contest may

There are a

Crocker, and

n

In

political

who is at all interested in our

Ash mont.

b- A. A\ alker. (ion. J. Ii. Wilson, the Hon. '.
E. Adams Jr.. John Jay. the Hon. G. R. Ruing. tin Him. W. W. Rice, the Hon. A.]!.

buries Francis Adams Jr., who are
lineal descendants of two of the signers of tl ••
Peace Treaty. Mayor Palmer
spoke unusually

prosperity.

ments

and main iloor were the Hon. W. E. Chandler,
•■secretary of the Na\y : l.icut. Gov. Ames (t ie
tiovernor being absent), Mayor Palmer. Gut.

t

man.

national

prosperity
materially
then only,

platform

and

thinking

history

very large congregation, inclu dug
of the I'nitarian society, their
chur-h being closed ...Rev Clin-, t.
M> Cu.lv f

President

of the

son

timetables ami
and only excursion of the season.

W. T. Howard In this city has just completed a
very handsome monument from Italian marble,
which is to be erected to the memory of
Capt.
Robert C. Gilkey, of .Mocktou. It weighs one ton
and a half, stands seven feet In height and Is sur-

he

against that prosperity. If we can continue to
preserve in all our legislative bodies that rectitude of conduct, which alone can contribute to

An audienc" of about two thousand
peo >le
were assembled to hear the addresses.
Among
tli" most prominent persons on the

1.

long

ere

1 liav
dwelt somewhat upon these leading
features of the addresses made at this opening,
for i regard them of vital importance to every

informally

was

-hipping interests will

our

forenoon

the Northern Pacific, and will he the first
party from the east to go over the line since its

history of the family and numerous
Among the latter is a tine cut of
Capi. Ansel Wadsworth, of this cltj, sheriff of
Waldo County.

Hut. if the sentiments of

same

soon

tains

speaker-

off

Sunday

last

many

Kimball, the popular Peoples Passenger
Agent, is making arrangements for a grand excursion on the B. & B. t o'?, steamers, which will give
the people of this section an opportunity to sec the
Bo-ton exhibitions at a very cheap rate. He will

illustrations.

exchange productHemisphere returning in

cliaugcd.

erty.

Jay

to criticisms which, the witness said,
been made upon him ten years ago for

of

NN

came

Among the passengers

Arthur,

Wadsworth family in America
for 230 years lias recently been
published. It eon-

upon this subject are at all
indicative of those held by the leading men and
apitaii-ts of our country, this lamentable state

of valuable prop-

had

Re-

the

injured.

completion.

buiit steamers: the

ion- of the Ka.'tern
those -auie ve-sels.

Rro oks prea. lies :
tlir Art Museum, the new Old South and the
Rack Ray dhtriet, stretching nut on either

plying

be

foreign

Katahdin

The

over

emphasis by Sec. ChandIt is a deplorable fact,
shipments of food products, and

vast

our

pity they

go

the other results of our labor here, are made in

Trinity Church, where Phillips

Rand of Montreal, aud from the
great orga
The leading addresses were those made !>v Jo!

erican

that

a

Mr. J. \' Mar*ion and family, of Stockton, and a
party of a dozen from that town and >earsport,
left on Monday for Astoria, Oregon.
1'hcv

A

Notts. The ladle- of ihc
Baptist
ty in tlii- city will in a few weeks give a fair
and supper, the proceeds to go toward palming :.*«
church.
It !- hoped they will he liboraily
patron
ized-l’roi Ropes preached at the North ( bund
cm rch

While the steamer Katahdin was cautiously f<«
lag her way up Boston harbor ia the fog «f v.tur
day morning Inst, she struck on Fawn bar oil'the
lower end of Deer island, such of iiic passengers
as desired were sent up town on steamer Nahant.

and badly cutting his face. The plucky little tel
low walked a long distance to his home after the
accident.

industrial products

our

It i>

n

cit

progress.

Willie, a young son of P. s. Maples, living upon
the cast side, fell from a beech tree while nutting
in the woods one dav last week, breaking one arm

great and encouraging
ler and st veral others.

may view the palatial private residences fur her
along, tlie stately buildings of the Natural listin'} .'Society, and the Institute of Teehnoltgv:

fifty millions

of

wife.

ley, of Waldo, 1> doing much damage and is threatening some valuable timber land. \ destructive
fire is on the land of Daniel Wadiln, N.
rthport,
and everything possible is being done to sta* its

was

could not be detected and punished.

Another of our former industries, which is
practically extinct, was dwelt upon with

and Public Garden, which line apart of tile
way
ami are always open to the public, the vi-itor

it and with its

value

unknown.

ns

a

May Queer,

Forks! Fires. Fires are raging l a lly In the
forests of Waldo county, hard y a town being fm
from them. A fire on the property f Nelson Sil-

The iron fence about the grounds of the James
hite residet ee is undergoing thorough repairs,
necessitate 1 bv the wanton destruction of a large
perso

and leaves

steamer

steamboat inspectors. This is not true. On the con
trary she has a license to run. which can be seen
by going on board. The ca 'tain and agent sa>
the boat was withdrawn because she did not pay
her wn\.

Lancaster visited Belfast this summer.

portion by

about 35 years of age

taken off the route between Belfast and Brook svillo be*wise her machinery was condemned by the

P. W

now

The approach to the Exhibition is all that
could he desired. Resides our famous Com non

city,

Mr.

place:

may he found in llie declaration of an
Rngli-hman. that “invention is a normal function of the American brain."

It

this

the second
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Lancaster, of
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Bangor Whig says the
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island on Sunday. Mr. Dodge was mate
of sen. James O'Donohuc, of Bangor, and was killed in the hold of that vessel at New York, by a
pile
of lumber falling on him while
discharging. Mr.

was

leading manufacturing countries In the
world. England.
France, Germany, Italy,
Austria, and the United State®, ours occupies

reaches the enormous sum of six billion dollars.
If the question is raised. How is the wonderful
growth and prosperity to he explained? the

the Mechanics Associ ition

in lssi

Mrs. H. N.
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ing Mrs. Heuretta F. Kn uy >
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Ella ( Fe: dcr*on, contralto Mi** Ella M.C.m
herlain. wl Htling soloist; Mis- -nra V. Mm* w
violinist; Mr Harry L. t ornell, i--o

ried to the
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Trip Around

nnd
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The body of Eben M. Dodge, of Isles
boro, arrived in this city on Saturday and was car-

patronage warrants.

recently
presented with a very fine extension top carriage
a
Mr.
Lancaster, a relative of the family, who
by
is a manufacturer of carriages at
Amesbury, Mass.

aggregate

turn in the same way. only such goods a*
may
he sold and delivered at the close of the Exhibition are to pay the regular duties. The structure was

hold among the nations of the
According to Gen. Walker, "of the

Mr. C. J. Burgess, manager of the Belfast
Op.m
House, announce- the foil uving entertainments f. r
the immediate future Sept. 24 Morris War cr-

Killed.

formerly of this city. They will finish the building
this fall.

annual pay roll exceeding one billion dollars.
Besides tin >e, tie mechanical agencies also in
Use. m waterwheels aid steam
engines represent
three and a half million horse powers, while the

of Congress was made a l\ S. bonded varehouse. having Custom House officials in constant attendance, so that all exhibits cai te direct to th" building free of duties, aud wi I re-

ink at Northport, and which have
giver,
universal satisfaction. Mr. George T. Read owns
one half the patent and manufactures the skates at
his machine shop.

Charles W Rogers and John 15. Young, of Belfast, have taken a contract to build a summer residence at Point Shirley, Mass., for E. B. Whittier,

past." And just at the present time, just oue
hundred years after our first impulse as an independent nation, our products require the
services of three million operators, with an

of twenty-

Coomo.-’

recently petitioned for.

as

are being made for a third game
base hall between the Belfast and Lewiston
clubs. Tin grounds in this
city will bo fixed up
and put iu ili -t class condition.
E;v
has von
a game and their friends are
anxious that they
should play the third one.

Robert II. Coombs of this city, has been granted
patent on the celebrated Belfast roller skates
which have been in use the present season at
Capt.

Hon. Fred Atwood gave an exhibition trial at
the New England Fair at Manchester, V H
on
Thursday last, of his Osborn pi nv sulky and was
awarded the first premium over three competitors.

and we are the only one
whose industries are not rooted in the remote

Exhibition Association. X. .1. B ’adlee
elected president: C. B. X’orton. seer itary:

F. \V. Lincoln, treasurer.

street,

Arrangements

Of

a

committee on streets from the city gov ernment, will meet on Friday for the purpose of laving out the extension of Bay View street to Mill

six

Foreign

as

C hicago.

#31,000 for war insurance risks, and Mr.
Howes lias a claim of #500, also war risks.

The

a people,
being proud of the

for

reason

long

Mr. F. J. Watts, a veteran granite foreman, is at
C J. Hall s granite works, in this city, and will
have charge of gravitc ntiing for the
Chicago c*>n
tract. New sheds will be erected and
preparation
made for Immediate work. Mr. Hall i- now at

claim of

reported quite plentiful.

attend.

wish to

Charles Wording aud Asa A. Howes, of
city, have been before the Commissioner iu
the Alabama awards claims. Capt. Wording aud
owners of ship Western Chief have a second class

The season at the Coombs' >kating Pavilion,
North port, Is not yet over.
The attendance wa>
good last week, and the pavilion will be kept open

wo

earth.

a

for the most part of unsavory reputation, and
were removed by those who
appointed tie m
offences became too rank to be
but only to be succeeded bv others of

position

press there enlisted in it*
the plan.- were so far per-

just

have

arc

purposes.

Special trains will leave Belfast at i) a. m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, ^
13th, 19th, foth and 21st, for the state fair ground*.
Lewiston. Special rates are made for all who

mar

Capt

evening for the purpose of conferring the Royal
Arch degree.

fifteen hundred dollars per ton. As

be devoted to raising vegetables for the

cisterijjs
qilantities for domestic

large

in

tills

There will be a meeting of Corinthian Royal Arch
Chapter at the Temple in this city, this ^Thursday

of Leudville. alone produces ten thousand tons
of ore per annum, valued at from five hundred

The watyr famine iu this city continues and welland
are daily giving out.
Water is hauled

At a regular meeting of the Waldo
county Spirit
ualist and Liberallst associations it was decided to
hold a county convention at the church iu Swanville, Sept. 30th, at 10 o’clock a. m. and at 1.30and
7 o’clock r. m.
Mediums are specially Invited to
attend.

An extra coal train in charge of Conductor Tow ard,
was on the Belfast branch last w eek,
transporting a
part of the sell. Penobscot’s cargo to Waterville.

The wealtil of her mineral deposits is
incalculable. The Robert E. Lee silver mine

J. H. Montgomery,
Esq. of Camden, ha- over ap
pointed assignee of the insolvent estate of I>h key
A Morse, -Scarsmont.

housfj

ket.

Partridges

city

There will be a meeting of the trustees of the
Waldo county Agricultural
society at the Court
House, in this city, on Friday evening, Sept. 14.

will

Gunners are numerous now-1.days, but as yet
there has not been much havoc among tnc birds.

as

A
erected <$i Bay View street eight years
ago by Mr. Jeremiah Jewett, but never finished. 1being taken down.

was

Workmen are busy on the Spiritualist campground, cutting away underbrush, staking out
roads, and laying out cottage lots.

emphasized by Judge

Kalph B. Richards,

Mr. P. A. Bridgham, of Somerville, Mass., who
here last week, has purchased a small farm iu
Waldo formerly owned by Cornelius 1. Whitcomb.
The farm will Ik? occupied by friends of Mr. B. and

are

Mr. Cyrus E. Tibbetts is canvassing Belfast for
Mr. Gerrish’s new book "Blue an 1 Grav,” and is
meeting with good success.

abroad.

we

fourth page.

Swan A Sibley Bros, have made repairs on their
caused by the raid of July 4th. The city will
pay the bill.

of Denver has seventy five
thousand inhabitants, with public buildings
which compare favorably with any here or

to

on

Ucv. Caleb Fuller, well known in this eitv, has
removed from HalloweM to Augusta.

Wm. II. Frohock has sold his farm in Belfast to
of Cornith. The Frohock place
is one of the best farms in town.

store

plain with nothing but barren rocks to
be seen among the mountains and canons, but
now. three hundred thousand
people are to be
found there." Colorado was admitted as a state
The

The committee on bridges have replanked the
lower bridge in this city.

one.

barren

in IsTh.

Vicinity.

The new concrete sidewalk on Main street, built
last week by the street commissioner, is a
very tine

Semes who said in the course of his address :
"in IS01 it was organized as a Territory, then a

stock company was incorp irated
under Massachusetts laws. It was named the

was

This fact was

and

Pumpkins, which were so scarce last year,
very plentiful and retail at ten cents each.

to 1 in a

enterprise.

A committee was formed, correspondence opened with foreign countries, igents
-cut to

a

Belfast

lng matter about one fourth. There will be no
change In the subscription price. Send in your
subscriptions now. For further particulars see

factories twice the amount of cottou we did
five years ago." Colorado, as we all know,
has been a state of surprising growth and

■

acted as Commissioner for Canada to the ex'
position in Australia and who visited o lr city
in April, lss-y. The
proposition met with the
hearty approval of our leading men and mer-

people

(.

of

The Journal to be Enlarged. The Journal
will be enlarged beginning with the first or second
Issue in October, enabling us to increase the read,

has she been so
prosperous as now,
said the Gc'cruor. "Within the la>t five
years
over twenty new cotton factories have been
erected in the State aiai the old ones
enlarged,
till this year we consume in our state manu-

It is

Jonas H. French of Boston, a director of the
Eastern and Maine Central roads, in a very able

it is difficult to forecast.
The

Boston.

ereign and independent States." In reviewing
this period in his new
This is a
History of the ’eople of
will be anxious to understand the reasons the I nited States, Mr. Monaster relates “how
under the benign influence of liberty and peace
which have occasioned it. They have been well
there sprang up, in the course of a single censerved by the Maine Centra! as an independent
corporation." This is very true: and it may be tury. a prosperity unparalleled in the : nnals of' readers could at least read these speeches in dehuman affairs; how. from a state of g eat pov
tail. The leading sentiments as made
further said that although the Maine Central
prominerty and feebleness, our country grew rapidly ent by those speaking, each for his own section
has now and must continue to have a
raouopolv
to one of opulence and power; how
of our country, was like the
of the local traffic, it has, under the
p-r agriclasping of fraterpresent
culture
and her manufactures flourished tonal bauds in the development of our resources
never
made itself felt as such,
management,
but has been liberal, progressive and public gether; how, by a wise system of fres educa- and our nation. Gov. Jarvis referred with
spirited. We can have no guarantee that this tion and a free press, knowledge was dissemin- great earnestness to the desire of the better
policy will l>e continued if the road comes un- ated, and the arts and sciences advanced; how classes of the South to forget the past, and to
der other influences. But aside from all busi- the ingenuity of her people became fr jitful of
press on in the grand work of building up her
wonders far more astonishing than any of fallen prosperity. Never in the
ness considerations there is a feeliug of
pride in
history of North

eruption in the Sunda
the L". .S. Consul, lias written to the GovernStraits and the resulting sinking of the adment on the question and the Telegraph says jacent
mountains, which has engulfed whole
that there can he little doubt but that, “as the
towns on the Java coast, arc probably, savs
Jesuit of his representations and protests, all
the New York Herald, but circumstances of a
grievances will be fairly remedied, and the true far wider commotion extending to all the
stab of the law as regards the shipping of alien
ocean basin included within that famous “circle
seamen accurately defined.”
of tire” of which Java is the centre. For some
cratic

from

original parties to the contract.
serious step, and the people of Maine

were

Tin- New York Herald is to he credited with
a great deal of practical and useful work in
various directions.
It lias recently called atten-

THE

stead of the two

creased.
Another

iov.dy

na

the distribution hereof the Tilden fund

Republicans. The cloak of virtue in which ho
i* now masquerading is
altogether too thin,
while bis cries of "corruption.” “corruption."
j will only strengthen the belief that there is
something rotten at homo.

—

happy

ruing

Age

in lss". and he has on former occasions admitted that the money wa-used to “retain” their
voter- and keep them away from the wicked

1 It I Allt.

-.

a

is open to doubt,
show that funds were raised fortneRe-

knows better,
and bis reader* know that be knows better. Indeed. lie might give some interesting fac ts con-

1

v-

recently made
if genuine, which

Uf course the editor of the

I.-

■

rs.

the Age that until the days of Dorsey our political campaigns were conducted without money.

i'

utral Kailroad Company have
i' li ar to their
agent- concerning
■
oil •.. til.
coming state Pair. Live
ar id'
intended for exhibition will
mu tt in- as lien tofore.
Sbij
a-t to prepay
charges for transat r* ci iar tin iii' rates, and if their
k'
ariit-e- are returned at close of fair.
'ii amount prepaid wi'.I he refunded,
rti' it "i shipment i- not returned, the
pn i aiil "ii -uch wil not he refunded,
nt- will require each shipper to
sign a reI ; "ii i'turn "f stock or articles, on
-lit shall lie refunded, a correc(hits'
j„.
nt cancelling all. or ai:_ ha way-hill a-is returned. Trottkies and all such, not strictly*
f.-r exhibition, will not lie carried
a t* Iu.
rat. -.
Ag. i;l- will ascertain.
ii >1 ••. tii. number of cars required
'1
t'- load ft r the Pair, am
give
to G. A. AM. n. Watt rvillt
v
:•
mis
to
of
j
day
opening.

strangely affected
campaign
public by Dorsey The

that applications were
made from several States fora portion of them.
But one would suppose from the utterances of

.Portland Advertiser.

rest.

let

of the Age i-

simply
publii an campaign and

—

■

neighbor

batch of letters in relation to

a

funds
1

1

-■

as

Democratic newspaper in the country and is today directing their campaign of scurrility and

-■

■

is still

and warm defenders in the Democratic press.
Before Dorsey's iniquities had been fully discovered. Democratic newspapers made light of

'■•

!•

I’rog. Age

barpiug on Dorsey,
who. driven from the Republican party, lias
found a congenial home with the Democracy,

e

The

The proposed consolidation of the Eastern
and Boston and Maine railroads has met with a
very earnest and decided opposition in this
State from the outset because of its effect upon
the Maine Central.
Indeed, the proposition
now is. in substance, as the Portland Advertiser says, "to consolidate the three
railroads, in-
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Time of game*2.15. Buns earned Belfast I. Lew
First base on terrors Belfast S Lew l*(on >.
base on balls Belfast 2, Lewiston 1. Total
t'alled balls on Dilworlli 70, on Lord 7.Y Struck out
O'Connell 2, Seruton 1
Total strikes called oil Dll
worth 2.*», oil' Lord 21. Left on bases Belfast 1-’.
Lewiston S. Two basr |dts Thompson, Forest < 0
troll, Coyne, Sevens. Three base hit Dono\au.
Double play Fred Cottrell to Melveen. Wild pilches
Dilworlli i. Flies caught Belfast 7, Lewiston 12
Out mi bases
Fouls caught Belfast !'., Lewiston.'*
Belfast 17. Lewiston li>. I nipire, M. A. Filigree,
Lewiston. Scorers, tied. Keating, A. s. Lilt .<Held.
The Lewiston Journal of Monday last has the
iston
hirst

following

comments

on

the game

The Lewlstous were a happy * mwd, Friday night.
Nearly live hundred people saw the game, Friday
afternoon, between the Belfast* and the Lewlstous.
The latter had a defeat of 12 to is to wipe out and

the job proved not an easy one. The game was one
of the most exciting ever p'aved in thceitv, the in
terest culminating at the tie in the seventh inning
and continuing without
until the close of
the eleventh.
The game opened w ith Donovarof tlx' Lowistons
at the bat. Donovan made a three base hit fora
beginning. The game was a close one throughout.
The Beifasts struck hard In the third Inning and an
unfortunate error in the seventh was very costly.
It Is agreed that the honors of the game were borne
by McKeen, Knowlton, and Morway for the Beifasts, and by Seruton, 8auford, Donovan, and Nevtns for the Lewlstous.
A two base lilt by Coyne
sent two men In In tin* eleventh inning.
Both pitchers did excellent work.

Remission

One of our Belfast tanners raised this year 27la
bushels of wheat from two bushels sowing.

Scarspo^t Locals.
A

Pitcher, of this city, who was appointed
r to the Denver mining exposition,
lias tendered his resignation to Gov. Kobie, his
private business requiring his attention.
0. W.
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I.ibbev’s Biack Pilot

by

steamer

A cable message announces that the ship
eas Pendleton" has arrived at Nagasaki,

“Phin

Japan,

Park

day evening.

took advantage of the low rates by railAroostook, and went to Bangor to
join the excursion which left there Sept. (5th.
Several

.,;

lii'iii

t

»n

he .Journal.

pi

\

large petition for
the Telephone office to be located at his place of
business. The right place and the right man.

sport.--

y i nc.inatioii, Mr; Meat I has
hi-t:nn.'. f hate to tin* painting of

I

Man;
they

H-:

o

a

using the mineral water from
a spring on the farm of Mrs. John (
Blanchard at
the harbor.
It is said to equal the celebrated
Poland water.
oral persons

>t \

of his studies have gone to

been highly commend.-eicnti.-ls ami critics; and lie is
-portsnn
;
International Fish Fxhibitiouat
-N .-(•«
mu-11 oi Ms-. M< ad's skill is now on
tl-e W id* W
f Woodcock & Son’s
ii: tii;- city 'A 11ere :i has attracted much
her<-

u

Black has secured

Mr. J. H

i-t

n

the

have

are

burned last week

—

\

A. M.

Mobkiee.

A

illage school began last Monday,
Stephenson of Knox.Dellie
and Oscar storer are attending school at Bucks.
port-Horace Brown left last week for Mass., to
look for employment.Mrs. Josiali Cross and
Mr-. 1*. A. Gray are
among our sick ones, both
having been confined to their homes for along
e.Maud Mears is suffering wit h a sore eye
—paralysis of the lid.Crops quite generally
were killed dead by the late frosts,
damaging corn
and beans yery much.Potatoes are
being dug

r, Me.

COOPERS EXPERIENCE

Some ten years ago 1 was troubled with kidney
and liver trouble. 1 had severe pains in my kidney
and bladder. 1 tried several remedies that teemed
to do me no good until 1 went to one of ou drug
stores here in Bangor, and they recommended me

V

Albert

Robinson, Jh.

Apothecary, Baugi

Thursday.

taught by

as

Paul

—

leaking badly.

road to

Mere

medicine

Hunt’s Remedy. You are at iberty
to give my testimony to the public.
1). T. limn; >en.
Orpington, Me., May in, lsna.
I endorse the above statement.
a

Stevens and
M'lfe left fi-r Washington, Wednesday
Errold
llosman is spending a 1’eM* weeks at home-Guss
Knights spent last week in Boston, looking at the
fall fashions ...Horse trot at the West Camden

'and revived for one night, and played
several pieces from the balcony of the hotel Satur-

;vood and canvas, by
>f North Bridirton. have won for
boy '11' 1 the st.-'t**. Mention has

i.

i•

oii,

m

A: Son,

Our

heat.

one

Capt. Ezra Bramhall arrived with his
steamer Sunday from Bar Harbor, where he has
been with her during the summer-Capt. T. 15.
IIodgman, formerly of Camden, was in town last
week. lie is to command the bark E. Cushing_
Two barns on the Simonton corner road, together
with 50 tons of hay, the property of C. M. Knights

i

back and limbs. ! used live
pains
(5) bottles in all, and it has completely cured me;
and I consider it a duty to let others know that
Hunt’s Remedy is a valuable medicine for : 11 that
are troubled with any of the above complali ts.
in the

ibn

(

|

and promise a fair crop-The drouth is very i
upon pastures; wells and springs are dried
up. and rattle are being fed from the barns.
severe

E. O. Van

Bango.

Me., May lb,

\ noble trout, the victim of the
i"m Ii
it

"

angler’s

hank of hi.- native stream.

Our Post

received the new postal
notes, l>ui they do not meet with very ready sale, jir
they an* payable to bearer. The public prefer the

He

:• -ci.d
••.Just ( aught” for his
pale.-eenl tied s, and all the colurIt is <a-riainly a line portrait of

car

■

building erected by Mr. .J. II. Lane near his
wharf is :;t‘2\c,s feet, and 22 * feet
post. It will
hold over two hundred tons of bay, and is built in
a very solid and substantial manner.
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A

great many villages the size of Searsport and
even smaller, have
town clocks.
With a little
exertion and not a very large cost one m ight be
put up in the Methodist church. Why not agitate
the matter the coining winter, and as it would
bcm-iii the public in general, both societies might
unite and have a fair, the proceeds to go f«u this

the

i*

Harve-t (.range,

Waldo,

Tuesday the 11th in.-t.
{■
W. State
grange- w« re represented.
!
It1'11j,• was present, also W. Deputy Stone
wile from Knox county. The day was
lovely
it tcndai. 'c
large. The hall was filled to over-

m

Ma
c

on

It

with

the! .-fiii
tin

•ask.

if

■

ofib

(».

Most

acceptance.

evening, occasioned by

of the

picnic, cotie*•

t

grange. The
amt the mu-ie'

« i>
furnished by Silver
choir‘‘did themselves much

election of
good.
u .:- : he first business in the afternoon sesc
1
l .wing list wa- selected for ensuing
Ma.-ter M. B. Hunt. (*. Tolford Durham, L.
Bowen,

H. P.

was

The

Barker, A

s.

a

wedding reception given

The remodeling of ( apt. J. C. Nickels house is
nearly completed, and notwithstanding Searsport’s
reputation for line residences it is one of the most
beautiful in town. The design and outside painting in the (^ucen Anne style of architecture, is new
here and the situation being the most
sightly in
our village makes this one of
.Sears port’s land

A. \

Jewett,
p. <• man Roberts; Treas. Geo. Ritchie; Sce’y
•/. W. l..i _r.G K. John Gilmore: Pomona, Mrs.
I Durham: 1-ora, Mi>. Frances Gordon; Ceres,
Mi" Fllcn Hunt; 1.. A. s. Grume Bowen, installation
"ill !'•• at the next meeting w.ihh will be held Oct.
".

opportunity

good object.

Clifton A. Pendleton and bride who arrived
that morning from Boston fora urief visit at the
“Id home
The house was tastefully decorated
with llower>, and with music and refreshments
tin* evening passed quickly away. The
guests to
the number of forty or more left about ten o’clock,
wishing much joy and a happy future to the newly
married pair.

y- wn..t

••-;

a

for

to Mr.

piaces. After conferring
degree, and other routine business, an
•••mil g wa.- devoted to discussing the

hour

liar.

u-i.ai

line

a

The home of Mrs. Sarah II. Pendleton was the
scene of very pleasant festivities last
Wednesday

b:_

:-cc-Hid

would also lie

purpose/
the dramatic club to p lay for

and tbe afternoon scs-hm had to be held in
W. Ma-ter Hunt was in the chair and
'pen air
■"

■

lean sweep.

among the earliest settlers ot Belfast, and
have been prominent in the history of the place.

i.iry building.... .The September meeting
Wal'd ( unity Grange was held with Silver
!

••-e

localities in town would

certain

were

village,

if -t«.rmy the fair will be
first Friday. There will be a
at M o'ciock I*. M. and a horse trot at J..IO.
c\euing tin-re will he a social dance at the
i\

-tp'Uied

in

Sarah J. II. Mayo, wife of tin* lute Co!,
(jidcon Mayo, of' Orono, who died recently at the
residence of her brother Mr. P». P. Houston of this
place, wn- the youngest daughter of the late
Joseph Houston and the youngest of eight children.
The family » aine of good ol >coteh Irish sleek,

...

at

a

now

Mrs.

As before
i.range and farmers
a:«d sear-pert, will hold their

meeting.

tl^*

on

started

car

the

many of
and the coast

escape and it behooves our citizens t<» be very
careful during these dry windy days as a blaze

nth ilnui' h

■

1

is

a>

have had only one lire, that of the Treat
Feb. 17th last, since Aug. :id 1 ssl— over
two years ago, a pretty good record
in the general order of tilings we cannot expect always to

loads of Hour, corn
! •. centh
arrived direct from the
nnua] picnii -*f Burnham Grange
Sept. 17 Prof. Whitiiey will

v<

1

-tore

Four

bu-ine--.

anxious,

We

house

very prosperous condition, and
loivsi in the work i- shown by the mein-

im

somewhat

lighthouses have been swept away
places entirely obliterated.

i- in»w :n a
tr

are

in many

Monday.Belmont

mi

abroad will participate In the

"lil))

owners

and tin- Grangers \vill have a good
cather is unfavorable on Saturday

"in

H'

"•

from

Phineas Pendleton, (.'apt. William
Blanchard, wa-due at Angler about the time the
volcanic < uption> took place* in that vicinity. Tim

>c,i-ide

-.

Waldo

The

(.range, Belfast, resuniguiar meetings, wliich were intermitted
: :|riiig A
n-i
-n .s.aturdav evening last.Great
I "1,',,u- arc making for the t.irange clambake
M- 1 * > .- lb int oi >aturdav next. The
place is
uan■;i

wharves.

exercises.

once.

ib!

our

W. Hammons left

speakers

Able

a

p.t;..-

plenty

of water at

meet at

Ivertisement ...(•• •. A. (Jnimby,
large quantity of vest- to be bound,

a

arc

( ounty
Educational Society will
Searsport Friday and Saturday, October
-‘ith and 27th. Ail who are interested in the cause
of education are requested to meet with them.

to cost to clo.-c out

wn

load lii"'In

call,

the old stock
F \oye-, Belfast, advertises a
spring
; i to lie
very superior. He will put

ui

Mr

i-t.

ationery, blank books, school
sell at lowest prices. Those

d-'b tin

"

money orders which

Tuesday morning
to join the Belfast Encampment of Odd Fellows
which iias gone on a pilgrimage to St. John.
Mr.
>. A.
l’roscott has charge of the Searsport and
Belfast Express in the absence of Mr. Hammons.

aid well A- Co. call attention

t

give

us

(Jcorge

Mr.

yarn, -aid to he supemittens for 1 allies' and ehil-

i.
;

would

Sj'a.dsh

.-

-b

1

Co’s

On account of the very low tides the sellr. Win.
Butnam could not get into her berth, and a part of
her < ai>o. of coal had to be lightered. A small
appro) iation from the government for dredging

Belfast, advertise.- for two
««di carriages at great bargains, it
being a
Tb -« in want should give him a
( iv ni,
advertises a
'"car-11ort
"•
I* it w 1. i ’: \v:i* pi-bed
up adrift_II.

ks :

Express

secured against loss.

'piendid fish.
M

Master has

Wvkk, Fremont Sirect.
1883.

One of the ablest and most interestSaturday the great Northern Pacific ra lroad,
in: sermons ever heard in this place or any other, j forming another connecting link between the
Pacific coast and the East, was formally openwas preached by Prof. Riddle at the Trinitarian
ed with imposing ceremonies, and addresses by
church, on Sunday morning last_A forest fire ;
President Villard. Hon. Win. M. Evarts and
has started in a new place in Brooksville, on
others.
Keneh’s mountain near Buck’s Harbor. Large
Cvstink.

column*

<»t smoke can he seen
rising from that
place, and il is reported that some buildings have
been burned-The Itev. Str. Manhattan, which
has l.ccn running on the Lakes, was hereon Friday last, and sailed for New 'j ork, where she will
la* sold or repaired. She was com oved from the
Gut of Canso to Cape Cod by the Woodburyschrs. Yankee Blade and Millie Trim arrived on
Thursday with coal for the Castine coal Co_G.
M. Warren Esq. and wife started for Burlington,
Vt. on Monday, to attend the marriage of Mr. Warren’s brother to a lady of that place.

Monkok.
The frost of last week did much
damage to crops. Corn suffered a good deal, as
did late planted potatoes-Frank Bailey is ship-

ping his spool timber
judges is to be erected

stand for the
on the l’ark this week.
It
will be two stories high with all the modern improvements-Mr. G. K. Gould, the leader of the
Band, has received a new set of music for fall and
winter.?. N. MdCenncy has gone to sea for his
health.Vnother of our old and respected citizen-. Uufus U >l>inson, died
Sept. fith, aged about To
year- ...Joseph Palmer raised an early rose potato
weighing 1 pounds— Uufus Mansur has gone to
the Aroostook county hunting.
A large amount of
bear oil Is expected when he returns....Lots of
...A

new

being done and carpenters are very hard
fogei—Two large^iroves of cattle passed through
here last week....Governor Bobic passed
through
this place Monday evening. The band with about
one hundred and fifty citizens turned out to meet
him, and lie made a speech on agriculture and the
building

is

w

h Harvest Muon
l-t

Grange,

opening exerciser,

riiorudike.

Prog-

eonl'eriiig degree*
officers, :»th, remarks b\
2d

j

A

One of

days ago.

solid citizens of some
>i\ty summers being troubled with rheumatism
and having a firm belief in the power and efficacy
of the extract of Witch Hazel (Pond’s Extract) to
alleviate pain, retired to his hath room In the twilight hours to bathe his corpulent body in that de-

giving himself a thorough rubbing,
kind of a sticky feeling which was
the usual course. On stepping to the light to

coction.
he

After

discovered

out of

our

proprietors, The Charles
Md., from Australia,

more,

a

the cause, he found that he had mistaken
the bottle and had been bathing himself with liquid
ascertain

blading. Well, he
color, but they have had

shoe

tannery
ble

for the want of water and there is

scarcity of

Nelson,

resumed his natural
to suspend work in the

has

a

this market-Mr. Prince
who lias been at work for Dr.

young man
the past live years, was married on sun
Miss Maud Welling, a young lady that
has been in the family of Mr. J. .J. Walker, of this
village, for the past two years. They leave for
Portland on Wednesday and will go on a wedding
tour to the Province ol Nova .Scotia. On their rea

Clough for
day last to

they will settle in Hudson, Mass. Mr. Nelson
is a very line young man and we are sorry to lose
him. The best wishes of the entire
community go
with him.Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Lowell will return to their home in Boston on Wednesday_
Mrs. J. O. Johnson will leave town on Wednesday
to visit friends iu Brooklyn, N. Y-Miss Margie
turn

Morse, daughter of I.. C. Morse, Esq.,—who Is developing wonderful talent in music for a girl thirteen years of age, playing the most difficult lessons
that can be produced, at sight, on the piano,— will
leave for Boston on Wednesday the l‘2th for a term

..

—

—

Company

the. Brooks pant
Brooks.
Gordon,
Factory, has made and shipped to Boston since
743 garments, pants and vests,
January 1st
and now employs in the factory 21 hands, with room
for a few more. See his advertisement in another
column_We are usually a quiet community, selcoming to blows, and usually venting any acbile in harmless “blowing.” But recently two prominent citizens came to loggerheads
In the Post Office and did some pounding and
dom

cumulation of

choking.
kindly interference of constable
Leathers saved the case and credit of each and
Harriet
perhaps a suit for assault and battery
F oss is very low—F'rosts have killed crops in low
lands and bitten those on uplands-J. W. Lang
has purchased six head of Jerseys in Winthrop.
The

—

stock up to ten head at the present,
all young animals-...T. I. Huxford is to remove
to Delaware_C. E. Peavey will soon visit the
provinces to purchase a stock horse-A new
stone bridge is being built over the stream near
This makes his

15enj. Rowe’s house. Sami Reynolds and C. F\ Foss
are the builders.... Henry H. Seavey is repairing
his buildings.

for

cutting

stone

columns.

putting

up

The polishing works

runaiing night and day-The Grand Army
a camp lire at Bound Pond last
Friday
evening. One lot of prisoners were captured, but
next
Elizabeth
morning-Dr.
French, of
parolled
Philadelphia lectured here last week... .John McDonald, of sell. Nevada, was put into the lockup on
Saturday night for drunkenness-The new school
house here ie a very fine building. The schools
are

boys had

all in session....Sell. Emma M. Dyer was in
here last week with 100 barrels of mackerel which
The Oasis is at North
were caught in one week.
are

Haven with 120 bbls. and the Amy Wixou with 240
bbls. The fishing vessels have laid rather a hard
time the past season. Fish have been very scarce.
.The following jurymen were drawn last week—
Grand Jury, W. S. Carver. Traverse Jury, K. A.
Nathan Dyer and F. M. Green....The packet
...

Dyer,

M. Bonnie, of Belfast, is here having a new centre board put in.... Hev. Mr. Cook is absent on a
vacation....The sell. Milford has loaded stone for
Washington I). C. and sell. Winner Harrington,
paving for Baltimore. Sloops M. M. Hamilton and
p.

Yankee Girl have loaded stone for Portland.

Grand Banks fishing schooners arrived in
the past week, all but one bringing a full fareHon. and Mrs. L. W. Fling from New Hampshire,
are spending a week with Mrs. Fellows.The
sporting men report partridge and woodcock plen_Six

ty and some arc proving It by bringing in the
“stuff.”_The citizens of Bucksport will be sorry
to lose our friend, Dr. Eames, who has shown himself interested iu nearly till philanthropic matters
of the town for the past four years. He leaves
Bucksport for Boston where he enters upon the
practice of his profession in a larger field. All
wish him

success.

Wyoming

stockmen believe that grave trouble will grow out of Indian depredations this
fall.

Heavy

rains have caused Hoods and much

damage in the Rio Grande valley. Railroads
washed out and thousands of sheep drowned.
William Crane, which formerbetween Boston and Baltimore, and Is
now running between Baltimore and Savannah,
caught lire on her last trip and narrowly escaped destruction.
The

ly

ran

steamship

some

price.

Tell gone neighbors and friends

E. F.

Hanson,

BEAVER

J.

S.

A

CALDWELL

&

XT nciertaKing

mi.

J

CO.

ClBSil! Oil,

MAIN

BLOCK,
STREET,

C

Miiiuc.

THOMPSON & SON.

-3ns3.|

New Firm!
New Goods!

-A T--

every respect to all other
Yarns for
and

I ■ ■

|I*™

knitting Hosiery

Mittings

i|||i.|r[|I

for Ladies and
We

wear.

Yarn in this

just

were

and have

city,

received

a

FURNITURE

stock

new

Hare just opened
X E II

33.

EXULAXlt JIOESE.

trhere they intentI to sell

Fruit,

whole-

or

Confectionery,

Absolutely Pure.

110

AND

D TESTS!

lias shipped some large bl >cks of
Quincy by sell. Geo. B. Fergus! n.
Seh. E. L. Warren lias loaded hay for Boston, and
seh. Prc.scott Ilazeltine is loading ice and liny for
Jacksonville.Sell. Fannie
Edith I as” descharged a cargo of coal for Pitcher A Son.

New York. Sept. 5. Cleared ships, li. Mead,
Park, Portland; oth arrived sch. Dora Mathews,
Brown, Darien. Sept. 7- Arrived seh. Mary A.
Hall, McDonald, Savannah. Sept. 8. Arrived'brig
•lame* Miiler, Warren, Apalachicola; schi. James
Holmes, Ryder, Ellsworth.
Baltimore, Sept. .r>. Cleared sch. Viola Iicppurd,
Ogier, Brunswick. Sept. 5. Cleared seh. Florence
Leland, Adams, New York.
Portland, Sent. 0. Arrived brig J. 11
Lane,
Shute, Philadelphia. Sept. 7. Arrived sc i. Wm.
Frederick. Ames, Baltimore. Sept.
Arrived seh.
Welaka. Cottrell, Baltimore.
Wiscasset, Sept. 4. Arrived seh. Dione, Patterson, Boston.
Bucksport, Sept. 0. Arrived sciis. Annie G.
Quiner, Nicholson, (.rami Banks, with :!000 qtls
flsli; J. G. Cowell, Mclntios, do, 1000 do.
Perth Am hoy, Sept. 5. Sailed sch. Ravei, llateii.
Saco. Sept. 8th, cleared sch. Jesse Lena, for Bos-

have

few lots of BOUND

a

VESTS for which I

am

House,

1 oiler the (I HEATHS'T BAKUAINS

paying

ton.

Bangor, Sept. 0. Arrived brig Katahdin, Hayes,
Philadelphia; sells. Hannibal, Pendletc n, New
York, Charles Heath, Hatch, Boston. Sep 7. Arrived sch. Lackawana, Closson, New Yo -k. Sept.
8.
Cleared sch. Sarah L. Davis, Burgess, New
York.
Arrived ship Vm. McSan Francisco, Sept. 8.
Gilvery. Dunbar, New York.
Fortress Monroe, Sept. 8. Arrived bark William
Mudgelt, Staples, Pisagua. Ordered to N w York.
Philadelphia, sept. s- Arrived sch. Martinique,
Lowell, St. Pierre.
Mayport, Sept. 10. Arrived sch. St. J< hns, Gil
more, New York.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Iloilo, July 7. Sailed brig Ned White, Parker,
Cnited States.
Valparaiso, Sept. 1. Bark Moonbeam, Dunbar,

for

New York.

Cardiff, Sept. r>. Sailed ship Dakota, Gilkey,
Hong Kong.
Rio Janeiro, Aug. 4
Ship Frank 1 endleton,
Nichols, San Francisc o.
20.
Arrived
ship Cora, Thumbs,
Liverpool, Aug.
Iluanillos.
arrivals at the port ot 1: oston all
Wednesday Sept. 5 aggregated 113 vessels of on
kinds, most of which were colliers. Tin receipts
of coal by this fleet reached fully 50,000 t< ns.
Freights at Savannah. The Savannah News
says, in its commercial review of the year ending
Aug. 31st: The off shore lumber carrying trfftle is
American
almost entirely by foreign bottoms,
tonnage being coutined t<> the coastwise trade,
with occasional cargoes to Mediterraneai or South
American ports.
Coastwise business has been
generally good, and vessels have at no time been
unable to And cargoes at fair rates. Prh es during
:he. year have been steady, and the pre sent indications are for a continuance of this state of affairs.
At this moment vessels arc scarce am in good
marine

demand.
The Close bell at Ash Island, which lias been
still for about a year, has recently be m put in
active operation by the inventor, W. It. Close, of
Bangor. The bell is about 5 miles dis ant from
White Head, in Penobscot bay. The bill strikes
six times per minute, and can be heard f >ur to six

once

as

Grand Congress of Minstrci Celebrities
PROGRAMME

1

resident

owners

Prices—-35 and 50 Cts.

Made.

Most persons have an ambition to carry
a gold watch ca.-e, and yet few
people know
how a watch case is nude, or the vast dif-

Northport

deficient.

11.mC unri

keystone

Match Cu»e«

are

marie.

[To be continued.)
lyr2i)
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Best in the World!

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the. Journal.
By C. II. Sargent, No. 8, Main Street.

1*2
/,
<

and

Xnr York Cheap Store* IS High St,
Belfast, Sept. (>, 1883.—Iw37

Apples ¥ bush,

8.00§10.00
35§75 Hay ¥ ton,
dried ¥ Ib,
5*07*
8010 Hides ¥ tt»,
8§9
Beans,pea,#'l)u,2.2502.40 Land) ¥ Ib,
medium,
215.§2.30 Lamb Skins,
00§75
7§8
yellow-eyes,3.0003.25 Mutton#’lb,
Butter ¥ Ib,
40§45
18§22 Oats ¥ bush,
7§9*
60§70
10011
16017
12012*
00000

Potatoes,
40§45
Round Hog ¥ lb,
0§0
Straw #’ton,
6.00§8.00
00§ft0
Turkey ¥ tb,
Veal ¥ tb,
70S
33
Wool, washed ¥ !b,
22 Wool,unwash ‘d#’lb23§25
14§16 Wood, hard,
4.00§5.00
00000 Wood, soft,
3.00§3.50

RETAIL MARKET.
1.15

5010
3§4

Oil,Kerosene,#’gal,14§18
Pollock ¥ Ib,
Pork ¥ tb,
Plaster ¥ hid
Rye Meal # t>,
Shorts ¥ cwt

3* §4

11012
1.10
3

1.20

J. F.

Sugar#1 Ib,
8*09*
40
Salt, T. I., ¥ nisli,
S. Potatoes# lb,
3^§4
Wheat Meal ¥ lb, 404*

Market.
Saturda
Sept. 8.
Butter—The market is Arm and rath *r unsettled
whit
h
are highchoice
and
for all but
fancy goods,
western do,
er and Arm; choice creamery, 24§25c;
c
23 024c; dairy choice fresh made, 2102? ; straight,
19021c; do western, 16018c; ladle, 1401 >c; common
10013c.
Ckeese—The market remains Arm at he advance
of a few days ago, ami is reported to ie well sold
up on this market; It is quoted on a range from 11
§ll*0l2c, the latter for fancy lots; fai to good, 10
011c; skim, 4 y5c.

consisting of forty acres, near0|ta* all
and
under

PICKED

UP,

sell at public auction on
rpllE undersignedat will
1 the promises, 2 o'clock In the afternoon of

Saturday, October 13, I8H3,

j
:

Custom Coat Makers
IMMEDIATELY.
Steady work.
I Ugliest wages.
t'HAS. II. MASON,
135, 137 £ 13V Water St., Augusta, Me.

WANTED
lt-17

a

wood lot consisting

of 25 acres, more or less, lying on the road leading
from the resilience of the late Wyman Drlnkwater
to Kendall’s Mills, in Lincoln ville. Said lot is about
one-half mile northerly of the Drink water farm,
and contains 400 cords of standing wood, consisting of about one-third hard wood and the remainder

The owner can have the same by proving properGEO. CARLON.
ty nnd paying charges.
Searsport, Sept. 11, 1883.—-2w37*

SMALL ROW

a

Administrator’s Sale.

BOAT,

A

mostly

North Searsmont, Sept. 13,1883—2w37

3w37

BELFAST, MAINE.

tillage

high state of cultivation A tine stand of commodious buildings, lately erected at a cost of over
$5,000. The farm has an orchard of live hundred
grafted trees, nearly all winter fruit of the best
varieties. Tills is one of the llnest young orchards
in Eastern Maine, and the income from this source
alone, will, a year or two lienee, be more than suftieient to suppi.it a large family. As the owner
wishes to remove from liie State the whole property, costing over eight thousand dollars, will be sold
for $:t,oo0. Apply on the premises.
L. C. BATEMAN.

NOYES, Wringer Repairer,

VACATION
EXCURSIONS,

RUTH DRINKWATER.
softwood.
Administratrix estate of Wyman Drlnkwater.
Dated August 24,1883.—5w37

Any

Amount of Work
-AT-

variety

a

of other

goods

useful fora

family.

also seli or rent my stop*, which is in the
[central part of Main St., and well located for Cloth
ligand Furnishing Hoods. Hardware or Hroccry
business. For further particulars enquire of

at the Store.

SLEEPER,

Sept. 10,

each.
1S.NJ.

Jwi'.T

s

!netmi< <t.

>-

CALIFORNIA,
Leaving Boston Get, !8 & Dec.
Two months

ii:iai

,it

t

27.

in- lllfuant

Monten

Ilote! (let Monte.

t/.

(Hi..

including «>5 Pa)"' Board
to hr passed at San Francisco, Santa Barbara,
Santa Monica, thr sierra Madre Villa, "an Pirgo,
llhrrside, tolton. Mrrrrd, rtr.. according to in*
dhldual Desire.

ami

Furl her Time

a

The Outward lournuv will hr mrr ttic* ■southern
N
M
Route
through K
and tin rulun
Arizona ami Southern tialiforni
ilir•
11_ 1
iiy the Central and I nion l’auiiiu LineNallVuvada, l tali, Wyoming, Nebraska,
will la made for rest and >iglit*-n < ing at (hiuag*
\md Sa
Kansas Citv, Santa Moniua, I
Laku ( it;
Thr E ntire .loiirnrv to ( niltoriiia and
Rrlurn u 11S br made in Pullman Palarr Lars.
In tliusu trip." ila- n doni -f i mb-pern In. t ;»• t ion
is uonihinud with tin advantu-:v^ u thu party --v
turn of tr.veiling.
lit) sun I or rail for luMlTiptivu uirrtilar.
•>-

W. RAYMOND,
•J-IO Washington Street, Boston. Mass.

•-‘w

!
■

Having just ruturnud
prepared t>» show tim

m n
from Ito-Mon, I
I A ll<. I -T an ! I 1 \ I
>eluuli««n oi

>

i

Mens, Youths & Hoys'
1 **i 11> invention is absolutely perfect m its workmgs. As will 1m* seen, it consists of two parts,
—a frame, n<>t unlike a common bedstead, having
soft, flexible bands xtending from siile to siile, on
which the patient rests while wound* are being
dressed, or any attention rendered that may be required. These bands are adjustable and may la*
easily removed. Tin* other part is a sort of movable ear. or trundle bed frame, on which the bed i*
made. It is so arranged as to be raised or lowered
by a crank, being elevated t<> the bands andlsupportihg the patient, or depressed and removed as occasion may require. It is admitted to be the most com
plcte invention of the kind in use. For eases of
severe wounds, amputations and every kind of disease which requires the patient to maintain a quiet
state, and in which extreme weakness makes it
painful to {move, it is invaluable, inasmuch as it
permits of a change of bed clothes, cooling and airing the mattress, adjusting bandages, and any service on the* part of the nurse without pain or even
annoyance to the sick or tv> attendants.
It afforded comfort to the late President Gartleld
while suffering from the effect of the assassin’s
bullet, and is highly endorsed by I>rs. Bliss, Boynton, and by many other
physicians.
It is adopted in the hospitals of the United Mates
government, and is invaluable in eases of accident,
child-birth, or severe protracted illness. Call and
see its operation and read the testimonials from
eminent physicians and surgeons and parties that
have tested its merits. For sale in this city by

X

j

Kvur seen before in this uity. and lIn
i;. wa\
•„ i\<- miill
to in* uouvilifud of Ibis fjiut iand see for yourself. AImmi full a-• ortnn nt of

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
TRUCKS. VALISES.

HATS, CAPS,
AS4Q ROBES.
Ifo'Nood-

\\

arr.iulud

n

refunded.

New

Boston

prusentud

to

money

Clothing Store,

Milrk Ant/retrs, Erttprielor.
Phn*nl\ l!»«.

11

IliltuM, Ml1.

distinguished

FRANK PEIRCE'S

New Parlor Theatre!
FMI IS theatre having hem new ly tit r* -d, frese*»ed
and furnished, is now open tor tin* puhlir upterms more reasonable than any otl.*r hall in tincity. New and attractive >renerv, line pi rno. ehgant parlor suit for stag--, new ehaiuU*lii*r, ,V<-.
Ladies’ drawing room furnished w ith **arpet, wa-li
>-n a-nn
Best lire
bowl, mirrors and other
escape in the State. «mod kitchen, with inee ,ir\
inc more
apparatus, tables, dishes, spoons, A
iahl*-.borrowing dishe-) furnished t »r -upper-,
and levees. Pure water in the halt. P.e-t hill ho.n ils
no
more
no
loss.
in the city. Seating eapaeilv b.‘n»,
Call and get terms before engaging hall elsew here
f

1

CLOSING OUT SALE.

on

>

MRS. GILMORE t BABCOCK
OFFF.lt

THEIR STOCK

MILLINERY &

OF

FANCY

GOODS,

Yarns, Worsteds, &c.,
discount. Traders in surrounding
would do well to call, as they eau buy at
COST, and save express from Boston.
At

an

immense

towns

UKM EM BEK—This is not to sell off a few unsalable goods, but to close out their stock entirely.
Belfast, Sept. 4, 1S83.—3fitf

New Barber

FRANK It 1‘EIIU K, Proprietor.
Belfast, Aug. lb, ls>;t. -hubb

WANTED LADIES
AND YOUNG MENat

Wishing

WUIIK

Shop.

Sept. f», 1883. —3f.tf

at

$1 to $3 every day quietly

their

IImMIIEI)
SKAT BY B ill.
AO ( A W ISSI

patron
up the
and will be pleased to welcome them at his
new shop over Hiram 1’haseN, No. 23 Main street.
Chair new ami everything in tirst-class order. Call
and see me. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ALEX. MCCAMBKIDGE.
Belfast, Vug. 21,1883.-34tf

FEW
to cut monumental

earn

stamps required for replv. Plea.-e address KD
WARD F. DAVIS & C< >...*> s South Main St., Fall
Aw 36
River, Mass.

razor

fast.

to

homes;

no

undersigned announces to Ids old
r|MIE
X of Belfast, that he has again taken

WANTED to
power.

was

nsi

—

Belfast, Sept. 4, 1883.—3«

THE BROOKS PANT FACTORY.
Stone Cutters Wanted.
THREE OH FOUR GIRLS
FIRST CLASS STONE CUTTERS
machines
tend
ALSO sewing machine running
by
work
City Point,
girls during August A
The average
NKW KNOLANI) UliANITK WOltkS.
.JOHN H. GORDON.
pay of lb

Aft 1'rareftinij /'.ejn

STiK K

Belfast, Sept. (», 1883.—30

Situated at North Searsmont, on
stage tine from Belfast to Augus-

ly

tl'JT

R. H. COOMBS &. SON, Sole Agents.

Farm for Sale.

CHARGE.
But one Mattress required to make it a perfect bedm
This Red, with recent improvements in construction, now stands without a rival for comfort and
adjustability. Insist upon having it. Send a postal
card to my* address and one will be sent to your
It is the softest and most
house for a week’s trial.
perfectly elastic spring bed in use, and yet so strong
that it will sustain a weight of TWO THOUSAND
POUNDS. Its springs are made of the best tempered cast steel, and so connected bv a net work of
melalic chains as to present a wonderful combinaIt weighs about
tion of strength and elasticity.
thirty pounds, and rolls up in a compact parcel is
inches in diameter, and is moved with greater ease
and convenience than any other made. It is so constructed that when two persons of unequal weight
occupy it, there is no tendency to roll towards the
centre. It is thoroughly ventilated, is never out of
order, there is never anything missing, it is always
whole, needs but one mattress, and can be put up
anywhere, even on the floor, it is made entirely of
metal,either tinned or japaned, will not rust in any
climate, and offers no harbor for bugs. Send for
price and terms to agents.

IN

1 will

Time

McCAKTIIY,

K.

IS*::.

RAYMOND'S

the Dry Hoods business,

Mens' Shirts amt Drairers,

NEW YORK CHEAP STORE,
L.

from

Crashes. Tickings, Clan nets.
Thread. Scedles. Hosier)/. Hlores,

non-

A» my lease expires this month. Shall close out
4tiUDon’t
my entire stock less than cost prices.
fail to call and see the bargains offered.

to retire

soms.

TO lil V Till NOS CHEAP AT THE

PLACED IN YOUR HOl'SE FOR TRIAL, FREE OF

PRICES PAID PI ODUCKK8.

is the

Now

•<

EDWIN FROST.

St.,

bries, sitesia. lileaehed and Hroien
Sheetings, Table Linen. Linen lios-

Mobile.

*7.

Sleeper,

I'lan nets.
Worsted
Cassamcres,
Dress Hoods. Crints, Lining ('am-

miles.

The Mobile Register
gives the following as the range of frclgl ts at that
port for the year ending Aug. 31:
Cotton to Liveriiool—sail ‘Al to 15 32d, steam (in
November-December) 33-64 to 35-64d.
Timber—Sawn £5 lfts to £6, hewn I 8s to 42s,
deals £1 15s to £6 5s.
Lumber—To the West Indies $8 to $ 5, Mexico
$12 to $16, Coastwise $8 25 to $11.
Naval Stores—Rosin, 3s !M to 4s.
Latest advices from Cow Bay C. B. in regard to
the sehr. Edward Johnson, of Belfast, ashore
there, state that arrangements have b :cn made
with wreckers to get the vessel off on a salvage.
The schooner lies well lip on the beach ii four feet
of water at high tide, perfectly tight, the pitch In
the seams not h aving started. The only injury to
the vessel is the loss of foreboot and shoi.

this stile will not

-IT

Montville, for
the year 1882, in bills committed to A. M. PLUMof
on
said town,
the 22d day of
MER, Collector
August, 1882, lias been returned bv him t** me as remaining unpaid on the 15th day of June, 1883, by
his certificate of that date, ami now remain:, unpaid, and notice is hereby given that if the said
taxes and interest and charges are not paid in the
treasurer of the said town within eighteen months
from thedateof the commitment of said bills somucli
of the real estate taxed as will be sutlieient to pay the
amount due therefor,including interest and charges,
will without further notice, he sold at public auction
at sPROYVL A MORSE’S store in said town, on
the 21st day of February, 1884, at one o’clock i\ m.
K. H. Uilmon, Liberty, the Atwood Ilarriman
farm, 115 acres, valued $190, tax $8.30.
Daniel Meservy, 12 acres of the E. A. Spear farm,
wood lot, valued $40, tax $1.70.
Ueorge Smith heirs, Rockland, part of the (ieorge
Smith farm, bounded on the west by laud of Stephen
Strout, 10 acres, valued $25, tax $1.10.
Peter A. Stubs, Roeklaiu 2 acres, valued $50, tax
3w37*
$2.20.
NATHAN FRENCH, Treasurer of Montville

triaiup to KoT-Uone Wnt.-h Case Factories, lMiiladcll’a., for lian^uaic Ulu-tralcri l'aiuphlct nliuwtiig how

as

GEO. A. BECKETT.

I 11A V K

S.

estate of

our

tt!

AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.

Notice.
following list of taxes on real
rpiIE
resident owners in the town of
A

Ides his ’•<

early

STOCK OF MY GOODS

Northport, Sept. 10, 1883.—3w37

is

descrip-

will close out his

acres, value $100, tax $1.85.
Mrs. J. W liar IT, 2 acres, 2 cottages, 1 barn, value
$44o, tax on real estate $8.14, def. highway tax for
1881, $3.55, total tax $11.09.
Webster Bluff lot, 21 acres, value $90, lax $1.00.
Reuben Sibley estate lot, 35 acres, value $150, tax
on real estate $2.78, def. highway for 1881 $1.20,
total $3.98.
JOHN S. HILL, Treasurer of Northport.

2 rent

K

Wishing

Mary Wade, 32

reduces the cost oNTS IIALK.

J-iUM

e shon/tl In plettseti to set
friends, li t' propose to tit
honest/y irith nil.

before known to the retail

No. 56 Main

for

olleetor

$4.21.

n
accomplished by
doe domes Boss (i,dd Wulch Ctt&c
\V MA
which saves the wastk of teedlex,s gol 1, un-d ixcif.'.asks the solidity and
stk i.No rH.o!' the case, am at the same time

Send

II

taxes

Al/.etta llayes estate, 1 house, 12 acres, value
$220, tax on real estate, $4.u7, def. highway tax for
1881 $1.75, total tax $5.82.
C. M. Rhoades or unknown, I house, 1 barn, (>
acres, value $2oo, tax $3.70.
John Reeves, 1 house, 1 barn, value $35o, tax $5.83.
Henry Snow, lot, cottage, value $100, tax on real
estate, $2.90, def. highway for 1881, $1.25, total tax

a
large proportion of the met: l is needed
only to stiflen and In Id the engraved portions in place, and supply strength.
The
surplus is not only needless, but undesirable, because gold is a soft n etal an 1 cannot
furnish the stillings, strength and clastii-ity
n-vessory to make the case permanently
The perfeH watch
strong and elose-f.ttin
cam must combine gold with some metal

gold

<

OTHER

FARM PRODUCE

and I will give you

see me

Conte

S.

$1.20.

ference in thoquaiity of them. In a Solid
Gold Watch (’ask, aside from the necessary thickness for engraving a.id polishing,

that in which the

My entire stock

Sept, ti, 1883— Iw3t>

of said town on the sixth day of July,
Is82, has been returned by him to me as unpaid
on the second day of July, 1883, by hi> eertiticale of
that date, ami now remains unpaid. Notice is here
by given that if the said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury of said town
within eighteen months from the day of commitment of said Dills, so much of the real estate taxed
as will be sutlieient to pay the amount due therefor,
including interest and charges, wit! without further
notice be sold at public auction at the house of
JOHN s HILL, in said town, on Wednesday, the
thirtieth day of January, A. D. 1881, at two o’clock
in the afternoon.
Asa Pitcher, 38 acres, value $250, tax $4,153.
Asa Pitcher, Stevens lot, 25 acres, value $c>5, tax

Sale of seats commences at Poor A Son’s, SaturI \v:>7
day, Sept. 15th.

supply

Hides, Calf Skins, Tallow,

liolfust, .Jiilv

in tin* town of

BUY

last later than OCTOBER FIRST.

QUIIMBY.

1882, in hills committed to VINA L H 1 LLs,

NOVELTIES.

never

trade.

long.

In the town of Northport, In the Count} of Wuldo,
for the year 1882.
'pH E following list of taxes on real estate of nonof
I>.

that will

city.

if you want Furniture of any

prices

Non-Resident Taxes

-IN A-

aiv

will

they

Belfast, Sept. 13, 1883.—37tf

..

MARITIME MISCELLANY

at

GEO. A.
J. N. NORCROSS, Manager.

How Watch Cases

offered in this

ever

tion call and

not last

Popular

Me.

of Furniture I have marked down to cost,

Apply

NEW

TO

STREET,

Belfast,

Wednesday Eve., Sept. 19, 1883.

AMERICAN PORTS.

HIGH

AND

I

lyr.'lT

Opera

Provisions k Groceries:

Wells.
20

This powder m*v»-r varies. A marvel of purity,
More economical
strength ami wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in com
petition with lie multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powder*5.
Sold only in cans.
Koval Hakim; I'owdek Co., IOC Wall >t., N V.

Belfast

3P.

Belfast, Sept. |:i, ISS.T.— 37tf

POWDER

to

Lime ¥ bbl,
Oat Meal ¥ tb,
Onions ¥ lb,

nenr

-A N D-

Granite

Beef, corned, ¥ Ho 8010
20
Butter Salt, ¥ box,
74
Corn ¥ bush,
Cracked Corn ¥ hush, 74
74
Corn Meal ¥ bush,
12 § 13
Cheese ¥ tb,
1.55
Cotton Seed ¥ cwt,
507
Codfish, dry, ¥ tb,
8§P2
Cranberries, ¥ qt,
16028
Clover Seed # It),
4.0008.75
Flour#’bbl,
!T.G.Seed#'bu, 2.4002.50
12§13
Lard ¥ Ib,

stort

n

of the ORIGINAL SPANISH

Kaler have loaded sells. Mary Farrow and Olive
Avery with paving for Boston-The < ak Hill

Boston

FRONT

liflfiisl,

so

Sch. Penobscot has discharged a cargo of coal
for the Maine Central Railroad....Sch. A nnie L.
McKcen has discharged a cargo of coal for dvan A
Sibley Bros-s. h. a. Hayford has disclnrged a
cargo of coal for Wm. Pitcher & Son.\ lams &

Duck# tb,
#■ doz.,
Fowl ¥ tb,
Geese ¥ tb,

Embalming done by an EX
ED HAM) if desired.

usual.

as

LOWER

.1. BIKBK8S, Manager,

ALONG THE WHARVES.

Cheese ¥ tb,
Chicken ¥ tb,
Calf Skins # tb

Done

MAINE.

I'KIHEM

This Yarn is SUPERIOR in

of Us.

the first to introduce this

11. Seh. Jas. Holmes, Ryder, EIlsuc rth.
12. sloop New Era, White, for market.

Beef # tb,
Barley ¥ bush,

Buying

business, so conn* along with your
MONEY and give i:s a call.

mean

sale.

Lillian, Darby, Fall River; sell. G.
Ryan, Boston; seh. A. Hayford,

PRODUCE MARKET.

We

BELFAST.

SAILED.

at

Save You Money by

Aug. 28, 18s;5

shades at retail

b. Sell. A.
sell. A. W.

Freights

Boston,

jiirlded only.
We buy most of
our goods of the manufacturers, and can

STREET,

tf:i7

CALL.

in

as

or

and express

Ropers

GIVE US

A. Vogeler Co Baltiwas for 500 gross.

Edith, Warren, New York.
Sept. 10. Sloop New Era, White, Bangor.
Sept. 11. Sell, llarmona, Pattersiiall, Rost

Jones, Bangor.

Low
freight

IRON

ARRIVED.

Eggs

hand at

on

of the

one

Store full of goods ever kept in this city
section of the state, and at prices as

At COST, to elose out our old stork.

Children’s

Sept. 8. Sch. Earl, Ryder, Boston; sch. Olive
Avery, Mills, Rockland; sch. Penobscot, Carter,
Baltimore; seh. A. Hayford, Jones, N» w York;
sch. Annie L. McKcen, Patterson, New Yoi k
Sept. 7. Seh. A. Richardson, Pattersiiall, .tangor.
Sept. 8. Seh. A. \V. Ellis, Ferguson, Ellsworth.
Sept. i*. Seh. E. L. Warren, Babbage, ioston;
sell. ,1ns. Holmes, Ryder, Boston; sch. Fan lie and

j

next

their extensive

to

show

Best Selected

Largest and

going to sell what stock

<f m

BELFAST.

SHIR NEWS.
PORT OF

The

bug for

YARN in all the desirable

nota-

soap in

to

Having made largu additions
stock, are now prepared to

Don't fail to call at once,

I have

Now Is (lie lime to paper your houses CHEAP,
as we are selllns

It is believed in Europe that France is steadinto a war with China.

granite

/

Will make it to

advantage

gear.

At Lowest- Bottom Prices.

ily drifting

Sept.
Sept.

to close oat.

ALL COLORS ANI) REST MAKES.

Room

at

Scoop.

Boston.
Sent. lo. Si li.
B. Ferguson,

few

“

ALBUMS, IIANO RAWS,
INKSTANDS, TOOTH-

In Belfast, Sept, sth, Gertrude, daughter of .Mr.
and Mrs. Luetic Gray, aged 1 year ami 3 months.
In Winterport, Sept. s, Reuben A. Rich, Esq.,
aged 66 years and 14 days.
In Boston, Sept, sth, Albert C. Wiggin, of Bel
fast, aged 36 v ears.
In South Thomaston, Sept. 3d, of heart disease,
Woodbury Davis, aged To years, 3 mouths, 11 days.
In
Sept. 6th, Llewellyn Clark, aged IT
years and 1 month.
In Monroe, Sept otn, Rufus Robinson, aged about
68 years.
In Penobscot, Sept. Till. Mrs. Emma, wife of
Capt. Jerome Sellers, aged 45 years.
In Vinalhaven, Sept. 4th, Mrs. F. T. Freeman,
wife of W. W. Freeman.
In Camden, Aug. 20th, Mrs. Mary Thomas, aged
1H> years, 10 months and 15 days.
In Rockland, Sept. 6th. Edward Merrill, aged 38
years, 8 months and 28 days.
In Rockland, Sept. 5th,’ Arvilla N\, wife of Benj.
C. studley, aged 35 years, In months md 23 days.
In Toomaston, Sept. 4th, Mrs. Webster Shihfes.
In Rockland, Sept. 3 1, Jane, widow of Benj.
Flanders, aged 65 years, 3 months and IT days.
In South Thonmston, Sept. 3d, Daniel Ott, aged
about 68 years.
In Rockland, Sept.2d, Frederick V Corneau, aged
27 years, ;» months and 11 days.
In Rockland, Sept. 2d, Hanson Samuel, son of
Charles E. and Belle F. Burpee, aged 3 months and
IT days.
In ITiion, Sept. 2d, Mrs. Harriet Cooper, aged 82

Carriages

GREAT BARGAINS

as

As an evidence of the world.wide reputati >n, and
the unprecedented popularity,—founded u »<>n intrinsic merit—of the renowned conqueror » f pain,
St. Jacobs Oil, it may he cited,.as a wonder in trade,
that one order, recently received by its entei prising

Sept.

I shall offer

your

INKS,

>'alley,

Liuekty. Mistakes will happen In the best of
families. At least such was the ease iu this town a

—

of

Big

,a < rkat var,kti

SCHOOL BOOKS,

Conn., has been partially destroyed by fiost.

Richardson, Pattersha 1, New
Haven;
Ellis, Ferguson, Rondo it; sell.
Wm. Flint, Pendleton, Bangor; sell. Orion, White,

~>

John H

j

The tobacco crop in the llousatonic

CARRIAGES!

all the bent am»
LATEST STALES.

Blank Books

>. C.,
at Washington,
follows:
The W *st Indies hurricane is now central near Cap* llatteras, moving northward. Dangerous norther- j
ly gales are reported on the South Atlan ic and I years.
In Camden, Sept. 1st, John Atwick, infant son of
Middle Atlantic coasts.
Ambrose P. and Sarah Cpham.
In Warren. Vug. 30th, Mrs. Joanna Philbrook,
Col. A. L. Campbell, Walterboro, S. C says
aged !«» years, 0 months and 30 days.
“A member of my family used Brown’s lr>n BitIn Warren, Aug. 20, Nancy, wife of Seth O’Brien,
ters with good results.”
aged *4 years, s months and 21 days.

industries of the state, which was well received
and heaitily cheered.A. J. Curtis and B. K.
Moore are building a circular swing which they
will take to the fairs this fall.

marks. The care with which every detail for convenience has been looked after in the construction
proves that (apt. Nickels lias learned by observa | at the N. E. Conservatory of Music.
••• ID
t grange's. 1th Inst,
lion in hia extended travels to combine comfort i
• •llicctli, appointineiiL of eominittee, 7th, noon
lircKsi’ORT. Our Tannery lias been obliged to
with beauty of design, and the taste of Mrs.
re< e-s, 'ih Kept, of c<m. nth subject “Resolved
suspend operations for lack of water. If rain does
Nickels is manliest in the elegance of the appointlire
that
.n.-uraiuv
-n.
should
I'.itronbeorganized
not fall soon Mr. Blodgettwill sustain quite a loss
ments of many of the rooms. The work has been j
In ha-lent Maine” i-» be pm-enied hy Bros. Bellows
from unfinished work.
In the meantime Mr. Britperformed in a manner that does credit to the i
and limit and followed by mil discussion. nth,
ton, the superintendent, will be found along the
Messrs.
builders,
&
Park.
The
is
house
Cyphers
>ist».-r- -iibi.'i t, “Resolved that farmer’s wives work
banks of our ponds and streams, bis companions,
hardt
to-day than twenty year*? ago.” Aff. Sisters I three stories, the style of roof forming the third the rod and
gun-h rod Moses was home last week
Bump- and Lang. Neg. sister Gordon and Cle- story, and is treble plastered throughout. The for a
day. He has been doing a much larger buscellar i- large and airy, with cement floor, and con.
ment-, followed hy discussion. 10 Resolves for
iness in the iloral line this year than last. He retains six rooms and two cisterns one holding over
g.: "f the order. 11 closing, state Master Ruble
ports that the Bar Harbor people are prepared to
OOOo
The
was introduced and gave
house
is
heated
with
one
of
the
an excellent address.
gallons.
crucify “Our George” when he makes his appearBarnv furnaces and there are lire places in nearly
Remark for good of the order were made hy Bros.
ance at that place.
Causes: Playing rich while
all the rooms. The front entry floor and all the
1 W sheppard, F
VV. Ritchie, I). O. Bowen and
and reporting the truth (?)in the Journal_
« Mivi
Bkiki
The session was one of great interhearths are laid in tile. The dinning room floor is there,
Capt. Abram Bulkin and wife of Galveston,Texas
laid in birch and walnut. The house is supplied
est and profit.
Thanks are extended to Silver
are visiting this, his native town.
We are glad he
Harvest grange for courtesies and to the choir for throughout with hot and cold water. The front
still takes an intere? t in our village. Capt. L. has
r\ :*
their acceptable
--<*n Saturday evening
door is composed of French glass in colors and
been very successful as a business man, besides
M
last Mr. <
Freeman, state Grange Lecturer, contains over 100 lights in different shapes and
holding many positions >f honor and responsibility
rdiades. Several of the windows are bordered with
gavi a very intere-ting lecture at Verona Grange
at the South
Prof. Clifford, who was obliged to
ik lore the lecture the <»rangers -nt down to
Ha!!,
the same. Taken all in all the house is a model of
leave the Seminary last fall on account of his health
a bountiful slipper and later in the evening iee
convenience
and
comfort.
elegance,
and go south for the winter, is now here visiting
« r« am and cake were served.
his brother, our local Methodist minister. He is
I m iy.
much improved since coming north and has gained
'1 he Village school opened Monday
Fkekdom.
Mr. Horace Tyler, of mis town, aged
aboii! :>:> years committed suicide oil Wednesday of
10 lbs.
Maine air did it-Mr. Charles Skinner,
Sept, kd with about eighty scholars. But a very
!a>l week. Last spring lie sold his farm for $2,'>00,
son of our Post master, preached his first sermon
tew can be admitted to the high school as the num
b> be given up in October. As the time drew near
1m
in this place last Sunday.
i> limited. This is the eighth term Mr. Luce
lie is a student of the
for the delivery of the place he grew
ha- latmht here. He has this term about fifty
despondent Bangor Theological Seminary, and one of our risand wanted to repurchase the farm. This he could
scholai in the High school; about twenty are from
ing young men-The complimentary benefit to
have done at an advance of $:>oo which would inthe Bucksport cornet band last Saturday night by
other di.-lricts and paying tuition which goes to
clude the crops, llis friends had watched him
the skaters at Emery Hall was a grand successthe district fund. The school is well organized
There are interesting classes in
and classified.
closely of late as they feared something might hap- The band gave a fine out door concert last Friday
night. The new music In place of the old quickMathematics, Languages and Sciences. Mrs. Luce pen. Mr Tyler strayed away Wednesday evening
and when found was hanging by the neck 1‘rom a
ha.- again taken the Primary. Mis-, Morelun the
steps is a great improvement... .Mr. and Mrs. E. 1*.
Emerson entertained at Narramlssie. cottage, Ala
tree in the orchard, dead, with his knees upon the
former teacher is teaching in the Cook districtSome of tin* t nity hoys are home from Montana
ground and ids hands upon the fence. He leaves moo«nok Pond, last Friday, a party of intimate
friends. Mrs. Daniel Robinson, formerly of the
a wife.
and more are expected-Mr. stone is putting up
Robinson house was one, and her friends will be
a new stable at the depot-The recent temperance
Seaksmont. Forest fires have been raging on
glad to learn that she has recovered so as to be one
rally at Bartlett's shore was a grand success.
the property of Edward Packard, Charles Farrar,
of the number, and also Mrs. X. T. Hill, who has
sandy Pi>int.
apt. Alexander Black is building W. S.Cox and Llewellyn Lincoln. Last Sunday just recovered from a severe sickness... .On Satthe inhabitants turned out and fought the flames all
an addition to his store, now occupied by Frank S.
urday and Sunday last, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. PatterGeorge son’s latch string was out at Idlewilde
Haniman. Mr. Harriman will add to his stock of
day. The fires are now under control
cottage,
has
built
anew
house-Anson
slaughter
Dyer
F. Snow continues to increase his
dry goodsame locality.
Capt. Roix and wife, Purser Geo.
Gilmore lias built a new house, which is nearly
large grocery and produce business-School was
of
the Penobscot, Mr. Towle and
Woods and wife
temporarily closed Monday, because of sickness of ready for occupancy.Tames Barker is now in wife of the Fort Point hot 1, Dr. J. M. Nevens and
Boston buying stock for ids carriage business.
the teacher, Mis- Mcmmie Staples. It is to be hoped
wife and Geo. E. Patterson and wife were their
He has some first class carriages on band which
thai parents will assist the teacher in seeing a conguests. “Joseph” joined them Sunday after the
a bargain-Ed. Bicknell and famat
be
sold
will
tii nun- and pr nipt attendance of scholars. Parents
arrival of the Katahdiu. Mr. Emerson, the proily, of Lawrence, Mass, have been visiting at Jas.
are responsible in this matter.
Little Willie goes to
prietor, has made almost a paradbe of AlamooSmall’s
horse
ran
last
Barker’s_Orrin
away
sehoo nut far from here. He is generally very
sook within a year or two-Mr. Lewis Tapley’s
the
week and smashed
carriage.
prompt to learn his spelling lessons, but one aftercottage at Temple Park makes a grand showing as
noon he did not study his words enough, and was
the work on it progresses. Seen from the river it
Vinalhaven. The story going the rounds of
required by his teacher to remain and learn them the press concerning the robbery here of Mr. Leach is the most northerly one-The school of the E.
Between his sobs lie cried out, “Fnele Henry wants
M. C. Seminary opened the 21)th tilt, with somejs discredited. Mr. L. reported a similar robbery
I’ll tell my uncle
me to pick up potatoes tonight.
at North Haven last year. It is reported that Mr.
thing over one hundred students. It promises to
Departures, Leach has been presented by the people of North lie one of the largest terms for several years. Prof.
Henry of you, you see if I don’t.”
Monday Mr-. William French, Will B. French Haven with a toy pistol for his special island Prince, the principal, is very popular and the sucand George S, Perkins, for Minnesota: Francis L.
travel-Mr. S. G. Webster Is building a large
cess of the institution greatly depends upon his
French and Henry It Black, for Massachusetts i
store near the Bodwel! Granite Co’s store_The
stay....The village schools began on Monday last
Miss Josephine B. F rench for Bangor.
Bod we 11 Granite
is
with mostly the same corps of teachers in charge
a machine
i'

iMiniiie

The

Signal Officer
telegraphs. Sept. 10 as

—

For the XKXT TWO WEEKS

Noiliiport,

1

1

The

Furniture.

BRUSHES. Ac.,

us»*

no more

Q+o'Hnnarii
y,

OldUUIIUI

DIED.

Hunt’s Remedy, as It had been used here by
many of our best families for diseases of t )e kidneys, bladder, and dropsy with wonderful saccess.
1 purchased a bottle, and found that it went to the
right spot and did me a great deal of good. I have
to

-SELL

Bargains!
-1 N-

-THAT-

In South Boston, Aug. 15th, L. Henry Smith, of
Boston, and Mary C. Baker, of Belfast.
In Searsmont, Aug. 20th, Mr. Herbert P. Nickerson, of Madison, N. H., and Miss Rose E. Thomas,
of Belmont, Me.
In Camden, Sept. 3d, Ernest M. Clark, of Camden, and Rosa B. Heal, of Belfast.
In Charlestown, Mass., Sept. 4th, at the residence
of the bride’s parents, by Rev. C. F. Nicholson,
Clifton A. Pendleton, of Boston, and Fredetta C.
Barrell, of Charlestown.
In Rockland, Sept, o, G. Ivaler Mayo, and Monira
D., daughter of Capt. Moses II. Fiske, both of Rockland.
In Washington, Sept. 2d, Cyrus Jones and Hattie
Jackson, both <>f Washington.
In Rockland, Sept. 1st, Sidney Dodge and Maud
L. Tobin, both of Rockland.
In Washington, Sept. 1st, James Linneken, of
Washington, and Christiana Barlow, of Appleton.
In Boston, Mass., Aug. 15th, Herbert Smith, of
Boston, am 1 May S. Bean, formerly of Rockland.

Others of my family have used Hunt’s Hsmedy
with equally as good success, and we do m t liesltate to recommend it far and near, hellerl ig It a
duty as well as a pleasure to recommend sc good

Great

REMEMBER!

MARRIED.

me.

Camden.

sister, Mrs.

A message from Astoria, Oregon, states that the
adjourned p, Wednesday, on
bark (
I). Bryant struck on the bar while going
F. G. Hasting’s Watchmaker
|
in t<> that port and was leaking badly.
s. M uTPi's \roostook Bov iwo

beat-. W

•I

Edwin Smith and wife

Tuesday to attend tin*
Nancy I >ver.

race wa-

>'•* H. 1

—

A. J>.

darkness.

t ol
a. tu

Post.McGilvery

Swan Lake, Wednesday.

on

their

Penobscot. The Ladies in District No. Swill
hold a fair and levee in the school house Wednesday the 1J inst. for the benellt of the M. E. church.
Herbert- W. Leach of the Jeannette expedition
will lecture in the town hall Saturday evening the
13th inst.
11 is subject is life In the Arctic Regions— II. Perkins & Co. arc building a new store
house for Hour and corn
Horace Hutchings is
building a new barn-Capt. Perkins is putting a
new mainmast in his schr., the St. Leon.

and their ladies had

Wednesday.

was won

"*

many places—Some have begun to dig
potatoes, of which there will he a good crop.

Rev. J. E. Adams and family, who have been
spending the summer here, returned to Bangor

trot-

by George o. Bailee’s
Morrill’s Surprise, second, F. s.
M'vjn.o \ Belmont, third, F 11
Woodsides’ Frank
*
f°urt)i. time, 2
:17*4.2
:*».
In the
lo. I oi -tallion.- owned in
Maine, for a purse ol
$:
divided, four started. Five heat- were trot''

n

..

race

Capt.

Friday.

There were two

were

..

—

Park, Portland, Tuesday
minute class, purse of $200
Four heats

to

Field, who has been in command of
bark Edward Kidder, arrived from Liverpool

t

horse- started.

ten

d and

l'

amp-

in llu* three

*oii.

■!

h

Pokti.wi*.

a r

picnic

Capt.

is

>.o.

1. t

taken to the insane asylum at

Searsport has now as good facilities for storing
and shipping hay as any town on the coast.

\ri;iu

M"

was

Mr. B. O. Sargent has been quite sick for the last
three weeks, but is improving slowly.

a flue one in
•unpany
every
Cook, the tenor and F. H. Dan
'"iih. t:ic Kirin a-, are said to be
particularly good.
4 dve
them a full house.
y

Montviei.e. J. W. Plummer, recently cut both
of his feet quite badly in attempting to stick an ax in
a log....Mr. Burton T. Lamb of Boston who lias
been visiting friends here returned home last
Some of our citizens will attend the
Saturday
State Fair-The early frost lias killed the corn In

Schrs. Win. Butnam and Hattie L. Curtis have
arrived with coal forJ. H. Lane.

c.uning, and will appear
Wednesday evening,
Poor A Son’s begins sat-

a

W. Hardy supplied the Congregational
church last Sunday.

have beeu troubled for over six years vith a
severe kidney complaint, also a weakness of the
urinary organs, with its attendant trouble
My
water needed constant attention, some di ys as
many as twenty times, with severe pains In the
bladder, as well as in the back and loins. A times
I passed a limited quanity of urine, highly colored
with unnatural heat and sediment; frequently
evacuations would be very painful.
1 cou dueled
that I must do something for It, fearing thai more
serious trouble would follow. I went to tin druggist and was recommended to use Hunt’s Remedy,
as it hail been used with wonderful success u several severe cases of dropsy anil kidney and b adder
affections here In Bangor. I concluded to try it,
and before I bad used one bottle found It wa helping me beyond my expectations. My water became
more natural, less color anil sediment, the p ilns In
back anil that heavy feeling gone, with a general
toning up of the system; and I continued to use It
until I used six bottles, and It lias completely cured
I

—

arc

-cats

«-i

Ashing

Co.

Jasper Nichols has sold her house
Phiueas Pendleton for $1200.

11 "U-e,

I

i.

on a

Mrs.

Family gave entertainments in the BelOpera H<m-<‘ Tuesday and Wednesday evening- and merited a more patronage liberal then
y received. Their musical performances were
excellent.

I * t- I'.*.

Man son

Augusta Monday morning.

I hi' Park

ra

has gone to

cruise.

1. W. Havener

la-!

lfa-t opt

dry.

Rev. 1).

Fight uniformed patriarchs from Penobscot Kn
campment, F o. o. F. left this city on Tuesday for
a pleasure
trip to >t. .John, V B. They joined a
iarge company at Bangor the same evening and arrived al >t- •! »hn early Wednesdaiy morning.

lb

McDougal

Mr. J.

Theatre Company in the grand scenic
play, "The World,” will appear at the Belfast
opera House Sept. 2U under the management of
Mr. F. a. Owen of
Bangor. Further particulars
next week.

ih

are

C'. T. Hamilton and wife of Presque Isle are

In town.

The Boston

IlavericyMinstrels

great many cisterns in town

\V.

eouiiui.->k*m

a

Egos—The market is steady at quotations tor
fresh stock; nearby and fresh laid, 25c and upwards; fresh eastern, 23324c; New York and Vermont, 22 a 221 * c.
Beans—The market remains steady at quotations; fancy hand-picked pea, $2.5032.55, some
holding strictly fancy higher; German pea, $23
2.15; mediums, hand picked, $2.2532.30; yellow
eyes, $3.1533.25; red kidneys, $3.40.
Potatoes—The market continues steady and
prices arc unchanged; early rose, 50300c 4*' bush;
Rhode Islands, $1.7531.87 4’’bbl; natives, $1.02%
31.75; Portlands, $1.5031.02,'2; potatoes sell in the
country about the same as in Boston.
Apples—The supply is light and choice fruit is
in good demand; prices are Arm for Astrakhan at
$3.503 4; Williams, $4.50 3 5; pippins, $434.50 for
choice; ordinary, $1.5032.50 4* bbl.
Hay and Straw—No. 1 timothy, $18 4* ton; fair
to good, $17317.50 4* ton; Ane lmy, $15316#’ ton;
poor to ordinary, $11313 # ton ; tlie new bay crop
is called light; straw, $13313.50# ton for new; oat
do, $0 4^ ton.

OUR BEST FAMILIES.

lli KNHAM. The town is building a new and
substantial iron bridge over the Sebasticook stream
to replace the one known as the Eel Weir bridge.
The two iron spans are SO and 00 feet in length with
70 feet of stone work at the approaches. The structure is being built by the Connecticut Iron Bridge

Bel-

THE FALL TERM
-UK

THE-

Young Ladies' School,
Academy in Searsport Village, eomniences
Wednesday, Sept. 5, ISSI1,
MISS MARY K. PIKE, Teacher.

At tin

There are a few vacant scats, w hich may he secured by applying to ( apt. J. ('. NK'KKLS. Term-*
one dollar per week.
Searsport, Sept. 3, 1SS3.—2\v ’>‘i

Behind

WE DO NOT CLAIM I

Ill

that Hoop's Sarsaparilla will cure everything, but the fact that on the purity and
vitality of the blood depend the vigor and
health of the whole system, and that disease
of various kinds is often only the sign that
nature is trying to remove the disturbing
cause, we are naturally led to the conclusion
that a lvni'.dy that gives life and vigor to
the blood, eradicates scrofula and other impurities from it, as Hood’s Sarsaparilla
undoubtedly does, must be the na ans of preventing many diseases that would occur
without its use hence the Held of its usefulness is quite an » \tendcd one. and we are
warranted in recommending it for all deran.reinents <*f the system which are caused
1 y an unnatural state of the blood.

i

v-

These

from you and quite alone
She makes her moan;

Always
alphabet.

She does not dare to rust her woe
To break its bonds, her tears to flow
In outward show,

“About

To lift her burden to the light.
To live by faith aud not by sight.
Aud from the night

grief

The young

MAKE

RICH

NEW

Mexican girl living at-Tusceolo has thro* well
developed arms, she can do up her hair without
cramming her mouth full of hairpins.
Thirteen Years* Dyspepsia.
“1 -uffered with dyspepsia for 13 years,” writes
John Albright, Esq., of Columbus, O’hio. “Samari-

sible.
tin

J

curing

or

Pills

*'■

have

BLOOD.

equal.

practice. Said everyby mail for b\“> cts. in
send for pamphlet FlIKJi

where,
stamps,

or

sent

yellow.

excesses

[Drowning.

<

d

our

>

JOHNSON
ANODYM I INDII NT
•'
‘n'-r
■’■! K rf-rn-il y.>. w;d in?t-iiiiane. us.y
7terrible tli.-v.iseS, and will p*

*n’t

i»

<•

v;!i save many liv-.-s sent free by mail,
deptv a moment.
Prevent!**n is bett. r
I.
*b»nv.si<n \
i: -mi*.

1

1 lie cause of freedom, which is the cause of
(■oil's kingdom upon earth, is often must injured by the cm inie- who carrv w ithin them
the power of certain human virtues. The wickedest man is often nut the 1110-t insurmountable
obstacle to the triumph of good.
[George
Eliot.

...

lyric*

Never

Songs

“II

that

Fes

v.

ver.-e run

>

Song,

-m<-:

■.

like

this.

'Tin r< ar-- wn-> touch tin- magi" string.
\i. i ii"i-y lame is proud to win them,
Ait-' for lh->-e who never sing,
i’.ut die with all their music in them.’

“V«--. Thai'- beautiful, palih-ti. and True," -aid
'•" -i
v"The poet alludes t•» people
v.
11;.• v\ hat -uppre--e«!, and never get their
fici a.
ia-t aiv au-1 air.
Which reminds me
ter.t he ot
HI sco X &
l»v
Mr. E.*C. W illiains,of
-igned
<
Pa., a prominent business
d,;ii
■'-Ryder C"
'a ii*
f l: op
lb- writes
*1 i-av.- >nif-•!••••! with asthma for over forty
11*i a terrible attack in December and
:"j.
i hardlv know what prompted me
loo
P v r ki : it’s Tonic.
1 did so. and the Hr.-t
a
I »o"k four do-e-. The effect astonished me.
1
it
hi I
pt a if n- tl.ing wa- the matter w ith
’•
evt-r .-iin-e
I have had colds .since,
•a-oima.
My breathing is now as perfect as
!

td

r known tl„,j
k y--u know -if
an ,i till him
in my name that
1 -m
will cure it—even after forty
There w aman who < — -aped the fate of
w ii -m the ]>oet lamentthI'- pi'-p trail-'ii. wiiic'n has heretofore been
Ki- Wi
p.\rm.r's <iIm.kr Tonic, will hereafter
r'i-c-i an-; ---id umlt
the name <>f Par.
•_
Ki :.
T"M‘
I a-much as ginger is really an untai.t ingredient, and
unprincipled dealer- are
-;i-1
1111y deceiving their customers by substituta.t- i'i-*r pr< paration- under the name of
gina
i!'• -p tie mi-leading word.
i
>
change, however. in the preparation
d.
a i
itle.- remaining in the hand- of
:
rapped under the name of Parki-r’s
n,-I !:T"M< --o],tain the genuine me«iicine il the
-igjiature of Hi-« .,\
i- at the hot"’ ’ii"
out.-ide wrapper.
lyreow.T)
a

■

1’

vRivi

i-

1

-•

••

you call for Hinds' Kadi* u. Corn Reinsist up*m having it. Inferior articles p; y
a better profit.
This i- guarantee*!. 1 33

[Epicurus.
Try i: for

Or. MACALASTERS:

Justice of the peace Says.

I he Pennsylvania Greenback convention,
lias nominated T. T. Binder for auditorgeneral and A. T. March for State treasurer.

Tammany threatens to bolt if It is not admitted to the New York democratic State convention. The county democracy threatens to
bolt if a single Tammanv delegate is admitted.
Either way the outlook 'is delightfully harmonious.
The

Children

and

Without Morphine
^ hat

giv*-s

r.ur

Children

Narcotine.

or

r-

fevers,

—y

cheeks,

"Id-

< a-t

sleep j

oria.

N't hen Ikihies fn-t, and ei*y bv turns,
\\ hat eur<
their coin*, kills their worms,
Hut Cast oria.
>

What fpiickly
Sour

cuv-s <
< ’olds.

Stomach,

’nndipation,
Indigesti. ti

:

J»nt < a-toria.
Farewell then to Morphine Syrups,
< astor Oil and
Paregoric, anil

Hail Castoria#

Centaur Liniment.-An abc-urc
for Rlietimatism,
Sprains, Burns, Galls, &c., and an
solute

instantaneous Pain-reliever.'

1 yrS

Terrible

Suffering.

Kldnc) and Bladder fomplaints of Many Years
Duration—ills VYord hood as hold—Case of
fity Assessor Franels homard, HP Summer
Street, Lowell, Mass.
“His word is as good as a bank note at any bank
in Lowell, and J know it,’’was theopinion of a well
known citizen in speaking of City Assessor Francis
Coinur I. Your reporter found Mr. Goniard at his

pleasant home, which,
summer street

south Common.

many others, adorns
and fronts the charming park of
with

Goniard said, “1 had been, as
many of my friends in Lowell know, a great suff"rer from kidney and urinary troubles fora long
Mr.

My physician said it was the result of diseased kidneys and enlargement of the prostate
gland. I had suffered terribly, and although my
• .octor’s treatment had been the best which this
city
time.

afforded, 1 got no better. I said finally,'Doctor, it’s
no use.
You have done all that i* in your power to
do, I know that; hut I must get help from some
other source or die.’ Finally I was induced to try
D-. Kennedy'* FAVORITE'REMEDY, a medicine
wnich had l»een recommended very highly for kidney
diseases.
I received help at once.
It has acted like
a
harm with me. Why so?
Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is an honest preparation, and I
know it. i didn’t think anything would help me,
but this has given me better health than any medicine ever prescribed for me" 1 have recommended
it to ever so many of my friends in the city of
Lowell, and with the same result. They think there
is nothing like Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY.’
lmo35

he depended upon,
acquainted with the gentleman knows.

What Mr. Goniard says
as

any

one

can

For the front hair, in all the

different shades and qualities at

B. F. "Wells’.

Brooklyn Eagle inconsiderately

says that
Beniamin F. Butler "does not represent a single principle for which the Democrats,” etc.
Dh. yes, he does, lie says that "the government belongs to its friends"—a Butlerian wav
of saying that "to the \ ictors belong the spoils."

Whether the stories in regard to Gen. Garfield are true or false, in whole or in
part, those
who

concocting

them ought to have the
mention the decency, to ffemcmber that the Garfield campaign was
fought out
three years ago.
It i- now 1888. and Garfield is dead.
[Boston Herald.
arc
sense, not to

The Tilden boom is making rapid
progress
among Western democrats, and bears evidence
of being skillfully manipulated. Out of 411 replii indicating democratic preferences in Indiana. 3!is were for Tilden and
Hendricks, or for
Hendricks, and Illinois was nearly unanimous
for "the (fid ticket.” There are indications also
of a revival of the “literary bureau.”

The Progressive Age, the leading fusion paper
in Maine, demands the abolition of the (state
muster.
There is no war in prospect, it says,
and if there were these men could not be depended on to go to the front. The trouble with
the Maine militia is that pending the counting
out conspiracy it was loyal to General Chamberlain, and would not "respond to the call of
the conspirators. That’s probably the trouble
with the militia.
[Boston Journal.
There is no longer a dull season in journalism. The discussion of Mr. Tilden’s health
having ceased, Jay Gould having squelched the
most damaging of Dorsey’s “disclosures,” and
the death of Jere Black having put a stop to
the rattling of the dry bones of Buchanan and
secession, into the gap comes a story that
Boscoe Conkling was not for Grant, but for
himself, at the Chicago convention, and that
his exhibition of bile since then has been due
to his disappointment.
Who is this Conkling,
anyhow? [Boston Herald.
The Baltimore American believes that the
Republicans stand a good chance of carrying
Maryland at the next election. It says: “In
the last elections the Republicans carried the
State—with the exception of Baltimori—bv
about 800 majority. The Democratic majority
in this city alone saved the Democrats from
defeat. The Republican vote this year will be
very much heavier, and will exceed the full
vote of last year by at least 3,000. If a vigorous organization be made, it may be still further
enlarged. The success of last fall will bring
out the full force of the party this year.”

Artists

to be brought from Italy to fresco
the rooms in the new house to be built by .1. C.
Flood on California street, San Francisco,
which Is to cost about five million dollars, and
is to be furnished at an expense of two million
more.

are
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AND

wear, of all

nninor

and

a

IIILDRE.VS

GOAT

Sfij>]>ers

grad

HOOTS
and

*s

prices, also

Wall’iwj shoes,

-alsoMens’ Calf, Kip and Thick l oots, Roys and
Youth’s Roots and Shoes, consUting of Calf
Hutton and Calf Ball.. ah< School Roots,
SOLID Leather, Carpenters and Laborers*
Neav) Solid Leather, Custom Made Shoes,
our own make
that will stand hard wear,
Dents' Calf Hutton and C ingress Boots.
Calf Low Shot s,
all nt tin* lowest possible prict > for < ash.
1‘lcase
call and examine goods am prices before
purchasing el-owhere.
N. lb Cn<t"in work in all branelu s promptly attended to. Cobbling done with neatness and dis-

A

new

jected
store
F

“lady clerk"

in a dr. -•
addres-ot

to

ni-

Kiiaim-s.

II.

FOl

I.-

iVlanufactories.

KITCHEN

Agriculture,

HAND

MINERAL
Tie tit

SOAP.

hoys

as

“Cassius."

one

imp 's-ilile that a feme iy nia le oi -aeh
simple plant- as Hop-, lb «-liu, Mandrake.

Dandelion
A*.. slnmid make -» many and -.mb
ml
but when old
«rreat cures a- 11 *p Hitters !
voun.ir. rich and pe >r. pastor ,n.d '1 •••tor, law\«-r and
editor, all testily to having been cured by tbem, you
in list believe and try them your-cit. and doubt no

j longer.

Columbu- disc vered America, nut when a boy
lie bad as much dillieully in seeing an empty wood
or

water

pail

a-

any other

\

boy.

;

r

UMCAL nOUSEDOLD RE, II IS 13SUBPASSED.
removing Paint, Varnish, breasc, Blacking.
.1 impurities lr.,m the
luiml>, it Lira no vuuui
:

..iiLt.

>uTirE.-Bc

Bare and
got the liltcheu
Kr.nil Mineral Soap, and take no
other and you will
always use it.

44 BROAD
For sale by

It>

skin,

scrofulous. Inherited and
(■>mta^ions Humors. Blood

l’oi.son>. ricer>. Abscessand li tantile >kin T-»rturn.-, the (.T n tit a U1: m
KDlKs are infallible, u
Tin it a
Ukmm.ven r,
ihe
new Bloo 1 Puriller, 1 )iuretic and Aperient, expels
irernis
from the
bloo*! and perspiration.and
It
(.
ha, the great Man

es,

)

I

^disease
mu> removes uie ruust.

( ure, instantly allays Jr-hing and Inflammation,
clears the skin and Scalp, heals fleers and ><>res,
restores the ( onipltxion. ( itici iia >e.\r, an exquisite Skin Iieauritier and Toilet Requisite, is indispensable in treating skin diseases, and for rough,
chapped or greasy skin, blackheads, blotbes, and
hahy humors. Ci n ha Remedies are tin* only
Infallible blood purifiers and skin beautilitrs.

( has. Houghton, Esq., lawyer, 2S
Boston, reports a < ase f >alt Rheum

Mate street,
under ids observation for ten years, which covered the patient's
body and limbs, and to which all known methods
of treatment had been applied without benefit,
which was completely cured solely bribed M11 ha Remedies, leaving a clean and
healthy skin.

Mr. and

Mr*.

Everett

Mass., write

Stebbins, Belrhertown,

our little buy was terribly alllieted
with Scrofula, salt Rheum and Erysipelas ever
since he was horn, and nothing we could give him
helped him until we tried ( tk ka Remedies,
which gradually cured him, until lie is now as fail
as any child.

H.

E. Carpenter, Henderson, N. 't
eared of
Psoriasis or E< pror-y, of twenty Near.-' standing, by
Ci Tb rKA Remedies.
The most wonderful cure
on record.
A dustpan full of scales fell from him
daily. Physicians and his friends thought in* must
die. Cure sworn to before a justice of the peace
and Henderson's most prominent citizens.
.,

Hon. Wm. Taylor. Health ( '•mitii--d<>nerf Boston,
says: After three months’ use of the Cnici ia
Remedies, and twelve years of as constant suffering from Scrofulous Ililmor of the face, neck and

scalp

as

was

ever

endured,

cured, and pronounce my
on

case

1

say that I am
the most remarkable
can

record.

Sold by all druggists. Ci tici ka, an cents; Re$1; Soap,*2*> o uts. Potter Dim; \nd
Chemical ( «»., Boston, Mass.
Send for "Hon to Cure Nkln Diseases,”
solvent,

I^PfeClKA SOAP. Absolutely pure, highly
U I I medicinal, indorsed by physicians,
preferred by tin* elite. Sales, 1 ss 1 and iss-2, l.ooo,-

OOrt

cakes.

Sold everywhere.

AM)

For the relief and prevention,
lhe Instant It Is applied, of Rh u
Neuralgia, Sciatica,
/ /“ottism.
Coughs, Colds, Weak Back. stomK
/ yr adi and Bowels,
Shooting Pains,
m liness,
Hysteria, Female
'f -% 'ZA -c. NP au ins«
{\
Palpitation,
Dyspepsia,
^
Liver Complaint, Bilious Fever,
'N x Malaria, and Epidemics, use Col/ELECTRIC*Mins’ Plasters (an Electric Battery
r>. a *,li.bS combined with a Porous Plaster)
and laugh at pain.25c.everywhere.
C-

^

,rTI TA/rf0

-i

MITCHELL .(

TLOMAS.
Belfast, Me.
■

Spectacles & Silver Ware
-A T-

Him JEWELRY STORE
mAlm:.

It is now so well uuderst.I tha lids uid estaOHsliinci t i- lieailiinarters for tile sail of WATClIKs
anil .IKWKKliY ill this section of the State, that
it may lie hardly necessary to say to our customers
that we are eotistantlv adding to'oui large stock all
Ni:\V mid DKSlRAlii.K T ATT Kilos of goods in
our line.
Goods always sold at tie core lowest
rates.

Fine Watch Work. Kngrmlng ant Jettrlry
pairing done In the best tin inter.

ED. W. KNOWLTON.

ic-

C. HERVEY.
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Concerning this Popular Beverage Two Men Express

their Minds.

“The fact is, sir, and you may stick a pin there,
that the people of this* country are
to be
drowned in a Hood of lager beer,” shouted an enthusiastic teetotaler the other day into the ear of
That Herman drink
vour cornered
has struck us hard. It is the second deluge.”
“Yes, and the worst of this beer-drinking business is that it gets up kidney troubles, as a heavy
wind raises the waves,” added a city physician,
who had a knowledge of the times and a tendency
to metaphor. “The midnight‘schooner’ leaves behind it a wake of furred tongues, headaches, torpid livers, nausea, and all that, and lays the foundation of Bright’s Disease.”
This melancholy fact accounts In part for the increasing sales of BENSON’S CAPLINE POROI S
PLASTER, which at once mitigates these symptoms. Price 25 cents. Ask your physician about it.
Seabury & Johnson, Chemists, New York. 1 m.‘?5

likely

correspondent.
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pounds
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re-
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Administrator’s Sale
VALUABLE BEAL ESTATE.
Centrally
situated in the business part of Belfast, eon
sisting ol a lot of land adjoining the Court House
lot and extending from High to Church streets,
with house and stable, and known as the Angicr
homestead. Also a lot of land corner of Church
and Bridge streets, with house and stables. The
above property will be sold at public auction on
Tuesday, Oct. (Kli, at 10 o’clock A. M.
«w3.i
CALVIN 1IEKVEY, Admr.
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Dr. Ciraves* Heart Regulator
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bottles f r $5 bg express. Send tamp /
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ty, with

short dam founded mi a ledge, with long,
deep pond. In connection with the above arc three
"i* more acres of land, one dwelling house in rent,
blacksmith shop, dry sheds, A;e. The premises arc
puite convenient for several families. Are in a
very pleasant location on the Marsh stream, .‘Da
mile.- trmn Frankfort, and a'3 mile- from Winterport villages, and will be -old together or separateFor
ly. to suit purchasers, at a great bargain.
I urtiier information, price, terms of pa> incut, A
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call and view the
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Send two8c. stamps to A.
Boston. Ma^s., and receive an
cards free.

iv

(.o.,
laiicy

LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should he without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. 1‘EARLINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above svmbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

Thoroughbred
Weanlings
HAY

now

C.

I AI.S.

employ a p< r-on
capable of securing

Boston, ()ctobcr 10. IsTih
Dear sir
You procured for
patent. Since then you have
me in hundreds of ease-, and
procured many patents, rei-.-ue.- ami extensions l
liavc occasionally employed the be.-t agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but I
Still give you almost the w hole of m\ bu-ine-s, in
your line, and ad’, iso others to cmplo\ \ on.
GFOBGL PKAPKII.
Yours truly,
Boston, dan. 1, 1S,S». lyrl

HUGHES,

Private Medical Rooms.
CONFIDENTIAL.
Ladies or Gentlemen requiring medical advice or
treatment, arising from an\ private cause, would
do well to banish all diilideuee and make an early

ready foi delivery at

JOHN ATWOOD &

FULLER,

Foreman.

Dr. P.F.

Nichols,

is i kg eon Dentist.

ROSE

Maine

St.,

CO.,

PRODUCE
Mf'n^lnuils.
C^oiiuiiissioii
in

111)}, Pointin'., Onions, Annies, Beans, Butter.
Cheese, Kggs, Poultry, Live Poultry, Oaine,
Salmon. Kresh Waler Kish ol all kinds, ,Ve.,
All kinds ol' Barrel Heading.

110 South Market. St,, Boston, Mass.
All goods paid l'oe soon os sold ond any inl'orma
(hol.'l*
lion given of the markets.
GRAVES' PATENT

HAY
It not

P.

LOMBARD,

DEMTIST
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FISTULA AND PILES
without the

Cured

Use

of the Knife.

HKAI) (M. 1>., Harvard, 1S42), and
RLAl) (M. I)., Harvard. lSTli),ulllres,
Kvans House, 175 Tremont Street, Boston, give

WILLIAM
ROI1KKT M.

special

attention

in

the treatment

"i

FINTliLA,

PILKS AM) ALL DISK.ASKS OF TIIK ltKCTI M. without
detention from business.
Abundant references

given. Pamphlet

sent

Oflire Hours—11

Sundays.)

v.

on

M.

application.

to 4

o’clock

p. M.

(except
1 vru

»u.

,•
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Kotice.

Treasurer's

Non-resident taxes in the town of swainilte.
fount) of Waldo, for the )ear h'2.

u

ite d
1 K following lift "f fa\o- m r. :d
resident ownelrs in the tow n of 'swanv.b.
W
he year A. I>. 1
hLLlS collector of aid town on the thirty lir-t
1> jYi- been returned b> dm
da\ of May. \
to me as remaining Unpaid on the dst day of Ma\
A. I* 1ns>, by nts eertiiicat. ot that date, and now
remain unpaid, ai d n- tice i- heiciy given that If
tin- said tn\e- and Interest and charge- are not
paid into the f rea- ;r> of said town " ithi eighteen
months from the date >f the commitment of tie
-aid bills, so much of the real estate taxed as wid
be -ullicient to pay the amount due therefor, includ
iiiginterest and ehaijgi.s, will wdthout further not let
he -old at public minion at the Seh ctmen’s otlice in
said tow n, on the
second day of bn emlier,
A. l>. Is>.», at ten o'clock in (In* forenoon
<
H
A
H
A,

pi
1

;

tvj'enty

Names and

l>eseriptlou.

y*

Manufaetjuriug

Swam ill-'
Co. mill privilege
outlet «d‘ (»i*o<r I*
W. F. Cunningham
t

M. MA

jit tier
md., I

l.'MK*
I_’>a«T*>
III

j.C»0

1\1|>KN, Treasurer of

,< hm»

.pm.im
c».;t«»

swam

llle.

Swanville, Aug.-*, I-v\\

Notice.

copartnership
'pills Is to give milieu that the
1 tween the undersigned under the naun and

ESTABLISHED, 1830:-

style of Cl NNINliHAM blios. .v 'AMU'.IC, is
All debts
this dav dissolved Ibv mutual eousent
against said firm a v to he paid b> said Cunning,
ing Brothers and allldebt* due said firm ire to be
paid to saiii Cunningham brothers. I’he business
will hereafter he
by said William Cunliinghum, Frank l» Cunningham and l-red li. run
and
style of Cunningham
ningham, under the mine
" II.I 1' < t'NMNliUAM
Hri.llu'r.T
!• RANK li. Cl NNIMill VM.
1C II C’l’NMNlill \M.
" II. 1, \RI1 C. SAXDKKS.

n|mt,limed

SAWS.

Tie Heel are lie Clearest.

IMPORTERS OF BEST FRENCH BAND SAWS.
13\V’2U*

\o«

sjhow

taiitin^

Welsh & Griffiths, 9i Water St. Boston, Mass.

\

piddji.-hed

that lie claims om* undivided half of the following
described real estate, situate in said Winlerport.
viz: Beginning at the Counts roadaltln muiiiwc-i
corner of tieorire .Johnson’s lot, so-called : iht-me
southerly, by said .Johnson lot and land o! II. s.
Trevett to the MeHlathcn line; llu'iio northwest
erlv, on said line b» the County road ; tln-uee .-ast
erly. by said road to the place of be^innina, e >n
vw i!ii the
one third of an acre, more or lc»
westerly half of the house standing «-n -aid land,
by virtue of a deed of mortijauv from Ci dvili W.
Ireenhaleh to Sop.hronla B. Perkins, u ife I >< ptemher 20111. isTl. and r«•«• *rd.'d in the Kejrisiry of I beds
for said Waldo, iu Bo..k l1
Ba^e 27S, w hieh mort
ijage was duly assigned to nn* said Hiirhinson, Vu
list, .7. Ins.; ihat the condition in said mortirai;e
has been and now is broken, w hercfore he idaims a
foreelosnn* "f the same.
I-!I > WIN C
lire’ll I NsoN.
By V ||. Hi mt.vun, his Attorney.
Winterport, Aui;. 2s, 18So.—;{\v ‘.f>

—
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Notice.

of those saws is Worth three nf nnv nthrr kind.
Mini*- of Best Uelinet! ast Med. linely tempered
Fntirr.<atroul finished, and perfect rutting tools
We manufacture Saws of ail
tsuut km guaranteed.
hinds, and every ;<aw is warranted Try them.^ Pon t
buy any other If your hardware dealer don’tevkeep
ery
them, order from us direct
Agents wanted
v. here.
54th Annual Price last, etc., free.

11

therij.

in the
I 7U>\VIN C. ofme HINSON, of Winterport. m-tiee
Waldo, hereby yivos public
Jjj County

line

f VTK «»K

n

foregoingl

1. Bl CK. Al.K P B. sPRIM.s ami
l A N N I P B. A M >BRSON, being a pari of all
the heir- living in diHerein Mate-, ot T. llol.M P>
Bi t 1\, late of Sear-port, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition that i BOR
OIL P. Bi t K, the administratrix of the estate of
-aid .deceased, may he licensed to sell certain real
cstatt of said deceased, described in sai l petition,
accoidlng to the provisions "f tin tenth specilira
tion of section one. chapter -evenly one of the Revised statute-.
Ordered, That the said Petitioners give notice to
til persons interested by causing a copy of this older to he published three weeks successively in the
Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast,the llrst pul*
lit ation to he thirty days prior to the hearing, that
tnev may appear at a Probate Court, to bo hold at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of October next, at ten of theeloek before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, win the
praver of the petitioners should not la* granted.
J. D. LAMM >N, .Judge.
Bv 00
A true copy.
Attest: -A.
PlKTCHI.n. Register.

.-iaiuember lie Name.

1
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Belfast, Me.
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Beneficial results .tre re:iii/cd !•> a few apphea
tit*ns. ,\ thorough treat meet w ill cure. >rnd for
circular.
B> mail, prepaid, due. -lamps received.
>old 1 *v all druggist-PLY BROTH BBS, Owego, N Y.
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P. 0. Box 227S Boston, Mass.
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HAY-FEVER

absorbed It etToctualh
ages <*f virus, causing

IMPROVED

32 tf

IT.I. TIIK I..VDIKS AM) (IF.NTS who rend
this advertisement, kindly send us their
y\
name and full 1’. <>. address, with stamp, as we
like
to engage your help In our work, which
would
is artistic, and very pleasant.
Easily performed in
We will give you constant emyour own room.
and
well.
Please address for
ployment
pay you
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t old In the Head,

Office at residence of Capt. W. G. Nichols,

Searsport,
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& Grade Yorkshire
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Idiat -aid >amu- ! I I.
•.:
w Ithout an;. justifiable catoe, utten> de.-eri< •:
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abandoned \ our 1 i 1 w 11 :mt at m. lobe. V L
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the loth lay of May. I'? ’. and haf !• an
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de-ertion to the pre-ent time.
tnsince sab: desertion -aid lit-elle.
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ant, ami she has bj.en romp* Yd {.< -upp.*: t ! t-< ;
I
h\ the a\ mU of ,her owe indu.-iiy.
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present pin*
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from the
ml* of limit rim my existing between her
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of the claims of any Patent turni.-hcd
remitting
one dollar.
Alignments recorded at Washington.
A'o agency in the Pnited States possesses su/n ri<<r facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the patentability of inventions.
U. II 1:1)I>Y, solicitor of Patents.

or

■

MXKl

No. 7tt State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Secures Patents in tin- I'nited Stairs; also in Great
( <q>ieBritain, France and -ther foreign countrii

AM) UK U.I'.liS

WM.

L'-onajr.P*

II.

wonderful and my-terious urati\e power A
developed w m b \< >o \.n i, d in it> opt rations
that no disease or health can possibly \ist or
resi>t its power, ami y*-t it is
Harmless forth- mo>t frail woman. \v akot !
n.o-jjLnlty
invalid or smallest child louse.
ration ts
“Almost dead or nearly dying”
l'or years, and given up by physicians of
Bright's and other kidney disca>e>. liver complaints. >e\ en eoughs called eon>umption, have
bt n cured.
w omen gone
nearly era/.} :
To I In* Honorable .lustin'' of the supreme .InFrom agony of neuralgia, nervousness, wakedicia! foiiri, next (o be hidden at Belfast withfulness ami various diseases peculiar lt> w mn< n.
in and for the fount) of Waldo, on the third
People drawn out of shape from excruciatof October next :
Tuesda)
ing pangs of Rheumatism.
\ I. i.« ni. W. of Ki.on,
*.!;*' <
:
Intlammatory and chronic. or -utl'ering from
•.
m i
W’aMo, and State >f Maine, {•.,
scrofula!
this honorable court to he Informed, that m tie.
si
as
!
Fry pel
eighteenth da\ »• 1 >epteinb. r. A. I» ishewn-*
Salt riieiim. blood poisoning, dyspepsia, indi- lawfully ,!ni:in;ol t
1
!•»•. AN.
>AM( L 1
mmon w.-ad
f M.i-'.iciei
Lawrence, m the
gestion, and in fact almost all diseases frail
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P
Wilson
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sett-,
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ndiust.
ligoruc
Nature is heir to
by
lomu/.c
in..rr;
I lav* been cured b\ Hop Hitters, proof of the tio>|nl, duly aulhnri/ed t"
which can be found in (‘very neighborhood in ages, that
a- lui.-baud and wife at Kno\. in «ui ! < o inc.
the known world.
!nm~>
Waldo and Mate of Maine, from 1"T t
l"Tv
Trial since dun.
!-T.u -he has reside I in -a.

R. H. EDDY,

to Pit. I1FGHL>.
The Doctor’s long, successful practice in thlscity,
togctlier with the marvelous cures, are unquestionable guarantees of bis -kill and ability.
Persons who ran not personally consult the Doctor can do .->> by w riting in a plain manner a description of their disease, and appropriate remedies will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly <‘onftdenti.il, and will be returned if desired.
1x10
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CREAM

No. 7500 CumlxM'laiid
PORTLAND, MAINE.
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PATENTS.

It. !1. LPPY, l .-q.
me in 1SI0, my lir-t
acted for and advi-cd

m HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

TIME-TABLE.
after Honda), June 1 s. iw:i, n
'ding at Burnham w :th thr uigh train- f r Bai
will rur: a- !'
Waterville, P ortland and l‘."-t
On and

Iyr2«

more trw-t
fortluun an
earlv and favorable consideration at tin Patent OfK DM INI) IU lilvF,
fice."
Late Commissioner of Patent-.

SAVES

Maine Central R. R.

d)
,Y. IF.

-•

"Inventors cannot

WASHIN GimBLEACHIN 6

—

1

worthy

fob

thorough ,md exhaustive trt a Use.
Sole American Agent, C -m,.-

Ingalls,

!cA 1*11 K

"1 regard Mr. Kddy as one <•! iho most capable
anti successful practitioner- with whom I hav had
< tiiciul intere<>ur-e.'’
('HAS. M A SON. ( ommisMo'.w r of Patents.

BEST THING KNOWN

F. K.

J
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be

a short
ii }••>:, are
ni!l «sc
Sr o at

remove
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six

is

-'an

i^^aro caused by Impure
^A^^Jk^blo, J, and.mcan be

tv, \t-
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'UK subscriber oflVr- tor -ale hi- mills and farm
situated in Wc-t Winterport.
The farm containtwo hundred and forty-live acres of land
conno ted, except a small portion being near by in
Frankfort, and i- well di\ i led into tillage, pasturage and woodland, with loamv -oil, well watered
and under goo.l cultivation. Cut- about HO tons of
Kugli-h ha\ ami has a very good young orchard.
I In- good buildings; one barn -12xUs, with sheds
connected for sheep and dressing, one .-table 3»>x3i»
with basement. house gootl si/e witli ell and wood
sheds connected, all well finished inside and out,
with a good cistern and well of water in the house.
Also in connection with this farm are two othei
dwelling houses ami a stable, all under rent; a good
t'Te •Jtx-'.r. with hall, also in rent; one workshop
carriage house, store houses, A;e. The mills
consist of a Hour and grist mill :>Jx.i2, w ith three
run of stones; one of the best circular saw mills
hitch put in for sawing long lumber, the building
is -2 lx on.
Connected with above is a building l\vo
•tories. dux 17, w ith a line of shafting running the
entire length « f mill, which runs a shingle, stave
and heading machine, jointers, stave and board
plainer-, turning lathe, cutting otl' saw, \c. The
above mills are in good running order and are
driven b\ two good iron whels, one LclVel Double
Turbine, ami mu* Uobins’, which are connected
with mu* of the best w ater powers in Waldo coun-

an-i

fx^at^implcs
>!■

1j

Sni33*

Northport

LIVKUY

m*

K. P. Halt A i o., Nashua,N. 11.

...

Plummer's Mills & Farm for Sale.

particulars,

\IT1LL LEAVE AMERICAN AND NEW ENGLAND HOUSE for the Skating Pav ilion at
▼ V

1 BELFAST

:

La g.

i<ai

’P

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

OF

Fare Hound Trip,

of :h-

pun- \

is vorit

"V

4'» sets of 1

English China, both Tea and Dining, j.l sets of
Gold Band and other fancy China sets ol’I the latest
styles and linest qualities just imported, loo Tea
and Dining sets of the White English Stone China
of the lirst (piality; and one of the largest stocks of
Glassware ever offered in this city, some gyles entirely new. Agents wanted in every town in the
State to canvass for tin* Hampton Tea Company to
sell Teas. < >ur canvassing hooks are now ready to
he distributed. Send for one at once; that is, to
those wishing to become Agents. The books give
list of Teas, prices, Ac. All oorresponden -e directed to It. Kittrodgo, Harford Block, Belfast, Me.

for

DYE

WHHvI H*i

remedy.

HEART
BOUND?

>Vf^^kSystcn,
-<%/,'A7<^vclean

mlranre.

improvementk

H AMPTON TEA COMPANY link*
rpiIE
X ceived 2u»)0
of choice Teas of

e

articles

t

sirable

9ni4

■>.

Herbal

ilrstlclrtss

Also

rs.

<•:

toil,

Sold

tor

esu

frill K subscriber lias purchased a
eiiru1. lar glass front hack, which he will Urive about
the streets for use at funerals, private driving parties, or for any purpose for which llrst-rlass hacks
are used.
It is easy riding, well ventilated, ami
furnished with all modern
It is the
lirst-elass
hack in tin* city, and ha# been proonly
cured at great expense. Charges will l»e reasonable.
O. \V. McKKNNKY.
llelfast, June 20, 1883.—20tf

and kinds.

the

Price of Ellis’s Spavin
(cure $1.00 pe bottle.

Han;

Stf. D.,

and

ir

j

th■

MSYd XCIYW IKIIIRVM..

GOROOli,

Ha< h*
nr.

...

ub!es anti

YllllliKSS

Watches, JeWelry,

UELFAST.

THE

one.

postal.

*

Cream

MASONIC BLOCK. III(• H ST.

name on a

Sudbury

l>r.

I-

H. KITTHKIMiE, Agent and Manager.

Drowned in Beer.

Si-ntl

163 TREM0NT ST, BOSTON, MASS.

OUR GEORGE,

WANT t;o> I)

Hr have all needed supplies, as imod as the best,
as [oh as the lottesi, In i|iiant ties to suit,
and lor your Oil stores, UilWNKlfS
OIL. high lest, no smok \ and
the only Oil that does not
erust the Mlek.
WK Al.s-l) MAMTACi’ITlK
1*1 UK COXFKCTIONKItl for Wholesale and lie mil
trade. MTS. FHJS. OATHS, and FBI ITS of all
Kinds In their season, (live us a call.
f.ti

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE,
Great Balsamic

Tnn

For
£>0

I:i'h-

1‘osl oilier address Box 471.

—•

will convince every

We prepare Condition Powders and H
r'
Heave Powders. Worm Powder and Colic Powd.
All these on sale at Prup
storesand harness dealers

FOR

restin.j

1’IIYSIC IATS
Neuralgia, Chromatism, Paralysis, 1 alsv, and all
Nervous Trouldes successfully treatei
1 make a
specialty of chronic Diseases of Hie I.i erand Kill• levs, and also diseases
to
Females. Propeculiar
prietor of Dr. Gordon's Positive Catarrh Cure.
tfi-Olllrc ami residence I'nlon St., llelfast. Me.

■ i.m ■

1

BUCKINGHAM'S

A FAIR TRIAL

CLARK 8t FREEMAN,

publlratiuns.

gim>

Magnetic. Electric

——

THE SHEME OF LIKE; OK, SKLF-PKFSKKYATION,

Farmers !

w i: ii a \ l.

JASOM

Distillation of Witch Hazel,
American Pine, Canadian Fur, Marigold,
Clover Blossoms, etc.,
For the Immediate relief and Permanent Cure of
every form of Catarrh, from a .Simple Head Cold or
Inlluenza to the Loss of Smell, Taste, and Hearing,
Cough, Bronchitis, and Incipient Consumption.
Relief in live minutes in any and every ease. Nothing like it. (.rateful, fragrant, wholesome. Cure
begins from first application, and is rapid, radical,
permanent, and never failing.
One bottle Radical Cure, one Box Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford’s Inhaler, all in one package,
forming a complete treatment, of all druggists lor
$1. Ask for Sankoud’s Radical Ci'i?i:. Pottlu
Dure; and Chemical Co., Boston.

f

butions.

Mich. Flour for $6.5 0 per bbl.

ntiii

The

T hose who doubt
his assertion -iiouid pur, base
the new medical w-ck puMi-he-l .\ the i E Yl!(»ld
MEDICAL 1 NSTITT ’TK. Hod-i,. entitled. THE
SIT KM E OK LIFE ; OK, SFL K-l’KKsEK\ iTIO.V E\.
ha’isted Vitality, Nervous and I’hysiod Dehilitv,
Premature Decline in Man. or Vitalitv Immured 1»v
the Error? of Youth, or too ri..>e application rd
he iness. may he restored and manhood reyainel.
-A-th edition, re\ i.-ed and cnlaryed, just puMi-lied.
It is a ftandard medical work, the »e.-t in Lie
Knylish lanyuaye, written hy a physi -inn of yr, at
experience, to whom was awnr l• ■,i a yold and jewelled medal hy the Naii -nal .Me li* ai \--oriaiion.
It contains beautiful and very expensin' cn.’m
inys, .>tMi payes, more than 12' aluable pre-ription- for all forms of diseases, acute and ehroaie,
the result of many years of *\tcn>ive and mi -a
fill practice, either one of which is worth, t n times
the price of the book.
Mound in beautiful f rench
cloth, embossed, full yilt. Price only $1.-'. hv
mail, postpaid. on receipt of price.
Illustrated
-ample six emits. Send now.

iMipulur Maine liiimurKI, and Hhohustion a
nallnna! reinilalinn. Mill cunt lime Ills rontrl-

Tartar, Spices, T ea,
Coffee, &.c.
To the DreeSiers ici Tents !

the

An THE BEST of nil Horne Reroedle*.

Sure'

Strictly Pure

clean'e

IS HK.HLY

HISTORY OF THE HORSE.
with testimonials,
j
Sent free on Application.

Hu-

ETOTICB.
To the

dressing because it gives the hair a beauglossy lustre, and enables them to dress
ii
whaicwr tonrt they wish. Thus it is the
fav >r;ie .-i all, ami u has become so simply
bee a Us*, it disappoints ln» 1.0.

tile.;

IT LEADS ALL
the world, and
ENDORSED

j

|
Ar

a

■

HOMES A Co., Belfast.
Iyrad

-A I

Sealj» and Blood of
liiuir,
scaly, l'imply,

RINA. HO NFS

in the past, will he In make It a MAINE NEWSPAPER, giving place lo the w citings of native authors
and recording the arhieventents of Maine men at
inline and abroad, and In the various walks of life.

Hilftcr. Ilcans, Eijij.i. Cufiitucs, <(-r.
T» those in the rltj, »r lime the
Hi‘sl
Hour in To>\ n I

TO

IT WILL CURE
where others fail

prev -uts them from getting bald,
damlrull away, and makes the hair
thick and strong.
Young ladies like it

as a

MANHOOD!!

BTEEET, l.OSTOX
V.

gw

1> 1-22

The Journal has LOCAL CORRESPONDENTS In
each of the twenly-'lv towns In Waldo County, and
In knot, llunrork and Washington Counties, with
occasional correspondence from Maine men In all
parts of the world. The endeavor In the future,as

CHAS, f, BA1ES & CO. Proprietors,

1

A

that will.**
Sl’AVlNS
am! without blister or blemish.
11' KE310VES

r.fid

VK1).

(

other

ad

I'.-.b.

-tore, w h >
<*f the little

Grange News.
Its stories, poetry and miscellany are carefully
selected fur home reading. It records what Is being done al home and abroad in the cause of temperance, and gives reviews of new books ana

I fc:

:

iii).< pper. Metals.
ves

and

Say

C.e_uia^ "3 Polisaii
!-.

News.

The Fisheries.

GROCER FOR

AND

keeps

Undisputed Positive Evidence of Absolute Cures.

SPLINTS,

restoration of

because it

^preparation

!

Inflammation.

or

nesthat re-nit fr--;e in li-mvt ion
rplIEunt.-Minis,
in early life may l»e alleviated and enrol.
1

HHS.

HOUSEKEEPERS
THE

valuable in removing
j
‘LA.1ENESS, SWELLING ;

for Epileptic Fits.T* A
The only known
AS*Also for Spasms and Falling Sickness.Tx A
Nervous Weakness quickly relieved and cured.
Equalled by none in delirium of fever;Ts A
ft ©‘Neutralizes germs of diseas and sickness.
Cures ugly blotches and stubborn blood sores.
Cleanses blood, quickens sluggish circulation.
Eliminates Boils, Carbuncles and Scalds;Tit*
ft ^Permanently and promptly cures paralysis.
Yes, It is a charming and ! ithful Aperient.
Kills Scrofula and Kings Evil, twin brothers.
Changes bad breath to good, rc moving cause.
£^""Routs biliousness and clears complexion.
Charming resolvent and matchless laxative.T£A
It drives Sick Headache like the wind Tit*
v•■^“Contains no drnsti enthurti or opiates.
Promptly cures Iih<-u.natism by routing it.T.A
Restores life-giving properties to the blood.Tit*
Is guaranteed to cure all norvou* disorders.Ti A
;'^"Reliable when all opiates fail.T A
Refreshes the mir. and ; avinontes the body.
Cures dyspepsia or money refunded.' PA
C f*- Endorsed in writing by owr lilty thousand
Leading physicians in 1. S and Europe;TtA
Leading clergymen in V > and Europe.T*1A
Diseases of the blond ov
P a
n.pieror.TvA
For sale by all leading druggists.
A
The Dr. S. A Richmond Medical Co., Props.
St. Joseph, Mo.
^2)
For testimonials and *. ireulars s. :. 1 *-t imp.
0. N. Crittcnton, Agent, N w York.

r'-^nedy of the •ige."
!
“itiathoonly

A Book for Every Man !
Young. iVrddie-Aged and Old.

Notes.

Shipping

ASK TOUR

rrmark'ible

o

Shipbuilding

BE LEAVE, MAINE.

most

complete

a

Commencing Monday

OLD STAND, NO. i:i MAIN STREET,

II.

a

to

Steamer

The Journal makes specialties of

AT THE

seems

eointnon.

bo\

The .1 cm run 1 will continue the pulley Indicated
by the late W. II. SIMPSON, in his valedictory published Sept, 30. isso, it will be decidedly and
unswervingly Republican, will present a reliable
and Interesting weekly digest of Intelligence,
will make, as heretofore, the news of Waldo
County and of this city a specialty, and will lend a
helping hand to every worthy pur ull and enterprise In which Maine men may he engaged by sea
or land.
Recognizing the prime Importance of
agriculture, It will continue to devote a considerable portion of Us spare to that Industry. In brief
the endeavor will be to present a paper the value
of whlrli shall be recognized by all readers, and
which shall he a credit to (lie illy In which for
nearly llfly-llvc years li has been published.

patch,

medicine made.

The Knoxville (Tenn.l Chronicle presents
statistics to show that the republican vote in
that State has increased 37,000 in eight
years,
I while the democratic vote, in the same
period
has increased only 17,000. The Chronicle is
sanguine that Tennessee will cast her vote for
the next republican nominee for the presidency, if the republicans of the State do their duty.
A bitter contest is going on in Louisiana between the two wings of the democratic
partv.
The Houmous want to nominate GovernorMcand
the
liberals are pushing General
Knrry,
Ogden forward. Of the two the record of General Ogden is the best. The Bourbons appear
to have the advantage in the contest thus far.
Mr. Mefinery was elected lieutenant-governor
four years ago, and succeeded Governor Wiltz
when he died.

for

ever

the peace and e\
Hon. John Neaiey. justice
member of the House of llcpresenuitivcs fr«»m
a
twelve year- a terrible
Meredith. N. II. w
lie sayI earn."t ob-ufferer with rheumatism,
>
much *ro. d as
tain any niedieine which doe- me
best
your Sulphui Hitters, ami 1 think it is tl

Wi re we able to view a man in the whole circle of hi- existence. we should have the satisfaction of seeing it close with happiness or misery. according to hi- proper merit, but though
our view of iiitn is interrupted by death before
the finishing of his advi ntures. if I may so
speak, we may be sure that the conclusion and
catastrophe is altogether suitable to his behavior.
[Addison.

Points.

Forces

of

day.

In a great town, where it is said no man
knows his neighbor, less is to be observed of
nature; more of man. It is well not to know
one's neighbors: but it is ill not to observe
them. Triend- and associates are chosen in a
great town upon higher grounds that the mere
accident of the position of a house: and, if
there lie no perfectly distinct reason for a
personal acquaintance’, it i- best not to know so
much as the names of those persons who live
within sight of one's windows.
Hut they
should all lie studied carefully as problems
through the window-pane. But whv they,
rathe? than other people? Because they are
there.
[Household Words.

lvll>

mamma?”
A

rates.

13 Main St.

tii-

t"

it

:

While iiei mother w i- taking a ll\ "lit uf the
hutter. little Daisy asked, “l- that a butter-tly,

1 beseech you. to preserve
yourself in an easy and cheerful frame of mind.
<
the
in
which
'ompare
day
you have rooted out
the weed of dissatisfaction with that on which
vou have allowed it to grow up. and you will
find your heart open to every good motive, your
life strengthened, and your breast armed with a
panoply against every trick of fate: truly, you
will wonder at your own improvement, [li'ieliter.
a

XX.

LADIES. MISSES

is

ache is the Children’s friend and Mothers’.. mi fort.
It leaden- the nerve a id drives permanent relief.
Fur sale hv dealers in niedieine.
lyrJ’.t*

of the

There will be no Increase In subscription or

advertising

old customers an l the public,
very large, nice and varied line of

said that Langtry is c oming to Am rica
to lectur**. LanghVs lecturing, like charity,1:• >n 1< 1
at
home.
begin
It

To all who arc suffering from the error- ami i»discretions of youth, nervous weaknes-, early de
cay, loss of mauli-•••■!. .v., I will -end a n dn that
j will cure you, FUFF »>F CHA1H.F. Thi- aivat
A strict belief in fate is tlie worst of slavery, remedy was dise.nerod by a missionary in South
scii'l a self-addressed envelope to the
imposing upon our necks an everlasting lord or America,
Itliv. Joski-o T. INMAN, Stati-n /). Xnc York City.
tyrant, whom we are to stand in awe of night
1 vr4>
and day: on the other hand, there is some
comfort that Hod will he moved by our prayers;
After Mi>. MacFlaherty bad repaired tin baselint tliis imports
an
inexorable mystery. ment of her William’s pantaloons, she referred t->
him as her “reseated Hill.”

Political

Infants

..

one

iLarpstWeeRliesintle State.

May L l^.'b— lMf

dealers

Women will find their place, and it v'ill
alter be that which they have held nor that to
which some of them will aspire. Nature's old
"alie law will not be repealed, and no change of
dynasty will be effected. [Huxley.
"li. the incomparable contrivance of Nature,
who lias ordered all tiiiugs ill so even a method
dial wherever “lie has been less bountiful in her
gifts, there she makes it up with a larger dose
of self-love, which supplies the former deficits
and makes all even.
[Erasmus.

1- i'
.-known fact that most of the H ra7;-l Pintle I’.»wder S"l«l in this country is worth"• thit s'u-t'■■an'- •'••ndition pow'd. r
is abc- a.
in.I v rv valuable.
Nothing on
arth will make hen- lay like Sheridan's
Condition Powder. J >ose. j,. t. .. *]•«>« >nful to
'•
'li pint. loud.
Sold everywhere. r sent by
t -r ”5 cts. in stamps.
We furnish it in Lj
ms, pree >1.'H P»v mail, sl._*'.
1. S. -I* •iin.so.s*
boston, Mass.

IT.
Now offers

M

1

Karly In October nevt, making It

Boots and Shoes
At the Old Stand, No

win such

the hair, and vigorous health to the
scalp, are innuun ruble.
Old people like it for its wonderful power t <
restore to their whit* l.iug locks their original
color and beauty. Middle-aged people like it

XURE

“The

Permanently Enlarged

-O F-

■

a

When
moter,

m

Information

-•ur-- :::neoas-s cut*-: ten.

...

imin idual

our own

room.

When a good man is afflicted, tempted or
troubled with evil thoughts, then he understandctli better the groat need he hath of God.
vv itliout whom lie pereeiveth he can do
nothing
that is good. [Thomas a Kempis.

CROUP. ASTHMA. BRONCHITIS.
NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,

SPRING STOCK

contemporary a.—on.- that the latest thing >ut
bad husband. What about the gas in hi- wife’s

A
is

■

':.a:

ancestors and

imprudence. >ud«b n exjiosure to extreme climatic
inliuences, gluttony, improper food, alcoholic stimulants. over exciti'C.i ->t nin i and body, worriment,
anxiety, care, t- all have a marked effect on the
human system. Be cur* 1 by using Brown’s Iron
Bitter- A remarkable remedy t.>r restoring health.

Hooks teach by one machinery conversation
by another; and if the*' resources were trained
into correspondence t<• their separate ideals,
they might become reciprocal complements of
aeii other. [De (juiucey.

JOHN'SOX A* C O.. Boston, Mass.

:

turns It

We have happily escaped the dogma of the
divine right of king’s, I.o us not fall into the
equally pernicious error that multitude is
divine because it is a multitude.
[Garfield.

omplaints
Physician*

them in th«ir

n-e

soon

court

A man i- born a dandy as lie is born a poet.
Tiler are beads that can't wear hat-: there are
neck- that can't tit cravats; there are jaws that
can't till our collars.
[Holmes.

C

Female

no

-uch

Many wonder why the brute creation * \ vl man
kind as a rule when ii comes i«» aque-tion «-f health.
Investigation quickly ascertains the cause, it is because the 1 rule naturally obeys every law *d health,
while mankind i- constantly degenerating *»w it«>

oncentration i- the secret of strength in
in war. in trade; in short, in all management of human affairs.
[Emerson.

thing be pos-

a

urcs

*

c

the entire -y-tem in three months.
Any
l'eixm who will take 1 Pill each night
t'r«*m 1 M l i weeks, may be restored to

health, if such

As it ulwa\-

(if all the sisters of love one of the most
charming i- pity. [Alfred de Musset.

uews

polities,

And will completely change the blood in

sound

Stomach.

I

color

ELLIS'S
SOWN

BE-

A YOOE1.EH 4 CO )

ly reow51

A

tan Xcrrim cured me.”
•Usorders. At druggists.

to

Baltimore, M.1..V.S A.

x*<

Extraordinarily

The Charles A. Vogeler Co.

eloped with an unknown
Mr-iousiy missing.
the

-WILL

Sold ty all Druggists and
Dealers' D.rections in 11
languages.

who

In

Republican Journal

THROAT,

FIFTV CENTS A BOTTLE.

(SoooeMirf

popular remedy

a

accomplished

it has

UROSTBITES,

One for

does

Seldom

strong hold upon tlu* public confidence as has
Hall's Hail Klnlw i.k. The eases in which

nr [INS. SCALDS,
And al other bodily aches
and pains.

ple.

Every great poem is in itself limited by neeessity—but in it- suggestions, unlimited and
infinite.
[Longfellow.
All mankind acknowledge themselves able
and sufficient to do many things whieli actually
ibey never do. [south.

PILLS

for.

The physician is a sympathetic man. Whenever
he touelies the pul-e *-f an in\ alii he feels sick also.

good

sloRE

a

baits.

polish

PURGATIVE PILLS,

eery lame from

-THE-

QUINSY. SWELLINGS,
SPRAINS,
Soreness. Cuts, Bruises,

cer-

have been cured by Hood’s sarsaparilla. Other
cures effected by this medicine are -o wonderful
that the simplest statement «*f them affords the best
proof that it combine- rare curative agent- and
when once used secures the confidence of the pc*»-

despair

Gold's gold tuougli dim ill the dust;
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Humor

[Milton.
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they

Much **f the distress and -i -kness attribute*! to
dy>pepsia, chronic -liarrlnea and ether cau.-es isoccasioned by humor in the stomach. Several cases,
with all the characteristic- of these complaints,

Thought.

Evil new- rides fast, while

;r

woman

reported

man was

To sp -ak aloud her bitterness.
To tell you of her loneliness
And sore distress.
'The ( "tigregationallst.

of

was

snuff

Nothin*, >tkkn<.iiikn- \ Fekbi.e stomach like
the l.ieldg Co’s Coca Beef Tonic, recommended by
the most distinguished medical scientist* of the
Old and New World. Beware of worthless imitations.

She stands alone and quite apart.
With mirth and song her aching heart
Has lot nor part.
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year ag" my horse
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Hair Renewer.

EIJMATISM,

I ACH.4CIIE.
Ht AD. (TIE, TOOTH AC IIE,

tin* ;

of

__

cures

Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Lumbago,

money refunded.

cyclone indicator is loudly -died
family use would sell quite readily.

The mirthful mask of yesterday.
She stands alone and far away
From yesterday.
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Even as she stands before you there
With ail the old accustomed air.
The smiles that wear

Sarsaparilla

RH

sprain,” writes E. E. Bally, of A-hland, N. IE,
“Ellis' >pavin Cure removed* both the lameness ami
bony enlargement.” It always does this.

tries

The while you criticise her air
Of gay response, pierced with
She does not dare

Warranted to cure,

When people are compelled to
tainly are put to the pinch.

So, wearing ou bet face the guise
(Of olden smiles, with tearless eyes

Of new despair and wasting
At last, at last to find relief
Beyond belief.
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And fiercer strife.

dumbly

Relieves and
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55th YEAR.

GERMAN

FEMEDY

Ayer’s Ague Cure acts directly on the liver and
biliary apparatus, and drives out the malarial
poison which induces liver complaints and bilious

Lest, like a giant in her life,
This woe should rise to stronger life

She

his moustache is

THEJGREAT

“1 had a very line horse spavined and lamed for 4
months,” write- s. B. Hazeltine. of Searsnnumt,
Mass. “In two .weeks, however, after using Ellis’
|
Jw37
Spavin Cure he was completely cured.”

questioning words with questioning
tone.

by

;

A young man biting
“down in the mouth.”

Apart

dHi'-‘-ri."t>. I’ricr $1. or six for $5.
C. I. HOOD ^ Co., Lowell. Mass.

v

NORA FERRY.

The treasure of her life away:
"The same, the same as yesterday.”
And as you say

■
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Mar) land to the Front.
The Hon. Oden Bowie, Ex-Governor of
Maryland. President of tlie Baltimore City Passenger Railway Co., also President of the 'Maryland Jockey Club says : “Both iu my family,
and in my private stables, as well as’tliose of
the City Passenger Railway Co. 1 have for several years used St. Jacobs Oil most satisfactorily.” Such a statement ought to convince every
reader of this paper.

The «nme as yesterday, before
The dark-winged angel at her door
Entered and bore

Messes. C. I. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass.
dent’,'men—I was a great sufferer from
Sal’-hlmiun on my lind-s. fur a dozen years
v!"i> in the summer of 1-7,1. at which
till;,- I v.as cured 1 > Hood's Sarsaparilla.
'1skin would 1-, eonie dry. chap, crack
n. Meed and itch intensely, so that I
;
-,.1.1 ii,,t help scratching, which of course
At the time I comn.ado them worse
-ed takit a Hood's Sarsaparilla in the
s
.miner of
th,-y wore so kid tliat they
cm, 1.urged. and I was ohliged tokeepthem
1
myed with linen cloths. The skill was
,wn so tin!.* 1|V the heat of the disease
tl...t it 1 st.-t. ,1 ,-Ver tl.cv would crack open
ars into
i I it a
ami ... u.
my ey, s. The
,- so much tliat I eonl -11•.l n- tiled
1 used one
I. uedt ,ku a it lot 1 ''..is cured
1's Olive Ointment, to relieve the
! x of J
mav
leal u the
otl.
is
II. )-ilia many
:
1
\
,-of llo, d's sarsaparilla and receive as
m-ii Inm.Sit as 1 have. 1 am.
Ycrv tiulv v,.tit.
Mils. s. S. VOOTiY.
No. 73 looadway.
Lowell, Mass., Jan. 1 is...

Hood’s

Mask.

••She speaks and smiles the old gay way.
She is the same as yesterday,”
You turn and say:

with Salt-Rheum ?

Why Suffer

the
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Hulfuft, Au«. !1883.- 3w3S*

WANTED !

100 Seamen for Coasting Purposes
A1TLY
:

JOHN S. RANLETT,
Man li i, 1883.—10
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